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Preface
Welcome to ATF 2008
Recent progress and globalization of the science and technology in the field of time and
frequency standards makes their cooperation very important. The purpose of ATF 2008
is to offer an opportunity that the researchers and specialist of the time and frequency
institutes in Asia-Pacific can congregate, report each other’s research activities, and
promote their own research and mutual understanding, and have discussions toward the
construction of cooperation and collaboration. As many as 50 papers including two
special talks will be presented at this workshop.
We sincerely welcome and invite all of you to Asia Pacific Workshop on Time and
Frequency (ATF 2008). This workshop was sponsored by KIM-LIPI Indonesia and
NICT Japan. We hope you would have a better insight into your research through the
workshop.
ATF 2008
Local Organization Committee

Topics
Report from Asia-Pacific time and frequency Institutes.
Atomic frequency standards.
Generation and keeping of time scales.
Time Transfer.
Dissemination of standard time and frequency.
Other topics related to time and frequency.
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Accurate Time and Frequency Transfer Strategy
- from Single-Technique-Single-Link to Multi-Techniques-Network
Z. Jiang
Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)
Pavillon de Breteuil F-92312 SEVRES CEDEX, FRANCE zjiang@bipm.org

Abstract
Up to now, the strategy of UTC/TAI time and frequency transfer (T/F transfer or transfer for short)
is the single-technique-single-link. However, the international UTC/TAI time-frequency transfer
network is highly redundant, i.e. most of the links in the network are measured but not used. On one
side, there are several techniques available: the TWSTFT (Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency
Transfer, TW for short) and the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System: GPS, GLONASS
(GLN for short) and coming soon GALILEO). Each technique is itself rich of redundancy. A
typical example is TW: TW is measured as a network but used as single links. For a N point
network, the number of the total measured links is N(N-1)/2. Among them, only N-1 links are used
for UTC/TAI generation. The number of the total redundant links is (N2-3N+2)/2. As a function of
N, the redundancy increases quickly.
At BIPM, the Ku-band and X-band TW data, the C/A and P codes as well as the carrier phase data
for both GPS and GLN are available. 15 labs operate GPS and GLN, 19 operate GPS and TW; 8
operate the three GPS, GLN and TW. New techniques are coming. The redundant situation is
becoming crucial. How to fully use the potential of the redundant information is a challenge.
Combination of redundant data of different techniques is not new. Methods have been proposed
[5,10,11,12,13,19]. These contributions are either TW-only network or single-link-TW+GPS
transfers. In this paper, the author discusses a general strategy: multi-technique-network T/F transfer
that allows using all the data produced by different techniques. Multi-techniques mean TW, GNSS
and all other T/F transfer measurable. The principal idea is to perform a global least square network
adjustment. Concerned points are investigated: mathematical model of the combination, weighting
different observations, uncertainty estimations and calibrations etc.
Numerical tests prove the theoretical predictions. Significant gains are obtained: improving the time
stability and reducing the biases, such as the diurnals in TW, the biases and time jumps in the GPS.
And more important, due to the complete independence of TW and GNSS, their combination
ensures the solution not only more accurate but also more robust.
As a first publication, this paper is the initial step of a series of studies towards a new strategy of
UTC/TAI T/F transfer. It is no doubt a complex topic. Taking only TW and PPP (GPS T/F transfer
using the Precise Point Positioning technique) as example, the author explains the basic concept.
Deeper theoretical study and more numerical tests will follow.
1.1 Introduction
The international UTC/TAI time and frequency transfer (T/F transfer or transfer for short) network
is based on two types of space techniques: TW and GNSS. This network is highly redundant. 26
labs (40% of the 66 labs in total, cf. Tab. 1.1) which operate more than two types of time-frequency
transfer facilities. Among them, 18 labs operate TW and PPP. However this redundancy produced
by the complementary of the three completely independent space techniques is not fully used in the
UTC/TAI generation. Because the present strategy is the primary technique, i.e. if a direct TW
single-link is applicable, we use only it. Otherwise, we use GPS. GLN is not used until now. This
traditional strategy is the so-called single-technique-single-link transfer. This limits the potential
existing in the UTC/TAI network and wastes the manpower and money invested in the redundant
transfer facilities. How to fully fulfill this ceaselessly increased redundancy of which the amount is
becoming more and more crucial is one of the actual challenges.

We propose a new strategy: multi-technique-network T/F transfer that combines the advantages of
TW, GNSS (and other facilities) and fully uses the potential redundancy. This is a complex topic
with a lot of possible mathematical and numerical sub-topics to study, for example: how to set the
geometric constraints; how to choose and weight each measurement of each technique; how to
combine them (at baseline or network levels, separate or mixed); how to deal with the large scale
linear equations; as a link solution or adjusted as a whole; within the TAI Algos algorithm or
separately; as well as the calibrations etc. Each option may have several parameters and such
produces different combinations and different numerical results …
For a very first study, we take the simplest case: PPP and TW network time-frequency transfer. It is
the simplest case because (1) TW and PPP are the monthly routine products at BIPM available in
standard format and can be used immediately without any converting works; (2) the EuropeAmerica TW is operational as a complete network and backed up by PPP; (3) the related theoretical
problems have been well studied and partially solved. In fact, this study merges together the two
earlier studies headed by the author: T/F transfers by TW-only network [9,11] and by combining
TW and GPS [12,13]. Although we focus on the simplest case, the result is already encouraging. As
presented in Tab. 1.2, 28% of the national time labs that operate both TW and PPP contribute 88%
of the total atomic clock weight and all the primary frequency standards (PFS) to UTC/TAI. The
redundancy in TW and PPP supplies an effective strategy to improve the quality of UTC/TAI in
terms of accuracy, stability and robustness. And this simple application can be easily extended to
the general cases.
In the following discussions, without giving details (cf. [11,13] for advanced readers), we first
discuss the TW-only network transfer, presenting its major advantages and short points. The latter
include 1) the diurnals are not eliminated and 2) in Europe-American TW practice, a simultaneous
measurement schedule is not guaranteed and this weakens the triangle closure constraints required
in the network transfer. Then we prove that these short points in TW can be perfectly improved by
combining the independent observable PPP. These analysis results in the idea of multi-techniquenetwork T/F transfer.
The quality of the T/F transfer can be described by three characters: accuracy, precision and
robustness. They represent respectively the uncertainty type B (calibration and reproducibility),
measurement errors (uncertainty type A) and reliability. They are therefore the criteria when
comparing different transfer solutions. Limited by pages, for some topics, we cite only the
references without getting into all the details. The following section 3 is a resume of the papers
[12,13] of which the first appears in this proceeding.
2. TW-only network time and freqency transfer
2.1 General. If we use one sentence to describe the redundancy in the TW, it is, TW is measured as
a network but used as single-links (Fig. 2.1). For a N-point network, there are N(N-1)/2
independently measured links. Among them, only N-1 will be used for UTC/TAI. There are then
(N²-3N+2)/2 redundant links. As a function of N, the redundancy increases quickly. The ratio of the
redundant links over the UTC/TAI links is 0.5 for N=2; 2.5 for N=7; 5 for N=15 and 9 for N=19.
The later means that for N=19, for every ten measured links, only one is used for UTC/TAI. In the
present European-American network N=13. For Asia-Pacific region, N=8. If the whole EuropeAmerica-Asia TW network becomes fully operational, the waste redundancy increases 90%,
keeping in mind that compared with GNSS, TW is manpower, time and money costing. New TW
laboratories, with richer redundancy, are coming.
In metrology practices, increasing redundancy is the major method to improve the measurement
uncertainty. In Fig. 1, every UTC link (Lab-PTB) is directly and indirectly measured 8 times. An
indirect link is measured through an intermediate laboratory, e.g. ROA-CH-SP. By averaging, the
measurement errors can be reduced by a factor of about 2/3. Considering that the uncertainty of the
indirect link is less precise than the direct link, a gain of 30% to 50% is expected. [24] has proven
the gain by weighted average using Asia TW links. [9,11] give rigorous mathematic development
for a global adjustment which allows optimally using the entire geometric constraints comprised in

the network.
In view of network, the redundant links make their contribution through the triangle constraint. The
sum of three TW links that comprise a triangle is a triangle closure. In ideal case, without
measurement errors, it equals zero, namely the triangle closure condition. A redundant link sets an
extra triangle and hence sets one more geometric constraint. For a complete N-point network, there
are (N²-3N+2)/2 redundant links composing the same number of independent triangle conditions. A
non-zero closure is a true error and is a good index of the time link quality (Fig 2.2). The
mathematical model proposed by [9,11] adjusts the closures to zero by a global network processing.
Because any n-side polygon can be decomposed into triangles, the independent triangles are the
basic elements of our study. In fact, if the independent triangle conditions are satisfied, any n-side
(n≤N) closures must be zero. This implies that in a network, a time transfer between any two points,
through any link(s) gives exactly the same result with the same uncertainty. This is the TW network
transfer, which implies that the result of a T/F transfer and its uncertainty between any points does
not depend on the trajectories going through. Obviously, compared to a single-link, T/F transfer
through a network will greatly increase the robustness of the whole system and reduce the
measurement uncertainty.
This network adjustment gives also the uncertainty estimation for each raw TW measurement.
However, this ‘internal’ statistic estimation by analyzing the adjusted residual would not be an
independent nor objective for the true quality assessment. Two other methods are also used as
complementary: 1) Comparison of the time stabilities (Tdev) between the single-link and the
network transfers and 2) Comparison to PPP. On one side, the gain in TW network solution is
mainly in short terms and in robustness, and on the other side, the higher short term stability in PPP
has been proved [4,15,17,20,22,23]. The latter comparison is a reliable evaluation thanks to the
complete independence between TW and PPP. This in fact leads the author to the idea of TW and
PPP combination.
2.2 Result of the numerical tests. In this section, we will give some numerical examples to show the
advantages of the TW network transfer w.r.t. the single-line transfer. We end this section by
pointing out the limits of the TW-only network transfer.
2.2.1 Repair the defaults in TW measurements. The redundant data and such formed geometric
constraints allow us to repair some defaults in the raw data, for example, to fill up the missing data.
In Fig. 2.3, the single-link USNO-ROA is affected by 4 big gaps in the raw measurements. By
single-link, only linear interpolation using the nearest two points can be used to fill up the missing
data (black crosses aligned in right line in the top plot). This single-link result is not usable in
practice. However by network, they can be filled up using the 7 redundant (indirect) links which
give more details of the clock behaviours (cf. the bottom plot). To verify the two results, we use the
simultaneously measured PPP (blue points). Comparing PPP to the TW single-link and network
transfer results: the σ (standard deviations of the differences) is reduced from 2.41 to1.05 ns.
2.2.2 Comparison of the Tdev. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the TDev comparisons between single-link and
network transfers for the two official UTC/TAI links: CH-PTB and NIST-PTB. The first is an
inner-European short baseline and the latter is a trans-Atlantic long baseline. Red curves are the
single-link Tdev and blue curves the network Tdev. Time stabilities are considerably improved over
all the terms of the averaging time. The gains are 45% and 85% respectively for these two links.
2.2.3 Comparison of the single-link and network transfers to PPP. Table 2.1 gathers the comparison
results where PPP is taken as the reference to be compared to the single-link and the network
transfers. The one that is closer to PPP is most likely the better. By the gain in percentage listed in
the table, except for the link CH-VSL, all the links have a positive gain. USNO-PTB X and Ku
bands obtain the maximum gains: 83% and 109%. On average, the gain of the 28 compared links is
33%. Considering that the PPP contains also measurement and calibration errors (same order with
TW), the real gain should be better; e.g. we can not exclude that the only negative gain of CH-VSL
is caused by errors in PPP or in calibrations.
2.2.4 Limits of the TW-only network transfer. As mathematically discussed in [9,11], the network
adjustment is carried out in a way that every measurement epoch is independent each others. Biases

in the time series are not touched. The dominant bias in TW is the diurnals [6,7,8,12,13] that may
be up to 1-3 ns peak to peak. The actual knowledge can not fully explain the cause(s) of the diurnals.
However, one point is clear that the diurnals can not be averaged out by increasing measurement
numbers or the redundant measurements. Fig. 2.5 is a comparison of the Tdev between the singlelink and network transfers. The top plot is the raw TW link between NIST-IT. Strong diurnals of
peak to peak 2 ns are visible and this is supported by the related Tdev analysis as displayed by the
red line in the bottom plot. The blue line is the Tdev of the network transfer which demonstrates a
significant improvement in all the terms, especially in the short terms. But clear enough: the diurnal
single keeps the same. Briefly, TW-only measurable cannot eliminate the diurnal disturbances by
itself. Other independent and diurnal free observables are necessary.
Another shortage of the network transfer is that it requires simultaneous measurements and this
condition is not satisfied in the Europe-America network. A two-hour interpolation is made to bring
the somewhat arbitrary epoch measurements to the common epoch in a synchronized schedule but
this operation degrades the geometric constraints. Errors due to clock noises are introduced.
Interpolation assisted by another observable more short-term precise and smaller interval are need.
Which observable is suitable to overcome the shortages in the TW-only network transfer? The
answer is that PPP is one of the good candidates.
3. Single-link time and frequency transfer by combination of TW and PPP (TW+PPP)
All GNSS techniques take advantage of the high precision of the carrier phase (CP) measurements.
We focus here on GPS but the results can also be applied for GLN and Galileo. Among different
GPS CP solutions, we focus on PPP because it is computed as a routine product by the BIPM [2],
following the recommendation of the CCTF in 2006.
PPP does not contain detectable diurnal disturbance and has a synchronised measurement schedule
with an interval of 300 seconds (30 seconds if needed). In this section we review the combination of
TW and PPP, namely TW+PPP, but very quickly because a detailed discussion can be found in a
paper in this proceedings [12] which focused on the TW+PPP application in strengthening the AsiaEurope inter-continental T/F transfers. For theoretical details, cf. [13].
It is easy to prove that the diurnals do not exist in PPP. Fig. 3.1 (same link as in Fig. 2.5) illustrates
a comparison of the measurement noises of TW against PPP for the link IT-NIST both equipped
with HM clocks. The TW link looks very noisy with a peak to peak scatter of 2~3 ns w.r.t. PPP’s
scatter only 0.3 ns. However a Tdev analysis shows that the big scatters in TW come from mainly
the diurnals which are not caused by the clocks because firstly the two end clocks are stable
hydrogen masers and secondly there are no such signals in the simultaneously measured PPP link.
TW and GPS each have advantages and disadvantages. Advantages of PPP are its short term
stability assigned by CP and the quasi-independence of the precision to the time transfer distance.
But its accuracy is subject to possible biases, discontinuities and long term disturbances which are
reflected in its relatively lower calibration uncertainty uB≈5ns [1]; TW is characterized by its
absolute calibration uncertainty uB≈1ns [1,3,21] and its long-term stability is better than GPS.
However, TW is disturbed by diurnal variations, especially for very long distances when two
transponders on the telecommunication satellite are used.
To evaluate the method, we designed a simulated test based on the statistic knowledge in TW and
PPP so that the true values are known before hand. By comparing the true values to the TW-only,
PPP-only and the TW+PPP results, we evaluate if the latter is efficient to reduce the measurement
noises and the diurnals. The top plot in Fig. 3.2 displays the clock differences (red curve) and the
simulated erroneous TW link and the bottom plots display their time TDev. The r.m.s. of the
simulated errors is of the order of 1.2 ns. Note that diurnals are present over only 25 days out of 34
measuring days to simulate the fact that the diurnals are sometimes strong and sometimes weak or
absent. The top plot in Fig. 3.3 shows the true errors of the TW+PPP combination, that is the
difference between the known clock value (Fig. 3.2) and the TW+PPP result. The bottom plot is the
Tdev of the TW+PPP. Obviously the diurnals of peak to peak 2 ns are almost all removed. The
biggest residuals appear on the two limits of the data set due to the boundary effect. It is important

to point out that the r.m.s. of the ‘true errors’ is only 0.026 ns which implies that on one hand the
errors are mostly eliminated and on the other hand the TW+PPP combination does not change the
calibration. We such prove the efficiency of the method and the adequacy of the parameter settings.
After an exhaustive discussion, [12,13] conclude that combining TW and PPP allows keeping
advantages of both techniques and considerably improving the time transfer quality in the sense of:
1) Short term stability; 2) Keeping the calibration and long term stability of TW; 3) Reducing the
diurnal disturbances in TW; 4) Repairing gaps, jumps, discontinuities and drift in both TW and
PPP; 5) Detecting coarse errors in both TW and PPP; 6) Providing a better robustness; 7) Full usage
of the rich redundancy in UTC/TAI network; 8) Availability of both TW and PPP at BIPM. Finally,
what we discuss here for PPP is suitable for the applications for other GNSS carrier phase solutions.
4. Towards the multi-technique-network time and frequency transfer
Precisely ‘multi-technique’ means TW, GNSS and all types of T/F transfer techniques. In sect. 3
and 4, we discussed separately the time transfer with TW-only network and the single-link
TW+GPS combination. Therefore, the first step towards the multi-technique-network time and
frequency transfer is to realize a TW+PPP network transfer.
There are two methods in principle:
Method (1): In the network (Fig. 2.1), we first fulfill one by one the single-link TW+PPP
combination as discussed in sect. 3 and then perform the network adjustment as discussed in sect.2.
So exactly, the same mathematical models and data processing procedures are applied. Fig. 4.1
displays the comparison of the histograms of the closures of the triangle Δ USNO-IT-PTB before
and after the single-link TW+PPP. The standard deviation reduces from 0.411 to 0.073 ns. The
mean values changed only 0.017 ns and this implies that the calibration of the TW has not changed
after the TW +PPP combination of the three single-links. Although the amplitude of the closures are
greatly reduced, it is still not zero. Therefore, the time-frequency transfer through the direct link
USNO-PTB and the indirect link USNO-PTB via IT are not identical. Globally in the network, all
the triangle closures are not zero although their amplitudes become smaller. There are other
inconveniences. A TW-only like network adjustment similarly as described in sect. 2 will
definitively solve all the geometric closing discrepancies. Other CP based observables can be used
exactly the same way as PPP.
Method (2): In the Annex, we give its mathematic principle. We gather all the observables in a
unique linear equation system and solve it integrally. This approach takes into account the
calibrations according to the weights assigned to.
5. Summary
The ceaseless increased redundancy created by the TW and GNSS observables in the UTC/TAI
network is a challenge for the worldwide accurate T/F comparisons. The author proposes the
concept towards the multi-technique-network time-frequency transfer to full use the redundancy.
Two methods are outlined and in principle the two methods can be merged together. For the first
step, TW+PPP network transfer is tested. The whole idea is fully meaningful only when the link
observables are calibrated. [14] gives the TCC (Triangle Closure Calibration) method for TW
network calibration and [25] discusses a method to calibrate the PPP through TW.
The labs operating the multi-techniques make a major contribution for the UTC/TAI generation.
The new transfer strategy discussed in the paper is an effective way to improve it. This study is only
a first step towards the operational TW+GNSS T/F transfers. Deeper theoretical study and
numerical estimations are undertaking.
A data processing procedure for TW+PPP network T/F transfers has been developed at BIPM and
installed in the UTC/TAI computation software package Tsoft.
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Fig. 2.1 The TW network with 9 TW laboratories (CH, IT, NIST,
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national time laboratories of the 9 countries in Europe and
America). The 8 blue bold lines are the UTC/TAI links and the
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Tab. 1.1 UTC Labs operate more than two or three time and
frequency transfer facilities (BIPM Annual Report on Time
Activates, Vol. 2 2007)
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Fig. 2.2 Histogram of the 338 triangle closures for CH-OP-VSL of
a UTC month (MJD 54466-54496): the total variation is about 9 ns
with mean=0.653ns and the root of mean squares RMS=1.972ns.
Most of them are within 1 ns. The X-axis covers the triangle
closure variation with the interval of 0.05 ns. The Y-axis is the
number of closures that fell into the related interval
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Annex: Principle of the multi-technique-network time and
frequency transfers for the method 2
In the TW-only network transfer, the observation equation (1)
given by [11] is:
(1)
Vij = (Xi - Xj) – Lij
here i and j are two labs; Xi and Xj are the estimations of the true
clock readings at i and j with Xi-Xj the adjusted time link; Vij on
the left is the adjustment residual and Lij is the link observation;.
When Lij is TW observation, it is a TW-only network transfer. We
can of cause use here other observations, for example the GPS PPP
or GPS carrier phase only data or other navigation systems GLN
or Galileo or other types of observables, such T2L2 etc. Lij can be
also the combined observations, such as TW+PPP. These
observables can be introduced in equation (1) separately or all
together then weighted. Numerically, they can be solved in the
same way as the TW-only network. The solution is optimal and
unique in the sense of least square condition. Equation (1) is held
only when all the observables are calibrated. Therefore, the
measurement errors as well as the calibration errors are adjusted as
a whole. Some first numerical tests show that the results are
encouraging. Further tests are undertaking.
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Stabilized 1.5 µm laser

frequency deviation [Hz]

PTB comb

2 x 10 -16

MPQ comb

300
200
100
0

deviation = (-0,0052 ± 0,0381) Hz
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10000
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frequency [kHz]

4463,0

In collaboration with
Harald Schnatz
Gesine Grosche
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<PTB> = 4462194,769 ± 0,403 Hz
<MPQ> = 4462194,772 ± 0,463 Hz
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(sd= 73,97 Hz)
(sd= 84,90 Hz)
30000

40000

Test of neighboring comb lines

NIST, Science, 303, 1843 (2004)

Frequency Combs in Stockholm

I

0 Hz

450 THz

750 THz
Frequency
"Oscillations per Second"

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2005
John L. Hall and Theodor W. Hänsch
for their contributions to the development of laserbased precision spectroscopy, including the optical
frequency comb technique

Monolithic Frequency Comb Generation

MPQ Microcombs:
P. Del Haye
A. Schliesser,
D. Arcizet
T. Kippenberg

Image: S. Cundiff News&Views, Nature, Dec. 20, 2007

Microtoroid Fabrication

Fabrication using standard microfabrication techniques
(b)

(a)

2 µm silica layer
on silicon wafer

Silica pads on silicon wafer
after lithography, HF-etching

CO2 laser beam

Free standing silica discs after
XeF2 dry etching
Ultra-high-Q: Q=ωτ up to 6x108

silica
silicon

(c)

CO2 laser assisted reflow
Wavelength λ=10.6 µm
absorbed by silica,
silicon transparent

Parametric Comb Generation

ωp

ωs

ωp

ωi

70 μm

•100 mW pump
•80% conversion efficiency*
(overcoupled)
•Up to 500 nm broad spectra
(70 THz) wide
•High freq. spacing (>100
GHz)

Del Haye, Schliesser, Arcizet, Holzwarth, Kippenberg, Nature, Dec. 20, 2007

Frequency Counting Experiments

•Signal-to-Noise > 30 dB in
500 KHz
•Simultaneous counting of
three comb lines
•Counters Referenced to a
H-Maser

Del Haye, Schliesser, Arcizet, Holzwarth & Kippenberg, Nature, 450, 2007

Full Stabilization

ν n = ν 0 ± n ⋅ν ms
775 µm diameter toroids and generated comb spectrum

Actuator 1: cw pump frequency (cavity follows!)
Actuator 2: optical pump power sent to microcavity

Del’Haye, Arcizet, Schliesser, Holzwarth, Kippenberg, (Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 053903, August 2008)

What is it good for?

Infrared
spectroscopy

Time domain:
CEO phase

Direct comb
spectroscopy
Spectrograph
calibration

Distance
measurement
Precision
spectroscopy

450 THz

Optical
Frequency Synthesizer

750 THz
Frequency
"Oscillations per Second"

Difference
frequency combs

Harmonic
combs

Dissemination
of time and frequncy

Measuring the Frequency of Hydrogen with a Laser Comb
H Measurement

Nobel Prize in Physics 2005, Nobel Poster

Optical clocks

The finer the partition of time, the
more accurate the clock can be

A clock consists of an oscillator,
and a counter that counts these uniform oscillations.

From 3500 BC

Sun dial:
One oscillation
per day

1656

Pendulum clock:
One oscillation
per second

1918

Quartzuhr:
32 768 oscillations
Per second

1955

2002

Cesium atomic clock: Optical atomic clock:
1 267 402 452 899 920 Hz
9 192 631770 Hz

Optical clock – some candidates

Laser-cooled trapped ions
Hg+, In+, Yb+, Sr+, Ca+, ...

Paul trap

Cold neutral atoms:
H, Ca, Sr, Yb, Ag, ...
Molecules:

Optical lattice
Atomic fountain

I2, C2H2, ...
Atom chip

Radio Frequency vs Optical Frequency
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Astronomical Spectrograph Calibration

•

Collaboration with

•

Frequency Comb as a regular reference grid

•

Application:
– HARPS High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet Searcher

•

Future -> ELTs Extremely large telescopes
– CODEX Cosmic Dynamics Experiment
– Very high resolution spectrograph R~150000
• Aim: to perform for the first time a direct dynamical measurement of the acceleration of
the universe
• How? Measuring 2 series of spectra with a time interval of ten years
– Requires a velocity accuracy ~ 1cm/sec over 10 years

Echelle Spectrograph Sample Data (HARPS)

Optimal Mode Spacing
0.90

Velocity precision [cm s-1]

0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65

Simulation

0.60

R=150k, S/N=500

0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
5

10

15

Mode spacing [GHz]

For R=100k: opt. 13 GHz
For R=150k: opt. 10 GHz

20

ThAr - hollow cathode emission lamp
Lines differ in intensity and spacing
Ar ions are sensible to pressure lamp
changes.
Shift with changing lamp pressure or
current
Lamp ages
Lines blends

Lamp vs Comb calibration

Frequency Comb
☺
☺
☺
☺
☺

The wavelength of each line is well known
Long term stability and reproducibility
Regular wavelength density
Controlled intensity distribution.
Uniform frequency spacing
Mode Spacing needs work

Filter Cavity Design

Required Finesse
F

2

π 10ρdB /10 − 1 q ρdB / 20
=
≈ 10
sin( π / q)
2

ρdB: mode suppression ratio in dB
q: rep rate enhancement factor

q ≡ FSR/fr.

ρdB: 50 dB; FSR: 10 GHz; fr: 2.5 GHz
F ≈ 630

First Test at VTT on Tenerife

Simultaneous calibration

Results
•

Drifts

•

Interpixel variations
(size, sensitivity)

Fiber Link MPQ PTB

Time comparison over more than 900 km with
an uncertainty of <10-15 at 1s
A 194 THz narrow linewidth optical carrier
transfers frequency information via telecom
fibers

x

PTB

Frequency combs can link different clocks to the
same carrier

Harald Schnatz
Gesine Grosche
Osama Terra
Fritz Riehle

MPQ

Long Distance Clock Comparision

Lab1

Lab 2
VERY remote clocks

Fiber Link across Germany
Stage

Junction

Length [km]

Damping [dB]
fiber1

fiber2

Delay [ms]

0

PTB – MPQ

917.3

188.3

187.9

4.501

1

PTB - Raffturm

14.2

3.6

3.6

0.077

2

Raffturm – Cörmik

158.9

32.29

32.25

0.778

3

Cörmik – Leipzig

113.5

23.18

23.37

0.556

4

Leipzig - Zimmritz

119.5

23.8

23.7

0.585

5

Zimmritz - Ebersdorf

153

31.35

31.1

0.750

6

Ebersdorf - Erlangen

102

21.32

21.41

0.500

7

Erlangen - Münchsmünster

170

33.71

33.43

0.833

8

Münchsmünster - MPQ

86.2

19.06

18.55

0.422

Overall damping: 200dB
Max. damping per stage: 34dB
Max. runtime per loop: 1.6 ms
→ Min. Loop Bandwidth: 625 Hz

First tests

150km
Full link available later this year!

10km

Never measure anything but frequency

“Never measure anything but frequency!”
Arthur L. Schawlow

End

ACTIVITY ON TIME AND FREQUENCY IN PUSLIT KIM-LIPI,
INDONESIA
Dwi Wiratno, Anang Chusno T, A.M. Boynawan
Center for Calibration, Instrumentation and Metrology (Puslit KIM-LIPI)
Complex Puspiptek Serpong Tangerang 15310, Indonesia
Abstract
Puslit KIM-LIPI as National Metrology Institute is responsible for maintenance of national time
scale, UTC (KIM). The UTC (KIM) is disseminated through calibrations and Network Time Protocol (NTP).
The National Frequency Standard (NaFS) comprises one cesium clock normal performance beam tube, two
cesium clock high performance beam tube and one Passive Hydrogen Maser. Oncore GPS and TTS3 GPS
Glonass Time Transfer System are operated for interlaboratory comparison.

1.

Introduction
Time and Frequency laboratory is a part of Electrical Metrology sub division of
Metrology Division of KIM-LIPI. As National Metrology Institute for Indonesia, KIM-LIPI has
the main task of realizing and maintaining of UTC scale and atomic time (interval). The
dissemination of frequency and time scale is through calibration service and Network Time
Protocol (NTP) service.
2. Time Keeping and Time Comparison
Three commercial cesium clocks comprise one cesium clock normal performance beam
tube and two cesium clocks high performance beam tube and one Passive Hydrogen Maser are
operated for time keeping. Until now we still use cesium clock normal performance beam tube with
clock code and number 1360618 in BIPM report was referred as UTC (KIM) since January 29,
2008 (MJD = 54494).
For interlaboratory comparison, in common view mode Puslit KIM – LIPI operates
Oncore GPS and TTS3 GPS Glonass Time Transfer System. The PC that runs under Linux
operating system controls the system. REF-GPS time data is processed daily and stored in batch
files. Each 5 days REF-GPS time data automatically are sent to BIPM.

CS1

CS2

CS3

HP 5071A

HP 5071A

HP 5071A

Antenna

GPS Satellite

1pps

1pps

1pps

1pps

Passive
H‐Maser
OSA‐3700

1pps

GPS
Receiver
Switch
TTS

10 MHz
(for ref)
PC

Time Interval
Counter
PC
Dist.Amp

Figure 1. Time Keeping and Logging System at Puslit KIM-LIPI
Causing temperature and humidity of atomic clock room are unstable, the reference
atomic clock, distribution amplifier and the other reasons the value of [UTC – UTC (KIM)] that
were taken from BIPM Circular-T over the 150 day period between May 3, 2008 (MJD 54589) and
September 25, 2008 (MJD 54734) as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Time Comparison of UTC (KIM) vs. UTC

3. Time and Frequency Dissemination
3.1 NTP
Initial time information is taken from atomic clock ensemble (HP 5071A). The Linux PC
was upgraded to be an NTP server. The PC receives 1 pps of UTC (KIM) in the form of CR
character through serial RS-232-C line and time stamp data from true-time Xli equipped with GPS
receiver. The PC broadcasts time signal with NTP protocol over LAN. And now time signal is
broadcasted through the Internet. The users can synchronize user’s computers through internet.
Using the NTP-client software, the users can access ntp.kim.lipi.go.id. Time standard of KIM-LIPI
can be easily obtained any time from the website time.kim.lipi.go.id. However this connection also
depends on main LIPI firewalls.

Figure 3. Time Standard of KIM-LIPI website
3.2 Calibration Services
Officially, time and frequency laboratory of KIM-LIPI has been providing frequency
calibration services for universal counters, signal generators, quartz oscillators, Rubidium
frequency standards, etc. The 10 MHz is used direct measurement technique; the measurement
period is 2 days. The calibration technique used automatically measurement method that uses
Builder program on Windows operating system that be developed by Puslit KIM-LIPI staff.
4. Future development
To maintain UTC (KIM) within 100 ns with respect to UTC according to
recommendation of BIPM, we will develop the new system with new reference atomic clock, and
also develop the stability of temperature and humidity of atomic clock room.
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STATUS REPORT OF TIME RELATED ACTIVITY AT NBSM
DR. SITA RAM JOSHI
Nepal Bureau of Standards and Metrology (NBSM)
Balaju, Kathmandu, Nepal.
Cesium Atomic Clock is internationally accepted as primary standard of time and frequency but least developed
countries can not afford the cost of a cesium clock together with the calibration fee. Time being a dynamic
parameter, it has to be monitored continuously for its maintenance and it has to be disseminated by some means for
accessibility to users. Among the various techniques to disseminate local time of a country, the service via telephone
line called TELECLOCK developed by National Physical Laboratory is one of them.
The objective is to start the transmission of digital time data service via telephone network in Nepal to all users who
like to have access to this service by purchasing a TELECLOCK. The TELECLOCK system has not only its own
clock and modem for connecting to local telephone line, but also an in-built system that auto-dial the telephone
number of TELECLOCK service at a user defined time. TELECLOCK dials NBSM number and get its internal
clock synchronized with the help of received time data through telephone line. TELECLOCK after getting updated
by the received time data, disengages the telephone line automatically. The time of TELECLOCK is thus maintained
always within one second and hence it has been planned to distribute such TELECLOCK to all the Ministries as
well as Department of the Government of Nepal in order to establish linkage of local time traceable to National
Time Standard and then International. Feedback from the Government offices will be collected and based on the
feedback, general public will be encouraged to use such TELECLOCK individually which enforces the Government
to maintain Time Standard of higher accuracy in Future. This is the example of the recent activity at NBSM and
will be reviewed if necessary during presentation.

Phone # 977-1-4356810 , Fax # 977-1-4350689
E-mail: nbsm@nbsm.gov.np, ozone@ntc.net.np

Status Report of Time and Frequency Activities at NICT
Yasuhiro Koyama, Mizuhiko Hosokawa, Kuniyasu Imamura, Tsukasa Iwama, Shin'ichi Hama,
Jun Amagai, Yuko Hanado, and Ryuichi Ichikawa
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Japan
4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan
e-mail koyama@nict.go.jp, fax +81-42-327-6694
Abstract
At NICT, Japan, research and developments for the time and frequency standards are performed by
the Space-Time Standards Group. The objectives of this group are to establish standards and

reference of space and time as the fundamental basis for various fields of activities in
science, engineering, and social activities, and to provide easy access to these foundations
from wide range of communities. The recent activities and achievements of the group are
reported in this paper.

1. Introduction
At National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) of Japan, research and
developments related with time and frequency are currently conducted by the Space-Time Standards
Group of the New Generation Network Research Center. The objectives of this group are to establish
standards and reference of space and time as the fundamental basis for various fields of activities in
science, engineering, and social activities, and to provide easy access to these foundations from wide
range of communities. To carry out this concept, four research projects have been established in the
group. Japan Standard Time Project is responsible for generation and maintenance of high quality Japan
Standard Time (JST) and UTC (NICT), as well as dissemination of them by various methods. Atomic
Frequency Standards Project is aiming to develop and operate primary frequency standard systems and
optical frequency standard systems. Satellite Time Control Projects are performing precise time and
frequency transfer experiments between a ground-reference clock and an atomic clock on the satellite
such as ETS-8 and Quasi-Zenith Satellite System. Space-Time Measurement Project is conducting
research and developments for precise time and frequency transfer and establishment of spatial reference
frame by using two way satellite link methods, optical fiber transfer methods, and space geodetic
techniques.
Recently, the Cesium fountain primary frequency standard system at NICT was reviewed by the Working
Group of CCTF and the frequency accuracy of 2x10^(-15) was officially authorized. The ETS-8 satellite
was launched into the gestational orbit and the precise carrier phase comparison between the on-board
clock and a frequency standard system on the ground was successfully demonstrated. For the construction
of UTC (NICT), Cesium clocks at remote sites were added and the contribution factor to the UTC is now
routinely exceeding 10%. They are the examples of the recent activities at NICT and such activities will
be reviewed in this presentation. Detailed reports will also be given individually in the other presentations
from NICT.

2. Atomic Frequency Standards
2.1. Cesium Primary Frequency Standards
The optically pumped cesium primary frequency standard (NICT-O1) stopped an operation in June 2006.
Instead of NICT-O1, the cesium atomic fountain primary frequency standard NICT-CsF1 is operational
now. It has been used for TAI determination by BIPM since 2006, and obtained international official
recognition in September 2007. Its frequency uncertainty is 1.9x10-15 [1].

Figure 1. Cesium atomic fountain primary frequency standard (NICT-CsF1).

Figure 2. Optical frequency standard using an electric quadrupole transition in single, laser-cooled,
trapped Ca+ ions.

Figure 3.

Emission of Sr atoms trapped by laser cooling technique.

2.2. Optical Frequency Standards
NICT is developing two kinds of optical frequency standards. One is using a single ion trap technique of
40
Ca+. In June 2008, we reported the absolute frequency of clock transition of 40Ca+ with an uncertainty of
10-14 level for the first time in the world [2][3]. Another is an optical lattice clock using Sr atoms. Twostage magneto-optical trap of Sr atoms has been achieved and the final trap by optical lattice potential is
being prepared. Clock laser system is also under development. In theoretical research, possibility of a new
clock using molecules' transition is suggested [4][5].

2.3. Optical Measurement and Transmission Technique
Two optical frequency comb systems originally developed by using different lasers play an important role
in evaluation of optical frequency standards under development. Their frequency stabilities of 2x10-16
were confirmed by mutual comparison. An 1GHz synthesizer system by using a Cryogenic Sapphire
Oscillator is under development to supply a reference signal with ultra-high short-term stability. We are
also developing an optical frequency transmission technique through optical fiber.

3. Time Keeping
UTC(NICT), the base of Japan Standard Time, is a realization of an average timescale made by ensemble
of 18 Cs atomic clocks at NICT headquarters. We have 4 hydrogen masers and one of them is used as the
source of actual signal of UTC(NICT). The current generation system of Japan Standard Time started a
regular operation in Feb. 2006 and works well since then [6]. UTC(NICT) has been synchronized with
UTC almost within ±20ns. Frequency stability of the timescale becomes better by improved timescale
algorithm [7]. We are going to link the Cs ensemble timescale with NICT-CsF1 and make a self-reliance
timescale TA(NICT).

4. Precise Time and Frequency Transfer
4.1. GPS
NICT is collaborating with PTB to develop system, which is the potable frequency standard system
composed of a passive hydrogen maser and a dual frequency GPS receiver, in this year. PTB plans to use
the GPS carrier phase time transfer software developed by NICT for this system [8]. NICT and PTB
performed GPS receiver calibration of both stations by using NICT Septentrio receiver from September
2007 to June 2008. The P1/P2 bias of both receivers consisted within 1 ns with respect to BIPM
calibration result performed on April 2008.

4.2. TWSTFT [9]
NICT and major T&F institutes in the Asia-Pacific region, such as NMIJ in Japan, NMIA in Australia,
NTSC in China, TL in Chinese Taipei, KRISS in Korea, and SPRING in Singapore, are cooperatively
constructing a TWSTFT network in this region. To operate those links, we use multi-channel modem
(NICT modem) developed by NICT. Time transfer is regularly performed and data/hour are reported to
the BIPM. NICT carried out calibration trips by using a portable station between NICT and KRISS in
October, 2006 and NICT and NMIJ in February 2007.
A TWSTFT link between NICT and PTB has been conducted using NICT modem. Besides NICT
modem observation, we introduced SATRE modem into this link December 2006. The time transfer is
hourly performed and the data are also reported to the BIPM. The TWSTFT link between NICT and
USNO via VDB relay station was closed November 2006 because the link quality was very low. We plan
to restart the observation with the relay station to in Hawaii.
NICT is developing a TWSTFT system using dual Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) and testing it with
satellite link.

4.3. Frequency Transfer Using Optical Fiber [10]
We have developed an RF dissemination system using optical fibers. The phase noise induced during the

transmission is actively cancelled by the compensation system with a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator.
A first proving test was conducted on an urban telecom fiber link of length 10 km, and a frequency
stability of 1x10-17 was achieved at an averaging time of 1 day. As an application of ultra-stable frequency
dissemination, a 1-GHz signal based on a cryogenic sapphire oscillator was transferred through a 25-km
fiber and used as a microwave reference for an optical frequency comb. A fractional frequency stability of
an ultra-narrow clock laser for a Ca-ion optical frequency standard was measured by the comb as 9x10-15
at 1 s, which included both the laser stability and transferred reference stability.

4.4. ETS-VIII
NICT is conducting a precise time and frequency transfer experiment between a ground-reference clock
and an atomic clock on the satellite ETS-8 (Engineering Test Satellite -8). ETS-8, which was launched
in late 2006, is a Japanese geostationary satellite equipped with cesium-beam frequency standards.
NICT developed an equipment to carry out two-way time transfer with S-band by using both code and
carrier phase measurement. The precision of the code phase reaches one ns for one second measurement
and that of the carrier phase is of the order of 10-12 for one second, which is better than the traditional
method by two orders [11]. The stability of the on-board atomic clock was evaluated in an averaging
time of one second.

4.5. QZSS
Japan has started a project of Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) since 2003. QZSS will be highly
useful for supplement to the modernized GPS in urban canyon and mountainous area with its high
visibility brought out by its inclined orbits. In this project, NICT developed an engineering model of a
space-borne hydrogen maser (SHM) to show it can work in a space environment. NICT is also developing
a time management system [1012]. By conducting two-way time transfer between the on-board clock and
the ground clock by using Ku-band link, the management of the QZSS system time, which links to
UTC(NICT), is expected to achieve nano second level. The proto-flight model (PFM) of the on-board
equipments and the ground system are been developing. The first satellite is planned to be launched in
2010.

4.6. VLBI
In the usual geodetic analysis using Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), clock offsets and their
rates of change at each station are precisely estimated with respect to a selected reference station. The
averaged formal error (1 sigma) of the clock offsets is typically about 20 picoseconds when analyzing
geodetic VLBI experiments which are regularly conducted by the International VLBI Service for
Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS). This precision is nearly one order better than other techniques like GPS
or two-way satellite time transfer. We primarily evaluated the ability of VLBI frequency transfer by
comparing with GPS carrier phase frequency transfer. We selected the two stations (Onsala, Wettzell)
which belong to IVS and the International GNSS Service (IGS) network. These two stations have in
common that at each site VLBI and GPS are sharing the hydrogen maser. VLBI is more stable at
averaging periods longer than 103sec as shown in Figure 4. In addition, the VLBI frequency transfer
stability follows a 1/tau law very close when averaging up to 104sec and it has reached about 2x10-11sec
(20ps) at 1 sec.
In order to evaluate a capability of VLBI frequency transfer in more detail, we are carrying out geodetic
VLBI experiments using Kashima-Koganei baseline (about 110km). GPS measurements are also
simultaneously performed to compare with VLBI analysis. We have a plan to investigate longer stability
of VLBI frequency transfer up to one week based on the experiments. In addition, we are now developing
a compact and transportable VLBI system for providing reference baseline lengths to validate surveying
instruments such as GPS and EDM. We are going to assess the compact VLBI system is feasible or not
for the purpose of the precise frequency transfer.

Geostationary
satellite

Figure 4.

Time transfer systems at NICT.

Figure 5 Modified Allan deviation (top) and Time Standard Deviation (bottom) of VLBI and GPS carrier
phase results from an IVS session.

5. Dissemination
5.1. Standard-Frequency and Time-Signal Emissions
NICT provides the dissemination service of standard-frequency and time-signal via LF band, as shown in
Figure 6. The signals from the two LF stations, namely Ohtakadoya-yama station and Hagane-yama
station, cover whole Japan. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the stations, Both stations operate 24
hours a day. A market of radio controlled watch and clock have been developed.

5.2. Frequency Calibration System for Traceability
NICT have been conducting a frequency calibration service referenced to UTC(NICT). In order to fulfill
the requirements of global MRA, NICT have established a quality system for the frequency calibration
service, which was assembled by the accreditation body, National Institute of Technology and Evaluation.
The conformity to ISO17025 was certified at the end of March 2001. The NITE (National Institute of
Technology and Evaluation) provided an accreditation of ISO/IEC 17025 to NICT on 31 January, 2003,
and also provided an accreditation of ISO/IEC 17025 of the frequency remote calibration system to NICT
on 2 May 2006 BMC of the system is 5 × 10-14 Since April 2007.
Table 1.

Frequency
E.I.R.P
Antenna
Latitude
Longitude

Characteristics of LF stations.

Ohtakadoya-yama
40 kHz
13 kW
250 m height
37°22' N
140°51' E

Hagane-yama
60 kHz
23 kW
200 m height
33°28' N
130°11' E

Figure 6. LF time and frequency service stations in Japan. The values under the distance (km) shows
the approximate strength calculated as the assumed electric field.

5.3. Public Network Time Protocol Service
NICT has started public Network Time Protocol (NTP) service since 2006 using Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA)-based NTP server which can accept NTP requests up to one million per second.
Because this server is implemented on a PCI card, a host PC is required to initialize and check the server

operation. NICT recently developed a stand-alone server which includes a Linux controller unit integrated
on the FPGA together with the NTP server hardware, and started use of this stand-alone server from
2008. Using this server, we expect to improve the availability and to reduce the operation cost of the
public NTP service.

6. Trusted Time Stamping
Accreditation program for time-stamping services in Japan has started since Feb. 2005. In this program,
the clock of the time-stamping server is calibrated within the prescribed accuracy and traceability to
UTC(NICT) for every time stamp issued is assured. The accuracy of the clock of the time-stamping server
is prescribed to be 1 second or better to UTC(NICT). NICT is the official time supplier for this
accreditation program.
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TIME AND FREQUENCY ACTIVITIES AT NMIJ/AIST
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Science and Technologies (AIST), Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8563, Japan
Abstract
The National Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ) is responsible for almost
of all physical and chemical standards, and for related technologies in Japan.
The Time and Frequency Division of NMIJ is in charge of time and frequency
metrology in Japan. Three sections are making research and development in
time and frequency standards field. We describe the recent activities of these
three sections in the paper.

1.

Introduction
In NMIJ, we have three sections under the time and frequency division. Brief
introductions of each section are followings:
(1) Time standards section
5 researchers and one student
- Development of primary frequency standards, fountain type and optical
pumping type
- Development of cryogenic sapphire oscillators
- Basic research on CPT oscillator
(2) Optical Frequency and Wavelength standards section
6 researchers, one post-doctoral researcher, and several students
- Research and application works on optical comb, especially optical fiber
comb
- Research and development of Yb optical lattice clock
- Calibration service of optical wavelength
(3) Frequency measurement systems section
3 researchers, two technical staffs, two technical staffs, and three students
- Time keeping of UTC(NMIJ)
- Time and frequency transfer, such as GPS carrier phase and TWSTFT, and
optical fiber
- Frequency calibration service
2.

Activities related micro-wave frequency standards
Fig. 1 shows the Cs atomic fountain frequency standard, NMIJ-F1 [1]. It has been
operated several times a year to calibrate TAI with an uncertainty of 4.0 × 10-15. In order
to make the calibration of TAI more frequently, at least once every two months, we have
replaced and modified components in electronics, mechanics, optics, and light source.
The construction of the 2nd fountain, NMIJ-F2, in which cooling laser beams in
(1,1,1) configuration and microwave cavities as part of a vacuum vessel are adopted,

has been started about two years ago. NMIJ-F2 aims the uncertainty of better than 1 ×
10-15.
We have developed two ultra-stable microwave oscillators based on cryogenic
sapphire resonators for a local oscillator of a Cs atomic fountain and a reference signal
of optical frequency comb [2]. These oscillators exhibited a fractional frequency
stability of 1.1 × 10-15 at an averaging time of 1 s. For averaging times between 2 and
640 s, the measured oscillator fractional frequency stability was better than 10-15 with a
minimum instability of 5.5 × 10-16 at an averaging time of 20 s. Fig. 2 shows the photo
and its frequency stability.
3.
3.1

Optical frequency region
Evaluation of frequency of Sr lattice clock
In the optical lattice clock scheme, a collision-shift-free atomic clock was
proposed and realized by using a one-dimensional lattice clock with a spin-polarized
fermionic isotope. Katori group of the University of Tokyo and NMIJ have measured
the transition frequency for the Sr lattice clock with an uncertainty of 9.8 × 10-15 using
an optical frequency comb referenced to the SI second [3]. In October 2006, the
International Committee of Weights and Measures (CIPM) decided to adopt the Sr
lattice clock as one of “the secondary representations of the second”.
In 2008 we made the frequency measurement of Sr lattice clock by the system
described in fig. 3 using the coherent optical frequency transfer link between the two
sites, and obtained fairly good agreement with other groups Fig. 4 shows the
comparison of the frequency measurement results among the three groups in 2008. [4].
3.2

Construction of Yb lattice clock [4-5]
NMIJ is developing an Yb optical lattice clock. Vacuum system and laser systems
have been prepared. Magneto-optical trapping of cold Yb atoms was realized using an
inter combination transition (1S0 - 3P0; 556 nm). The experiment is under way toward
trapping ultra-cold atoms in the optical lattice. A probe laser to drive the 1S0 - 3P0
transition in Yb atoms, which is stabilized to a high finesse Fabry-Perot etalon, is also
being developed. Fig. 5 denotes the setup of the Yb lattice clock.
3.3

Developments on optical frequency comb
A long-term measurement of optical frequencies has been demonstrated by using a
fiber-based frequency comb. Doppler-free spectroscopy using optical frequency
synthesizer has been demonstrated by using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser and a
continuous-wave optical parametric oscillator.
4.

Time keeping
We have five Cs atomic clocks and four H-maser standards to maintain
UTC(NMIJ). Fig. 6 shows the temperature control chambers for the Cs clocks. It can
keep the inside temperature within 0.2 K of peak-to-peak variation. Same kind of
temperature control chambers are used for Hydrogen masers. Starting from March, 2006,
we use a H-maser for the source oscillator of UTC(NMIJ) to improve the short term
stability of UTC(NMIJ). By this replacement, we could improve the uncertainty of the
calibration service for the time and frequency traceability.

5.

Time transfer
We use GPS P3 method for the international time and frequency transfer to
contribute to the TAI using Z12-T. The receiver used for P3 time transfer also is
participating to the TAI PPP experiment organized by BIPM from the beginning of 2008.
NMIJ has joined to the TWSTFT link using IS-4 between Asian institutes and PTB
starting form September, 2007 on a regular basis.
For the development of precise time transfer techniques, we are conducting basic
study about carrier phase TWSTFT method [6]. Fig. 7 shows the temperature stabilized
earth stations for this purpose and fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the experimental
system of the carrier phase TWSTFT method. The system is aiming to obtain 10-16 –
10-17 of frequency uncertainty at the averaging time of one day. We are also making
development of precise frequency transfer system using optical fiber cable and fig. 9
shows the block diagram and its preliminary results [7].
6.

e-trace [8]
NMIJ has been developing the remote calibration system in several metrological
fields, such as time and frequency, length, temperature etc., and this project is named
“e-trace”. Its concept is shown in fig. 10. Time and frequency division is in charge of
remote frequency calibration system using GPS common-view method under the e-trace
project. It consists of user equipment, data transfer protocol, and data processing system.
Fig. 11 shows the user equipment for the remote frequency calibration system
developed by the e-trace project and it is commercially available.
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Fig.1. NMIJ-F1.

Fig.2. Two cryogenic sapphire oscillators.

Fig.3. Schematic diagram of the frequency evaluation system of Sr lattice clock located
at the University of Tokyo using a coherent optical fiber link.

Fig.4. Frequency measurement results of Sr lattice clocks among three groups.
The evaluation results of three groups show fairly good agreement.
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fresh set of orbital
parameters is entered

Time Transfer accuracy using STFS service is normally
~ ± 10 μ s (red arrows) when a fresh set of orbital parameters is entered. It
deteriorates gradually with time till fresh orbital parameters are
re-entered.
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Satellite: PanAmSat PAS-4 at 720E
Only one Transponder (18K, 20K, 22K or 24K named
as TR-I) is required for India/ Japan Up and Down Link.
The transponder TR-I may be used also only for uplink
from Europe to Japan/India. But another transponder
(5K, 6K, d7K or 8K named as TR-II) is required for Down
Link to Europe from India/Japan and this necessitates
uplink from India/Japan to Europe through the
transponder TR-II.
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PAS-4 @ 72o E.L., Ku-Band Europe/Middle East/India/Asia Horizontal Uplink Beam
(side 1of 3)
(Contour 0, -1, -3, -5, -7, -9 dB/K)
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PAS-4 @ 72o E.L., Ku-Band Northeast Asia Horizontal Downlink Beam
(Contour 46, 45, 44, 42, 40, 40 dBW)
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Extension of the scheme may be worked out
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The Progress on Time and Frequency Field in NIM
GAO Xiaoxun
National Institute of Metrology
Beijing 100013, P.R. China
Abstract: In order to support increase of economy in China, Government has
been paying much more attentions to the construction of fundamental facilities
especially in metrology area. In time and frequency field, some progress has
been made since last ATF workshop. We have started to build a Strontium lattice
optical clock since 2007 targeted as a next generation frequency standard. New
fountain NIM #5 was almost finished and good result was reached. TA (NIM)
based on H maser steered by fountain has been going on for years. Two P3 GPS
receivers have been put into operation for TAI collaboration. We started the
research on GPS carrier phase time transfer technique from the beginning of this
year. Some preliminary result was gotten. Two-way satellite time and frequency
transfer with PTB is carrying on under the infrastructure of Asia- Euro
co-operation sponsored by NICT. The most important event in our lab is we are
moving to new campus. My paper will introduce all of these progresses to the
workshop.

Development of optical clock in NIM: We have started to build a Strontium lattice
optical clock since 2007 targeted as a next generation frequency standard. The
Magnetic Optical Trap (MOT) system, including Sr oven, Zeeman slower, vacuum,
and laser/ optical system have been constructed. In July of this year we obtained the
first blue MOT atoms and captured about 50 million atoms in the MOT up to now
with 2D cooling and repumping, as shown in Fig.1. We are preparing the next step
of this Sr clock; the red MOT atoms.

Fig1. Pictures of optical clock and captured blue MOT atoms.
Primary frequency standard: The NIM#5 adopts the (1,1,1) MOT/OM
configuration with less than 2 arc minutes angle accuracy to load atoms by MOT or
by direct OM.A master laser is stabilized through AOM frequency shift/modulation to

produce modulation-free laser output for injection locking and for detections. Two
identical MOT/OM optical units (upward and downward), each is composed of a
slave laser, a single-pass AOM and a custom SM PM 1:3 fiber-optics integrated
coupler, provide more than 6x11 mW modulation-free optical power the MOT/OM.
An alternative sampling-comparison is utilized to improve the frequency locking
stability by reducing the locking period to one fountain circle for NIM#5. The total
uncertainty reached to 3e-15 by the roughly estimation and NIM#5 has been
running about 6 months continuously. Fig.2 shows the physical part of the fountain
and the configuration diagram.

Fig 2. Picture of NIM#5 and diagram. 1, Ion pump; 2, soft iron shield; 3, μ-metal shields;
4, C-field coil; 5, Ramsey cavity; 6, upper selection cavity; 7, detection; 8, lower selection
cavity; 9 MOT/OM.

Updating of TA (NIM): TA (NIM) is being updated now. New TA (NIM) uses an
active hydrogen maser as a reference clock, the maser was steered by an algorithm to
keep the frequency of TA (NIM) the same as NIM#4 fountain clock, which is NIM’s
primary frequency standard. The time difference and the frequency difference
between new TA (NIM) and UTC are also reported. The result and detail information
could be found in the Proceeding of 5thInternational Algorism of Atomic Time Scale.
In order to measure frequency fluctuation among H masers, NIM has developed
DMTD instrument with local company. It has features as follows: input frequency
5/10MHz; 8 channel; beat frequency: 10Hz; noise bottom: 2e-13/1s and 2e-16/1000s.

Fig3. Picture of DMDT instrument and measurement result of noise bottom for
channel 8
Development of P3 code GPS receiver: NIM has been equipped with two different
type of P3 code GPS receiver. One is Septentrio PolaRx2/2e. Another one was
developed by us based on Euro 160 engine. It can display CGGTTS format data and
relative frequency difference between GPS and reference in real time. We compared
the two P3 code GPS receivers in zero base line condition. Standard deviation is 2.11
ns for 330 points in 4 days from MJD 54754 to MJD 54757. Fig.4 shows our portable
receiver and the comparison result. Both two type of receivers have been running very
well in the international atomic time collaboration.

Fig 4. Picture of P3 code GPS receiver and the result of comparison.
Time and frequency transfer by GPS carrier phase: We started the research on
GPS carrier phase time transfer technique from the beginning of this year. Several
different time transfer experiments including zero baseline, short baseline and long
baseline experiments with the same references and/or the different references were
conducted using GPS carrier phase rather than PN codes. The data was gotten from
two different geodetic receivers in RINIE format. In the data processing, the
professional GPS process software GAMIT and the self-developed software was used.
The results of zero baseline and short baseline experiments show that GPS carrier
phase time transfer has a stability of about 100 picoseconds, which translates into a
frequency stability of less than two parts in 1015 for a sampling time of one day. But in
the long baseline experiments, time transfer using GPS carrier phase has a stability of
about 1 nanosecond, which translates into a frequency stability of about one part in
1014 for a sampling time of one day. Fig.5 shows the result of the zero baseline
experiment with the same references in the day 230 of 2008.

Fig 5. The result of GPS carrier phase in the condition of zero base line and same reference.

Preparation of Two Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT):
NIM will join the TWSTFT international collaboration soon. Two ground stations,
including amplifier, modem, antenna and up/down converter, will be installed in NIM
new campus. After a short-term experiment, two way time links will be set up
normally between NIM and PTB under the infrastructure of Asia-Euro co-operation.
Future Plan: NIM will still insist on scientific research in the field of time and
frequency as mentioned above. Most of our facilities will be moved to our new
campus, one optical fiber link will be set up between two campuses to compare
frequency of fountains NIM#4 and NIM#5,the distance is about 40 km. Some
experimental research work has begun. After we set up the two way link with PTB,
the calibration of the system will be an issue that we have to solve. We hope to make
close collaboration with other Labs in Asia-Pacific region.
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ABSTRACT
Time & Frequency Laboratory is a part of electrical metrology department of National Institute of Metrology
Thailand (NIMT) which is responsible for maintenance of national time scale, UTC (NIMT). The cooperation
with the Hydrographic Department, Royal Thai Navy which is time distribution to the users, using variety
methods such as calibration service, through internet, speaking clock etc. UTC (NIMT) is maintained by
following BIPM tracking schedule for international comparison via GPS common-view time transfer system. The
laboratory is working toward improvement of measurement method and time distribution to local users.

1.

INTRODUCTION
In Thailand, time of the day can be obtained from both organizations which is speaking clock,
dial 181 that maintained by the Hydrographic Department, Royal Thai Navy (HDRTN). Both NIMT
and HDRTN also distribute time through internet, using NTP.
The Hydrographic Department maintains two primary frequency standards (Cesium) HP
5071A with high performance tube which is compared against UTC(NIMT), using two singlefrequency GPS common-view time transfers. The corrected time of the day is then calculated made
available to user through the speaking clock and internet time synchronization.
National Institute of Metrology Thailand (NIMT) was established as national standard that
responsibility of establishment, maintenance and dissemination the SI units of all parameters of
measurement, including Time and Frequency. The Time and Frequency Laboratory also disseminates
the time and frequency through users over all country, using calibration services and Network Time
Protocol (NTP) at present.
2.

TIME AND FREQUENCY KEEPING
NIMT’s Time and Frequency Laboratory which is responsible for national time (interval) and
frequency standard. At present in house standard which is being used now, two Symmetricom 5071A
primary frequency standards with high performance cesium beam tube. One was assigned as
UTC(NIMT) which is linked to international time scale. The local UTC scale is defined at the output
connector of Symmetricom 5071A. So time delay introduced by input cable was calculated. The
Symmetricom 5071A is maintained by comparison against signal from GPS satellites, using both
single frequency, Motorola VP Oncore and dual frequency L1/L2, Topcon Euro-80 GPS commonview time transfer system as in figure A.

-1-

The result of comparison has been regularly sent to BIPM. From the BIPM Circular T, the
average drift rate of NIMT Cesium clock is about 2 ns a day as shown in figure B and compared
against the Australia National Frequency Standard (ANFS) NMI Australia as shown in Figure C. The
system was backed-up about 18 hours whenever the power line is interrupted.
3.

TIME AND FREQUENCY DISSEMINATION
The Time and Frequency Laboratory provides calibration services for high accuracy frequency
sources. General frequency sources, the frequency range is 1 Hz to 26.5 GHz, using direct
measurement technique. The measurement time is 104 seconds. It has already been accredited on ISO
17025 which is frequency range 1 Hz to 225 MHz and uncertainty of measurement is 6.8x10-12
The local frequency standard 5 MHz and 10 MHz were used phase measurement technique and
also accredited. The measurement time is 3 days. The report results are fractional frequency offset,
using least square fitting, Alan deviation together with graph plotting and measurement uncertainty is
1x10-13.
For time interval measurement, the range is 100 ns 10000 s, an uncertainty of measurement is
2 ns and also accredited.
NIMT also provides remote frequency calibration service by taking NIMT,s commercial GPS
common-view system to install at customer site. The DUTs are mostly GPS DO and Cesium clock.
Each measurement takes about two weeks. The uncertainy of measurement is 1x10-12
Another method for time dissemination to user is using Network Time Protocol or NTP, which
is synchronizes user’s computers through internet. The users can access at 3 NIMT’s stratum1 time
servers, time1.nimt.or.th or time2.nimt.or.th or time3.nimt.or.th through client software and also NIMT
develops a client software that used in country as shown in figure D
4.

DEVELOPING WORKS
NIMT is developing time distribution to telephone line by using existing equipment such as
time code generator, designing transmitter and receiving unit.
An another plans to develop time dissemination is though FM radio station by using subcarrier of FM modulation as in figure E.
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STATUS REPORT OF TIME AND FREQUENCY ACTIVITIES AT
THE VIETNAM METROLOGY INSTITUTE
Nguyen Bang
Head of Time and Frequency Laboratory (TFL)
Vietnam Metrology Institute (VMI)
N0 8, Hoang Quoc Viet Road, Caugiay District, Hanoi, Vietnam
Abstract
Currently, main activities of VMI in the field of the time and frequency metrology are the
maintenance of national time scale, UTC (VMI) and its dissemination through calibration services.
Namely:
•
•
•

Maintenance of UTC (VMI)
Time comparison via satellites
Dissemination of standard time and frequency.

1. Maintenance of UTC (VMI)
In time and frequency laboratory of VMI, the 5 MHz frequency from Symmetricom 5071A
(high-performance tube) is used as the external reference for AOG (Auxiliary Output Generator) and
output of 1 PPS (pulse per second) and 5MHz from the AOG are defined as UTC (VMI) and Vietnam
standard Frequency (VSF), respectively.

UTC (VMI) is maintained with the help of high-performance 5071A Cesium clocks. It
is generated by following BIPM tracking schedule for time comparisons via GPS commonview. For dissemination, it is maintained less than 100 ns of UTC. The Vietnam Standard
Time is then defined as: UTC (VMI) + 7h

Fig 1.1 Clock comparison system traceable to BIPM
1

The three atomic clocks have been compared with one another by the TSC 12030-110. This
comparison is performed daily at UTC 0 h (VST + 7 h). The data collected for one month are sent to
the BIPM time section.
Fig.1.2 show the value of [UTC – UTC (VMI)] taken from BIPM Circular-T over the 150 day
period between MJD 54499 and 54644.
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Fig 1.2 The time difference between UTC and UTC (VMI)
2. Time comparison via satellites
Now, we have two systems used to GPS common – view time transfers are Javad EU-80 and
Motorola VP Oncore systems. We receiver the results of GPS common – view time transfer between
UTC (VMI) and UTC (NMIA) weekly.
To retain the traceability of VST and VSF, the time-comparison data using the GPS satellite
are sent to BIPM every month. The reported data of (UTC – UTC (VMI)) in Circular-T are checked
regularly.

3. Dissemination of standard time and frequency
3.1 Dissemination of time in Vietnam
The users can also access time-of-day information by Standard time (of the day) of VMI any
time from the Website www.tcvn.gov.vn or through broadcast from the Radio the Voice of Vietnam.
- Time service though the radio: Standard time of UTC (VMI) is broadcasting though the
radio the voice of Vietnam at 6:00, 12:00, 18:00, and 21:00 every day.
- Time services though the internet: Standard time of UTC (VMI), we used the Sync
Server S250i of Symmetricom (USA) to disseminate on the Website: www.tcvn.gov.vn.
The dissemination of time in Vietnam are shown in Fig 3.1

2

Fig 3.1 Dissemination of time in Vietnam
3.2 Calibration services:
Officially, time and frequency laboratory of VMI has been providing frequency calibration
services for universal counters, signal generators, local clocks, quartz oscillators, Rubidium frequency
standards and the time interval from 0.01s, GPS receiver, Stop-watches, Tachometers…In house
computer programs have been written for the various types of counters and frequency measuring
equipments used.
Reference frequencies (1 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz) used for calibration and measurements are
produced from VSF by using 02 distribution amplifiers shown in Fig 3.2

Fig 3.2 Reference frequencies for calibration and measurements.

3

4. Future development plan
The future plans for VMI time and frequency activities are summarized as follow:
• To continue dissemination of time on the Radio the Voice of Vietnam and researching
about dissemination of time though NTP.
• Distribution time by NTP
• Research on time scale algorithm
• In the area of quality management, we have been operating its quality system (QS)
according to ISO/IEC 17025. We are going to prepare the documents for reviewing VMI quality to
meet the technical requirements in the area of Time and Frequency to the degree of satisfaction for the
Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) drawn up by the CIPM.
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Time and Frequency group 2008
Bruce Warrington: some new responsibilities
Malcolm Lawn: now 50% nanometrology
Sung Jong Park: now at Aarhus, Denmark
John Thorn: now retired
• Time and Frequency group is now somewhat smaller than before
• We still try to work on a range of responsibilities within our resources
• We look forward to continuing to work with our APMP colleagues
• especially on joint projects—we believe this is important across our region
where resources may be scarce

Upgrade to hydrogen maser source

log µg/L

B
Si
Na
Al

K
Fe

Z
• NMIA has two H masers developed in-house,
which perform well but have limited run time as a
deposit builds up in the H source region

• Chemical analysis suggested the
deposit was etched out of the bulb
glass by the RF discharge used to
separate H2

Upgrade to hydrogen maser source (ii)
H
• A new source design has completed testing
and is operating in one maser:
 bulb now of quartz rather than glass
 RF coupled inductively, so the B field
helps contain the plasma
• We hope that the new source design will
extend the maximum continuous run time and
support increased use of these masers

H2

RF

171Yb+

microwave frequency standards
• NMIA has been developing microwave frequency
standards based on Yb+ ions in a linear ion trap
for more than ten years
• These standards have demonstrated good
stability, and studies of systematic effects have
confirmed that accuracy in the 10–15 range is
possible:
 second-order Doppler and Zeeman shifts
 blackbody radiation shift
 microwave imperfections
 residual pressure shifts…
• Unfortunately, with limited resources available,
NMIA has decided not to continue the
development of microwave frequency standards
• We are still evaluating their use as stable
‘flywheel’ standards contributing to the NMIA
ensemble and research applications

GPS time transfer systems and applications

• NMIA GPS time-transfer systems in many locations around Australia and the
Asia-Pacific region
• Currently supporting many applications including calibration laboratories,
telecommunications, electronic timestamping and ‘speaking clock’ services
• Currently being deployed to a major Sydney transport provider: instead of
direct provision of NTP, validate existing servers and link to UTC(AUS)

Lower cost, integrated time transfer system

• A compact system including a Trimble receiver in a shielded enclosure
within a drive bay has completed testing at NMIA
• Integrated GSM modem simplifies access from NMIA to some locations
• Currently completing negotiation with the first commercial customer

December 2006 solar activity
• AR0930 – 3 X-class flares (6, 13, 14 December 2006), each
associated with solar radio bursts
• Radio flux recorded by solar telescope network, including Learmonth
Solar Observatory in WA (IPS / USAF)
• flux in excess of 100,000 SFU observed
(1 SFU = 10–22 W m–2 Hz–1); background
at L band 50–150 SFU over a solar cycle
• at peak, largest fluxes at GPS frequencies
ever recorded

• GPS effects include significant drop in C/N0,
loss of tracking, position errors
• A surprise at solar minimum; may indicate
higher probability of similar effects toward
solar maximum

GOES-13, NOAA/SEC Boulder

M. B. Terkildsen, IPS Radio and Space Services

Impact on GPS tracking (L1)
SNR
(dBHz)

Satellite elevation (0–90°)

54 48 42 36 30 0-

time of day (UTC)
M. B. Terkildsen, IPS Radio and Space Services
Data: ARGN, Geoscience Australia

Impact on GPS tracking (L1)
SNR
(dBHz)

Satellite elevation (0–90°)
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time of day (UTC)
M. B. Terkildsen, IPS Radio and Space Services
Data: ARGN, Geoscience Australia

Linking NMI and UWA
 TWSTFT: two-way timing link via
geostationary satellite
with thanks to the ARC for LIEF funding

 GPS: custom carrier-phase link
with thanks to the ARC for DP funding

 ACES on ISS
Use GPS, TWSTFT to prepare for and
verify performance of ACES MWL

UWA
Perth

NMI
Sydney

J. G. Hartnett
M. E. Tobar
E. N. Ivanov

TWSTT data: UWA–NMI, MJD 54326
UWA maser – NMI (ns)

-251603

-251604

-251605

-251606

-251607
02:10:00

02:15:00

02:20:00

02:25:00

time of day (UTC)
• Short transfer runs of 15–60 minutes: satellite usage costs are non-trivial
• Fitted quadratic accounts for clock variation over run; RMS residuals 0.1–0.3 ns
• Runs are spaced by 3–4 days (sessions twice weekly); some longer interruptions

difference (ns) Bernese (ns)

GIPSY (ns)

GPSCP data: UWA–NMI, MJD 54413

time of day (UTC)

• Data recorded continuously by geodetic GPS receiver systems (Javad/NMI)
• Precise Point Positioning (PPP) to determine each station clock against IGS network
• Different processing methods, and day boundaries, give variations of a few × 0.1 ns

Optical frequency comb and applications

• Commercial optical frequency comb
commissioned at NMIA in June 2006:
erbium fibre-laser with three amplifiers
(f-2f spectrometer, IR comb, visible comb)

• Laser sources locked to the comb
(HeNe, Nd:YAG) and used
for interferometry, including gauge
blocks and Avogadro spheres

The Avogadro project: towards an atomic kilogram

mass
1.00113 kg
diameter 93.68 mm
volume 429.83 cm3

• The sphere sits within an etalon; the diameter
is the etalon spacing minus the gaps on
either side, all measured by interferometry
• The laser system gives direct control of laser
frequency with traceability via the comb
• NMIA work involves Time and Frequency,
Length and Mass groups

National Measurement Institute
Bradfield Road
West Lindfield NSW 2070
Australia
Phone: +61 2 8467 3504
Email: bruce.warrington@measurement.gov.au
Web: www.measurement.gov.au/time

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2008 ACTIVITIES OF THE NATIONAL TIME
AND FREQUENCY STANDARD LABORATORY OF THE
TELECOMMUNICATION LABORATORIES, CHT CO. LTD.,
TAIWAN
H. T. LIN, C. S. LIAO, S. Y. LIN, W. H. TSENG, C. C. LIN, P. C. CHANG, D. WANG,
F. D. CHU and H. SHYU
National Time and Frequency Standard Laboratory
Telecommunication Laboratories, CHT Co. Ltd.
No. 12, Lane 551, section 5, Mintsu Road, Yanmei, Taoyuan 326, Taiwan
ABSTRACT
Telecommunication Laboratories (TL) operates the Quality System in accordance with ISO
17025(since 2001) and the accreditation body is TAF CNLA (Chinese National Laboratory
Accreditation of Taiwan Accreditation Foundation). TL has undergone peer assessment in 2001 and
the technical assessors were from NMIA, Australia and NICT, Japan. In October 2004, TL passed the
audit of TAF CNLA to continue the ISO17025 certification and the technical assessor was from NIST,
USA. In October 2007, TL passed the audit from TAF CNLA again and the technical assessor was
from NICT, Japan.
This paper covers the four most important activities on time and frequency area undertaken in
Taiwan:
1. Reference Clocks and Time scales
1.1 Reference clocks
1.2 UTC(TL) and TA(TL)
2. Time transfer
2.1 GPS time transfer
2.2 Two-way satellite time and frequency time transfer (TWSTFT)
3. Time Dissemination
3.1 Speaking clock service
3.2 Taiwan’s computer time service (TCTS)
3.3 Network time protocol (NTP) service
3.4 IRIG-B time code dial-up service
4. Other activities
4.1 Phase noise measurement
4.2 TL GPS common-view system
4.3 Remote frequency control via IEEE 1588

Corresponding author: H. T. LIN, Email: linht@cht.com.tw,
Tel.:+886-3-4244066, Fax.:+886-3-4245474

1. Clocks and Time scales
1.1 Reference clocks
TL maintains 13 HP(Agilent) 5071A high performance cesium clocks, 2 active
CH1-75 H-masers(one free run and the other tuned), and 1 AOG-110 micro-phase-stepper
is used for generating the UTC(TL) and TA(TL).
1.2 UTC(TL) & TA(TL)
UTC (TL) has been derived from CS#1712 until October 2004. In November 2004,
we published an local atomic time scale TA(TL) and used this time scale with the BIPM
Circular T monthly report to calibrate a hydrogen maser/micro-phase-stepper system to be
our local coordinated time scale UTC(TL). In order to get the best long term stability, the
TA(TL) is based on a 10~14 high-performance Agilent-5071A cesium clock ensemble, so
that the UTC(TL) will follow the short-term stability of hydrogen maser and the long-term
stability of cesium clock ensemble.
We compared the UTC(TL) with other Time labs using GPSCP to verify the
short-term and long-term stability of our new system, the short-term stability was about
4.5e-13 (tau = 300 sec) and the long-term stability was about 4e-15 (tau = 10 days) when
compared with USNO. We also calculate the frequency stability of UTC(TL) with UTC
from year 2003 to 2007 and the stability is demonstrated as fig. 1.

Allan Deviation

1.E-13

Frequency stability

2003 UTC(TL)
2004 UTC(TL)
2005 UTC(TL)
2006 UTC(TL)
2007 UTC(TL)

1.E-14

1.E-15
1.E+05

1.E+06

1.E+07

Averaging Time, Seconds

Fig.1 Stability plot of UTC(TL) from 2003 to 2007
2. Time Transfer
2.1 GPS time transfer
Since the atomic clocks become more precise and accurate, the timing community is
continuously seeking more proper systems to achieve the goal of time and frequency
synchronization. Recently, Global positioning system (GPS) has become the primary

system for distributing time and frequency signals. It is not only a navigation system, but
also a reliable time and frequency transfer system. The GPS common view technique can
be used to synchronize clocks over a large geographical area with uncertainty as good as
3-5 ns. A GPS receiver can be programmed to display the difference between the local
clock and the GPS time.
For the routine international collaboration, the Topcon/NMIA GPS multi-channel
common-view system is operating in TL. Dual frequency data are adopted in GPS system
and the ionospheric delay could be obtained to reduce the uncertainty.

Two Ashtech

Z12T GPS receivers are set for the research of BIPM TAIPPP pilot project, and the data
are sent to BIPM every 5 days.

We also joined the IGS project and the raw observation

data are sent to IGS global data center CDDIS.
2.2 Two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT)
The TWSTFT experiments between NICT and TL began from June 2000. The data of
the NICT-TL link have contributed to the computation of TAI since January 2002. From July
2005, multi-channel NICT modems were formally used on the Asia-Pacific TWSTFT links,
and TL can directly extend its TWSTFT links to NMIJ, NTSC, KRISS and SG. The NICT
modems allow that the measurements in Asia-Pacific TWSTFT network are performed
every hour at the same time. Now, the TWSTFT data of 24 points per day are available. In
March 2006, the TWSTFT calibration between NICT and TL was performed by using a
portable station. TL downloads the daily Asia-Pacific TWSTFT data from NICT’s website
and computes the result of each link automatically. Recently, TL makes efforts in the study
of improving the Asia-Pacific TWSTFT network by using the redundant links.
In the Asia-Europe TWSTFT link, the regular VSL-TL link had been performed since
March 2003. From February 2006 to September 2007, the VSL-TL link was paused because
the transponders with different polarizations for U/L and D/L are all occupied. In August
2006, TL upgraded OMT for solving the polarization problem. Since March 2008, the
regular PTB-TL link was performed with sharing the transponder rented by NICT. The
ITU-format data is put on TL’s anonymous FTP site: ftp.stdtime.gov.tw/pub/twstft/.
TL also made efforts to extend the TWSTFT link towards North American. The C-band
TWSTFT comparisons with NMIA and NIST (WWV site in Fort Collins) have been
performed from September 2002 to April 2003. A 4.6 m diameter antenna pointed to the
NSS-5 satellite, was used for the C-band links. However, the link was stop because of its
poor performance. Now, the new project of establishing an Asia-USA TWSTFT links
through a relay earth station on Hawaii is under planning. TL hopes to cooperate with NICT,
NIST and USNO on this project, and it is expected that a global TWSTFT links will be
established in the near future.

TL also devoted to the study of evaluation the delay stability of the TWSTFT earth
stations. In 2005, a satellite simulator system was installed on an earth station and its
capability of measuring the instabilities of transmission and receiving path delays was
demonstrated. TL has investigated the delay variations associated with the environmental
temperature and proposed a model to estimate the differential delay using the measured
temperature data.
3. Dissemination
3.1 Speaking Clock Service
A public Speaking Clock Service, so call the “117 time service” with its dialing
number of 117, had been designed and setup in Taiwan. The speaking clock system can
provide accurate voice time signal for the general public. The time difference between
voice time signal and UTC (TL) is less than 10 ms around Taiwan. The time source of this
system is traceable to UTC (TL) via IRIG-B code dissemination system by dedicated
lease-line and the service is provided through PSTN for 24 hours a day.
To ensure that the 117 speaking clock service will never pause, an automatic switch
system was specially designed in June 2006 and finished in April 2007. This switch
system can monitors the real-time status of two 117 speaking clocks. One of these two
speaking clocks is operating on-line and the other is actively standby. Once any problem
happens to the on-line speaking clock, it will be cut off by the switch system and replaced
by the standby one. Also the alarm will break out from the switch system. In addition, the
switch system can self-check to enhance its reliability.

Fig.2 Status display of the automatic switch system
3.2 TCTS Service
The Taiwan’s Computer Time Service (TCTS) system, which is an ACTS-like
telephone line service system, was developed in 1998. It is synchronized to UTC (TL)
with IRIG-B time code. The “European Telephone Code” is modified into TCTS time

format to match our needs, such as Lunar Calendar especially. Two modes, including
one-way and loop-back modes, are in operation. By using the loop-back mode, the
accuracy of this service can reach the range of 1 ms around Taiwan, since the propagation
delay was measured precisely and could be compensated. Currently, the TCTS system can
be launched, with 5 speeds, through 4 telephone lines for the public.
3.3 NTP Service
One of the most important time synchronization services we provide for the populace
is the Network Time Synchronization Service. This service uses Network Time Protocol
(NTP) to synchronize clocks of computers in the Internet with national standard time. NTP
builds a time tracking system in a hierarchical structure. The NTP timeserver with lower
hierarchy is synchronized to that with higher one. NTP can estimate the network
propagation delay and compensate the effect of delay for adjusting the local computer
clock. In the Internet, the accuracy of NTP is about a few tens of milliseconds. Thus, it can
provide an accurate time source for most information applications, including the Time
Stamp Authority (TSA) application.
We have begun to provide the Network Time Synchronization Service since June 1998.
We installed multiple NTP timeservers in our Lab. and revised a friendly client program
implementing Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) for Windows OS environments. In
addition, we also designed a system to monitor our NTP services and the monitoring
program is used to count the number of NTP access to our NTP timeservers. Up to July
2006, the number of NTP requests is more than 1 hundred million (100,000,000)
connections a day. NTP provides an authentication option to implement the security
function. However, the present version client program does not implement any
authentication function. To design a powerful authentication mechanism for our NTP
system is under planning.

Fig.3 real-time NTP request monitoring

3.4 IRIG-B time code service
We have developed and setup a new time dissemination system since September 2007.
It was called the dial-up IRIG-B multi-channel service. The telephone IRIG-B time
service system was designed to provide equipment, with telephone access, the IRIG-B
time code generated by our laboratory. Features of the service are:
z

No MODEM is needed for the users, so the calibration period at the user node is
shorter than ACTS-like system.

z

The range of accuracy is approaching 100us in case the path delay is known at
user node.

z

Without the complicated problems that may be caused by MODEM, the system
latency can be easily handled.

Why should we design this system? The first reason is that some opinions of the users that
they hard to find a traditional MODEM when they plan to use our TCTS system. The
second one is that however, we should design a system that can easily provide the
capability to allow synchronization for the stratum one NTP server at any place in Taiwan.
Through telephone line, it is due to avoid attacks from the network hacker. Also, the
accuracy is better than NTP timeserver from Internet. In short, the purpose of this effort
was to solve the synchronization problems for computer time system in the isolated local
area network.

Fig.4 Status display of the IRIG-B time code service
4. Other Research Activities
4.1. Phase noise measurement
We have done a few works to reveal that FFT sampling may induce some

unreasonable ADEV values while the numerical integration is used for the T&F conversion.
These ADEV errors occur because parts of the FFT sampling have no contributions to the
ADEV calculation for some τ. We have also found such errors in the commercialized
software. In order to solve this problem and not to purposely skip certain values of τ, we
try to change the original FFT sampling in several ways, like dividing the sampling spaces
into narrower ones or shifting the FFT sampling frequency a small amount, etc. An
interposition skill is used for related calculations. According to our tests, the FFT sampling
with logarithmic frequency space excels the others at improving the ADEV errors.
In the analysis of spurs effects, we see that spectral density with spurs is likely to
double or triple the ADEV calculated from spectral density with spurs removed, so it is
important and meaningful for laboratories to reduce ac power and other periodical noises
in their own environment. The power-law processes can also perform the T&F conversion
with the advantage to identify different noise types in spectral density.
4.2 TL GPS T&F calibration system
TL has developed a GPS time and frequency calibration system, which is very low cost
in comparison with others system and can provide secondary labs to trace their time and
frequency standard back to TL by using common view and all in view method as depicted in
Fig 5. This calibration system uses the GPS broadcast signal as the reference one to
calculate the time or frequency difference between two sites via PSTN network or internet.
The system consists of GPS receiving modular, time interval counter card and controller.
The ThunderBolt GPS disciplined clock which costs about 1600 dollars is used as the GPS
receiving modular. The counter card which costs about 1000 dollars with modeled number
GT200 is manufactured by Guide Technology, Inc. A personal computer is utilized as a post
processing platform which controlling the GPS modular and the counter card. C language
program is applied for all data collecting and processing.
A series of measurements have executed to evaluate the performance of the system such
as common clock test, direct phase comparison and zero-baseline test. The zero-baseline
common clock test, using hydrogen maser as reference, has been performed to evaluate the
system noise level. The accuracy of the experimental result of the zero-baseline common
clock test can reach a few parts of 10-13 in a half day. We also compare our system with TL’s
GPS receivers, NMIA/Topcon and Ashtech/Z12T, the standard deviation of phase difference
are 3.63ns and 1.71ns respectively.
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Fig.5 A common view calibration system architecture
4.3

Remote frequency control via IEEE 1588
A new scheme of remote frequency control based on the IEEE 1588 standards, a

precision time synchronization protocol (PTP) is proposed in TL. A remote oven-controlled
crystal oscillator (OCXO) is steered by integrating the PTP system, fuzzy controller and
D/A converter, such that its frequency can follow a primary cesium atomic clock used as the
master clock of the PTP system. Experimental results show that for averaging times of one
day, the frequency stability of the OCXO can be improved from a few parts in 109 to 1012. It
demonstrates the feasibility of using the PTP system for the remote frequency control
system. Experimental results show that our system is sound and cost effective.

Fig.6 System architecture of remote frequency control via IEEE 1588
The proposed system can be applicable to networked distributed system such as
measurement system, electrical power system, communication network and control system.
A further study will be done on the investigation of other frequency control system by
applying the proposed method.
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Generation and Maintenance of UTC(KRIS) and TA(KRIS)
 Timescale generated by weighted average
¾ 5 Cs clocks and 4 H-masers
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Time transfer equipment at KRISS
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1. GNSS Antennas (Z12T’s, E-80, R100-40T, TTR6’s,
Euro-3M and the others)
2. JCSAT-1B VSAT (Asia Link) : Ф1.8 m
3. IS-8 VSAT (Oceania Link) : Ф1.8 m
4. IS-4 VSAT (Europe Link) : Ф2.4 m
5. In-door equipment for time transfer.

Time Transfer using GPS

 GPS
¾ Equipped Receivers: Z12T(2), PolaRx2eTR(2), E-80(1), R100-40T(1), EURO-

3M(1), TTR6(4)
¾ Main Time Transfer : P3-code by Ashtech Z12T receiver (uploading to

BIPM everyday)
¾ Study on all-in-view method using carrier phase (CP)
¾ Study on monitoring of GNSS on-board clocks
¾ Development of a steering strategy using carrier phase

 Others
¾ Under construction of a timing portal site (for only domestic user)
9 http://koreatime.kriss.re.kr
¾ Study on GGTO
9 Study of the effect by utilizing dual constellations (GPS and Galileo)

Time Transfer using TWSTFT System
 Regular Time Comparison for Asia Link : via JCSAT-1B satellite
¾ KRISS ↔ (NICT, TL, NTSC, SPRING)
 Regular Time Comparison for Europe Link : via IS-4 satellite
¾ KRISS ↔ PTB
PAS-4(72° E)

JCSAT-1B(150° E)

PTB
NTSC KRISS

NICT
NMIJ
TL

SPRING
NMIA

• Comparison results between KRISS and each Institute.

Development of Cesium Atomic Frequency
Standards
 Optically pumped cesium beam frequency standard (KRISS-1)
¾ Improvement of type-B uncertainty: 1.2 X 10-14
¾ Operating since July 2008

Due to maser
frequency drift

From July to September 2008

¾ Saturday, Nov. 1, Session 5, presentation by S. Lee
 Cesium fountain frequency standard
¾ Improvement in progress

Development of an Optical Frequency Standard

- Yb optical lattice clock
 Laser cooling of Yb atoms

v

Thermal
열원자 빔
beam

1-D
cooling
1차원 냉각

blue MOT
T=blue
1MOT
mK
T=1
mK

green
greenMOT
MOT
T= 10 μK
T= 10 μK

Optical
lattice

광격자 포획

We are here
 Probe laser with sub Hz linewidth
¾ under development

¾ Saturday, Nov. 1, Session 6, presentation by C.Y. Park

Optical Comb Applications
 Sweep Optical Frequency Synthesizer with a DBR LD Injection-

Locked by a Single Component of an Optical Frequency Comb
Mode-Locked
FS Laser
Diode Laser

M
IF
B/S

9 Optical injection-locking
Simple setup
No need any electronic circuits
No residual phase noise exist
Locking range is limited by detuning

 Absolute frequency measurement of

Cesium D2 transition
 Generation of two coherent laser

sources selected from femtosecond
laser frequency comb
¾ Resonant two-photon spectroscopy of

cesium atoms

¾ Saturday, Nov. 1, Session 6, presentation by S.E. Park (C.Y. Park)

Optical Comb Applications 2
 Direct comparison of optical frequency combs
¾ using a comb-injection-lock technique (Optics Express, 16(14), 16721(2008)
BS
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laser

)
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Simplify the comb comparison utilities because
1. Not require a stable intermediate laser
2. can be applied even when repetition rates differ.

Total weighted mean and uncertainty (relative) : -0.02 ± 0.25 Hz (7.1 × 10-16 ) at 352 THz
One of the best results among the comparisons of combs referenced to a microwave frequency
¾ Saturday, Nov. 1, Session 6, presentation by S.E. Park (C.Y. Park)

Dissemination of the Korea Standard Time
 Broadcasting of Time Signal (call sign: HLA)
5 MHz, 2 kW

 Time service through internet
NTP time server at KRISS

Calibration and Test Service

Calibration system

Internet
or
modem

Remote site 1

Remote site 2

KRISS server

19 service categories

Remote calibration system

Maintenance of the CIPM MRA at KRISS
 Peer review: Feb. 2002
 CMC review (2004)
¾ Intra- and inter-regional review

 2nd peer review : Mar. 2007
 2nd round CMC review (2008)
¾ KRISS CMC for 19 service categories
¾ Inter regional review in progress
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LMTFS Activity Report
G. Dunkhuu*, D. Lkhagvasuren**
*Mongolian
**

Agency for Standardization and Metrology (MASM)
Mongolian Astronomy and Geophysical Research Center

1. Introduction
MASM has been a member of the Asia Pacific
Metrology Programme since 2003.
Time and Frequency Standard Laboratory has
maintained in 1979 by the support of Russian
Federation.
The calibration and testing services in the area of
time and frequency are carried out by the Time and
Frequency Laboratory of the Division of Metrology,
one of the five divisions in MASM.

MASM has equipped this laboratory with cesium
frequency standards Cesium (“Cesium-3”),
Rubidium (“FS725”) and GPS receivers (CST) to
retain traceability to the (VNIIFTRI) for time and
frequency standards.
The 1 pulse-per-second (pps) output of one of the
rubidium standards (FS 725) is designated as
UTC(MASM), the official Mongolian realization
of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). The rate of
this rubidium standard is adjusted from time to
time in order to maintain UTC(MASM) within 20
μs of UTC. A 10 MHz output from the same
standard is designated as the National Frequency
Standard. The SI second is realized at LMTFS
with an uncertainty in 10-11.

2. Maintenance of UTC(MASM)
Figure 2-1 shows the clock-comparison
system at MASM. The clock system, which
is traceable to VNIIFTRI, is composed of
one cesium frequency standards (Cesium-3)
and one Rubidium (FS725).
The 1-MHz frequency from the Cs 3 is
adjusted by the phase microstepper, and an
output of 1 PPS (pulse per second) from the
pulse generator is defined as UTC(MASM).

This output is compared with that from the
GPS satellite in the GPS receiver. The cable
delay from GPS antenna to the receiver and
the delay induced by the receiver itself are
compensated for in the clock comparison. In
addition, the cable delay from the position
of UTC(MASM) to the receiver should also
be considered. In conclusion, we define the
MST as (UTC(MASM) + 8 hours) at the
position where UTC(MASM) is defined.

Figure 2.1. shows the set-up of the current
system.

First stage: Time transfer using a
GPS receiver (2005year) Fig. 2-2.
GPS
satellite

Time
comparison
data

BIPM
UTC(MASM) 1pps

UTC(KRISS)
AOG

Frequency and phase
offset generator
Offset & rate
of
UTC(MASM)

Cs atomic clock

MASM

1pps
Circular-T

H-maser
KRISS

3. Brief information on
Mongolian climate
• Mongolian Time and Frequency Standard
Laboratory is located in Ulaanbaatar city,
Mongolia.
latitude 47° 52'56 N , longitude 107° 03'02”E.
• Mongolia is located in the Northern Hemisphere
temperate zone. Situated at an average altitude of
1580 m above the sea level separated from the
oceans, surrounded by high mountain chains that
are blocking the wet winds, Mongolia has an
extreme continental climate.

• Average atmosphere of Ulaanbaatar city in past a
decade:
• Altitude 1260 m
• Average soil moisture: 64 percent
• Average temperature: -3°,5 /maximum +39°,
minimum -49° /
• The Uvs lake which is located in Mongolia basin
is the center of the Asian anticyclone and is
known as one of the coldest places in Asia with
the lowest temperature recorded at -58°C.

Mongolian zone of time

Fig 2-1.

III. Dissemination of time and
frequency standards
We are providing following services for dissemination of
time and frequency standards in Mongolian.
• Broadcasting of time signal via HONKHORIIN station: 164 KHz,
500 kW
– total number of users ~ 52 (organizations)
• Calibration and testing service for industry: total number of
services ~ 154 in 2005. Fig 3-2.
– Frequency generators, (including Cs standards, Rubidium
standards, Quartz oscillators ),
– Universal counters,
– Stop watches and timers:
• Education and training program for industry: ~ 6 persons from
industry a year

Dissemination of MST is currently done through two time
services – Network Time Protocol and an automated time
signal.
Time and Frequency Standard Laboratory (TFSL) monitor a
variety of signals at the Ulaanbator site and around Mongolia
to support dissemination of UTC(MASM) by comparison of
remote clocks with the national standard. These signals
include GPS, the synchronization pulse in the high-frequency
broadcast station Radio HONKHOR near Ulaanbator (Figure
3-1,). Clients from around Mongolia submit devices for
calibration at TFSL, providing legal traceability to the
national
standards
by
direct
comparison.
TFSL also maintain Network Time Protocol servers for
distributing time through national computer networks.

Broadcasting of time signal via Honkhor station: 164 kHz,

Fig 3-1. Block diagram to show the whole system from
MASM to Antenna of the broadcasting station Radio.

Broadcasting of time signal via UB station: 400.100 MHz
Fig. 3-2.

Fig. 3-3 System for the measurement and calibration of
frequency at MASM

.

Future Plans
The future plans for LMTFS time and frequency
activities are summarized as follows:
• Prediction of UTC in terms of UTC(MASM). The
national time scale, UTC(MASM), will be
physically maintained within 100 ns with respect
to UTC according to recommendation of BIPM.
Its frequency will be steered to that of TAI as
close as possible. This involves continuous
measurement of the time difference UTC(MASM)
– T(GPS) in the CGGTTS format. The GPS data
will be send on a regular basis to BIPM.

•

•

•

Approximation of the TAI second with an
uncertainty of some parts in 1014 averaged
over 1 day. This value will depend upon the
frequency stability of the cesium clock
generating UTC(MASM).
Measurement of the time differences
UTC(MASM) – AT(c), where AT(c) is the
atomic time scale generated from a freerunning clock c. The data from the two MASM
clocks will be given a weight from BIPM and
will be contributing to the creation of TAI.
Near real-time analysis of UTC(MASM)
performance based on common-view GPS
comparisons against highly-stable UTC(k)
time scales (e.g. in Korea and Iapan). LMTFS.

•
•

•
•
•

Elaboration and regular upgrade of the
Calibration/Measurement Capability of LMTFS.
Calibrations against UTC(MASM) of accurate
oscillators/clocks such as GPS –disciplined
oscillators/clocks, rubidium standard and quartz
oscillators.
Measurement of short-term frequency stability
in the time domain.
Measurement of phase noise in the frequency
(spectral) domain.
Calibrations of network timing systems such as
time-stamp appliances.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Dissemination of accurate time throughout
Mongolia via a MASM NTP time server
disciplined to UTC(MASM).
Dissemination of accurate time throughout
Mongolia via specific radio and/or TV stations
(this needs elaboration).
Expertise on TF for the Government and
industries.
Collaboration with educational institutions in
teaching (diploma projects, theses,
Consultations for public.
Submission of CMC for the regional and
international MRAs.

Conclusions
Mongolia is now facing a rapid change from the
traditional modes of businesses and governance to an
all electronic one. The importance of accurate,
traceable and legal time and frequency services are
being realized by all quarters. This is the challenge
that MASMs
time and frequency Standard
Laboratory must face.

Thank You

NATIONAL TIME AND FREQUENCY STANDARD
DISSEMINATION SYSTEM IN ICT ERA
AKIHIKO MACHIZAWA † , TSUKASA IWAMA, HARUO SAITO
TADAHIRO GOTOH, HIROSHI TORIYAMA, MIZUHIKO HOSOKAWA
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, JAPAN
ABSTRACT
We are developing a new national time and frequency standard dissemination system by using information and
communications technology (ICT). This is called TFDN (Time and Frequency Dissemination system via Network). The TFDN
is a compact and all-in-one system which automatically compares time, calibrates a local oscillator, and supplies time and
frequency. A local clock in the TFDN is calibrated by using GPS common-view / all-in-view to the national time and
frequency standard. The TFDN also supplies time information into IP networks as a hardware time server. Slaves can be
synchronized within tens of nano-second accuracy in the same network (LAN). The all functions, include a rubidium
oscillator, are packed into a 1U size case. NICT has been operating the public NTP service using the hardware NTP
servers in these two years, ntp.nict.jp, and more than a hundred million NTP packets per day are requested to this
service.

I. INTRODUCTION
Time information and frequency are infrastructure of modern society. Many systems need to adjust their
clocks or oscillators. Furthermore, some applications need sub-microsecond accuracy [1]. We are developing a
new national time and frequency standard dissemination system by using information and communications
technology (ICT). This is called TFDN (Time and Frequency Dissemination system via Network). The TFDN is a
hybrid system with GPS common-view / all-in-view [2, 3] for long distance and IP network for short distance
and coarse time synchronization. The TFDN is a compact and all-in-one system which compares time, calibrates
a local oscillator and supplies time automatically. The TFDN can creates GGTTS data by using IGS precise data
[4]. Then The TFDN also collects GGTTS data from NICT Web site and compares it and local one. A built-in
oscillator will be also automatically steered by the time difference. The all functions, include a rubidium
oscillator, are packed into a 1U size case. Imae although developed GPS common-view system, it did not
provide time information via network [5]. The assumed applications of the TFDN are remote frequency
calibration, trusted time stamps, precision time synchronization for measurement, control and communications in
the local area networks, network time server, and so on.
Two time protocols on IP network are implemented; Network Time Protocol (NTP) [6] and Network SpaceTime Protocol (NST) [7-9]. NTP (RFC1305) is a de facto standard for network time synchronization. On the
another hand, NST is a newly proposed protocol and NST server broadcasts location and time (space-time)
packets. These protocols are implemented on a dedicated hardware (FPGA). The resolution of time-stamping of
the TFDN space-time packet is 4 nanosecond and the TFDN can process over one million NTP packets per
second (wire speed of one gigabit per second). Slave personal computers on the same Local Area Network
(LAN) can be synchronized within tens of nanosecond accuracy to the national standard. Conventional 1 PPS
and 10MHz signals are also supplied. NICT has been operating the hardware NTP server to provide Japan
Standard Time for these two years. More than 100 million of packets are requested in a day [10].

† AKIHIKO MACHIZAWA, 4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 1848795, JAPAN, phone +81 42
327 7424, fax +81 42 327 5809, e-mail machi@nict.go.jp

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system overview of the TFDN is shown in Figure 1 and 2, and the specifications are listed in Table 1.
The TFDN is a hybrid system with GPS common-view / all-in-view and IP network. National time and
frequency standard is disseminated by GPS common-view / all-in-view for long distance and by IP network
for short distance. The TFDN is a compact and all-in-one system which compares time, calibrates a local
oscillator and supplies time automatically. The TFDN can creates GGTTS data by using precise Ephemeris and
clock information provided by the International GNSS Service (IGS). Then the TFDN also collects GGTTS data
from NICT Web site and compares it and local one. A built-in oscillator (OCXO or Rubidium Atomic clock) will
be also automatically steered by the time difference. The all functions, include a rubidium oscillator, are
packed into a 1U size case.
A local clock of the TFDN is calibrated within a few nanosecond accuracy using GPS common-view / allin-view to the national time and frequency standard. The TFDN also supplies time information into IP networks.
Slave personal computers on the same LAN can be synchronized within tens of nanosecond accuracy to the
national standard too. Two time protocols on IP network are implemented; NTP and NST. NTP (RFC1305) is a
de facto standard for network time synchronization. On the another hand, NST is a newly proposed protocol
and NST server broadcasts location and space-time packets. These protocols are implemented on a dedicated
hardware (FPGA). The resolution of time-stamping of the TFDN space-time packet is 4 nanosecond and the
TFDN can process over one million NTP packets per second (wire speed of one gigabit per second). The slave
software of NST for personal computers is supplied freely in the Web site
“http://groups.google.com/group/network-space-time.” Conventional 1 PPS and 10MHz signals are also
supplied.

Fig. 1. System overview of the Time and Frequency Dissemination system via Network.

Table 1. Specification of the TFDN
Item

Spec.
L1 C/A code

GPS receiver

16ch
-142dBm (cold starts)

Signal IN

1PPS, 10MHz, GPS ANT.

Signal OUT

1PPS (Int. clock), 10MHz, 1PPS (GPS)
OCXO (< 1 E-12 @ 1day)

Built-in Oscillator

Rb ( < 1E-13 @ 1day )
Uncertainty: +/- 5ns

Time transfer

Frequency: 2 E-14 @ 1day

Network time service

NTP / NST: Accuracy 8ns, 1 million request/s

Precise GPS information

IGS

Size

302 x 328 x 43 mm (WxDxH)

Weight

2.1kg (2.7kg with Rb)

Power

Max 10W (47W with Rb)

Fig. 2. Inside of the TFDN system.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. GPS COMMON-VIEW
Figure 3 shows the root Allan variance of the frequency estimation performance of TFDN in GPS
common-view mode (no IGS data is used), when the UTC(NICT) signal is put in as external clock.
2E-14 is achieved for one day average. The GGTTS data of NICT which created by using Septentrio
PolaRx2 GPS receiver are compared. The antenna of TFDN is 16.8m apart from the antenna of
PolaRx2.

Fig. 3. Frequency estimation by using TFDN.

B. NETWORK TIME SYNCHRONIZATION
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of a slave personal computer via LAN. The standard deviation of the jitters is
76 nanosecond. The NST server and the client are connected each other via two ethernet switches and the
network is lightly loaded. The ordinary timing distribution system, like 1PPS and IRIG, can be replaced with the
ethernet.

Fig. 4. Accuracy
of a NST client.

IV. PUBLIC NETWORK TIME SERVER OPERATED BY NTA
Default IP address or server name of network time servers of network appliances should be set to the
national time standards to keep the trusted time. Though, RFC4330 [11] states as below,

“If a firmware default server IP address is provided, it MUST be a server operated
by the manufacturer or seller of the device or another server, but only with the
operator's permission.”
it is difficult for private companies to continue operating the network time service for a long time (life time of
their products) by their absorption and bankruptcies. National time authorities (NTA) should operate the public
network time services which refer their own national standard time.
The public network time services operated by NTA are often over-crowded. People tends to use the NTA's
servers. Although, NIST has more than twenty network time servers, they cannot reply sometimes because of
over loaded. PC based software time server can handle only 5,000 requests a second. The hardware NTP
server is suitable for stratum 1 NTP servers supplying national time and frequency standard. It can handle
more than one million requests a second (two hundreds times greater than ordinary time servers). NICT has
been operating a public NTP service using the hardware NTP servers in these two years, ntp.nict.jp, and more
than a hundred million NTP packets per day request to this service. On the other hands, conventional software
NTP servers can be overloaded for such a lot of requests.
If NTA is the leaf site of the Internet, NTP servers may be located near to the Internet exchange point
(IXP) and the time is transfered by GPS common-view / all-in-view.

Fig. 5. Number of requests for the NICT public NTP service.

IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new national time and frequency standard dissemination system by using information and
communications technology. The TFDN is synchronized to the national standard time by using GPS commonview / all-in-view and provides the national standard time into IP network. The TFDN is a compact and all-inone system which compares time, calibrates a local oscillator and supplies time automatically. The TFDN can
creates GGTTS data by using IGS precise data. The all functions, include a rubidium oscillator, are packed into
a 1U size case. The assumed applications of the TFDN are remote frequency calibration, trusted time stamps,
precision time synchronization for measurement, control and communications in the local area networks, network
time server, and so on.
A local clock of the TFDN is calibrated within a few nanosecond accuracy using GPS common-view / allin-view to the national time and frequency standard. The TFDN also supplies time information into IP networks.
Slave personal computers on the same Local Area Network (LAN) can be synchronized within tens of
nanosecond accuracy to the national standard. Conventional 1 PPS and 10MHz signals are also supplied.
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Abstract
TL has developed a low cost GPS time and frequency calibration system which can provide the remote time and
frequency devices to trace back to TL by using GPS common view or all in view method. The system consists of a
GPS receiving module, time interval counter card, and PC controller. The Thunderbolt GPS disciplined clock is used
as the GPS receiving modular. The counter card is manufactured with GT200 by Guide Technology, Inc. A personal
computer is utilized as a post processing platform which controlling the GPS module and the counter card; all data
collecting and processing are using C language program.
We also performed the characteristic of the counter card and GPS receiving module. A series of measurement
were executed to evaluate the performance of the system. The zero baseline common clock test using hydrogen
maser as reference was studied for the evaluation of the system noise level. The accuracy of the experimental result
of the zero baseline common clock test can reach a few parts of 10-13 in half day. We also compare our system with
the other GPS time and frequency transfer system used for TL TAI link, NMIA Topcon and Ashtech Z12T, the
standard deviation of double phase difference between systems are 3.63ns and 1.71ns respectively.

I.

Introduction
GPS has become the primary system for distributing time and frequency [1]. GPS receivers are utilized for many
fields such as telecommunication networks, industries, calibration laboratories, and testing laboratories. GPS make it
possible to remotely synchronize and calibrate clocks or to control oscillators in facilities just simply place an
antenna outdoors for line-of-sight reception of the GPS satellites.
The GPS common-view or all-in-view mode is also used to synchronize or to compare time standards at two or
more sites [2]. Both methods have been used by the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) as time TAI
link time transfer. The GPS time and frequency transfer technique was firstly developed by NIST in 1980s. In TL,
the existing GPS equipments are ASHTECH Z12T and TOPCON/NMIA multi-channel dual frequency GPS receiver.
According to the different time and frequency transfer techniques (GPS common-view, GPS all-in-view, and GPS
carrier phase), the time transfer accuracy of those equipments can achieve from tens of ps to 10ns.
In this paper, a low cost GPS time and frequency calibration system has been developed for the purpose of remote

time and frequency calibration. The system combines a multi-channel GPS timing receiver with the measurement
hardwire and software. We also developed the data processing software to convert the hardware output into the
standard CGGTTS format. That’s we can compare our system with the other GPS timing system via the standard
common-view and all-in-view methods. A series of measurements were also executed to evaluate the performance
of this system in comparison with the NMIA Topcon and Ashtech Z12T GPS timing system. Since the system
showed a good performance in very short base line test, we believe it has a potential to be a remote time and
frequency transfer and calibration system.

II.

System Architecture
Accurate time and frequency comparison can use geosynchronous satellites or GNSS satellites comparison
technique to realize. In terms of navigation satellite, GPS system is the main representative for time and frequency
transfer. Using GPS system to perform remote time and frequency comparison between labs around the world
usually uses common-view or all-in-view methods to improve precision. Common-view GPS comparisons use one
or more GPS satellites as the common-view reference.
The common-view method involves a GPS satellite, and two receiving sites (K1 and K2), each containing a GPS
receiver, a time interval counter, and a local time standard. As shown in Fig. 1, the satellite transmits a time signal
that is nearly simultaneously received at K1 and K2, and a measurement that compares the received GPS signal to
the local time standard is made at both K1 and K2. Thus, the received sites, K1 and K2, compare the GPS signal
over the path dSK1 and dSK2 to its local clock, Clock(K1)\-S and Clock(K2)-S, respectively. The two sites exchange
its data to each other and then can derive the clock difference. Delays that are common to both paths dSK1 and dSK2
cancel out. However, delays aren’t the same to both paths in practice. Thus, the result of the measurement is
Clock(K1)-Clock(K2) with an error term of (dSK1 - dSK2). The (dSK1 - dSK2) error term includes not only delays from
the satellite to the receiving antennas, but also delays that take place after the signal is received. The basic equation
for common-view GPS measurements is:

[Clock(K1) – S] - [Clock(K2) – S] = [Clock(K1) – Clock(K2)] + [dSK1 - dSK2]

(1)

The system architecture of low cost GPS time and frequency calibration is depicted in Fig. 2. Its hardware
includes one GPS receiver, an antenna that is placed in the fixed position, a time interval counter card and a
controller. The counter card is manufactured with modeled number GT200 by Guide Technology, Inc [3]. The
Trimble ThunderBolt GPS disciplined clock [4] is used as the GPS receiving modular as demonstrated in Fig. 3. A
personal computer is utilized as a post processing platform which controlling the GPS modular and the counter card;
all data collecting and processing are using C language program. The GPS receiver receives signal from satellite and
then generates 1PPS signal that is compared with local time standard 1PPS signal via time interval counter card.
Finally, the measurement data from time interval counter card output combines GPS ephemeris, ionosphere and

troposphere model correction and then generates standard CGGTTS format at UTC 00:05 everyday in TL.

GPS Satellite S
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GPS Receiver
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Clock1 1pps

Clock2 1pps

Time Interval
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Stop

Data Processing

Start

Data Processing

Data Exchange
K1

Figure1. Common-view GPS

Figure2.

System configuration of GPS time and frequency calibration system
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III. Common-View GPS Experimental Results
In order to integrate the output of GPS receiver and GT200 time interval counter card into standard CGGTTS format,
reference [4] provides standard process procedure to do data processing. Since the output of GPS receiver contains time
difference data per channel, thus the time difference between local time standard and GPS can be calculated easily.
According to the technical directive [1], every 15s pseudo-range data are first processed through quadratic fits and the
result of this first quadratic fit is given for the date corresponding to the midpoint. A linear fit is then applied to the data
which are the results of using 52 sets of 15s data to perform 52 quadratic fits. Since CGGTTS format request to output
one point per 16 minutes, thus one day is divided into 90 time intervals and then generates multi-channel common-view
GPS output.
To verify the performance of developed common-view GPS system in TL, we compare the experimental results with
TOPCON/NMIA system with the same clock source over one week data collecting. The double phase difference of
TOPCON/NMIA-Trimble and TOPCON/NMIA-TWTF P3 are shown in Fig. 4. Each data point represents the average
value of data of all GPS channels at that time. The standard deviation of double phase difference between systems,
TOPCON/NMIA-Trimble and TOPCON/NMIA-TWTF P3, are 3.63 ns and 1.71 ns, respectively. The experiment results
show that there is no obvious period error in our proposed low cost GPS time and frequency calibration system. However,
the random noise error may come from GT200 time interval counter card, GPS receiver or computer system. Fig. 5 also
shows the TOPCON/NMIA-Trimble multi-channel data at each time and the standard deviation of double phase
difference is about 8.5 ns. The multi-channel data after averaging can lower the system uncertainty about 2.34 times as
comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5. Here, the system entity which includes GPS receiver, time interval counter card and PC
controller is also shown in Fig. 6.
A zero baseline common clock test and an inside laboratory test by GPS all-in-view are performed. The test results are
shown in Fig. 7. The accuracy of the common clock test for GPS all-in-view is 1.8x10-13. The accuracy of the test cesium
clock by GPS all-in-view method is 3.7x10-13.

Figure4. Common-View GPS Data Analysis

Figure5.

Topcon/NMIA v.s. Trimble Common-View GPS multi-channel Data Analysis

Figure 6. The proposed GPS time and frequency calibration system entity.

Figure 7. The common clock test (blue) and very short base line test (red)

IV. Conclusion
A portable and low cost GPS time and frequency calibration system is presented. The hardware was assembled by a
GT200 time interval counter card, a Trimble Thunderbolt GPS receiver, and a PC controller. The whole system is easy to
migrate and install, and suit for the calibration of remote time station.
A series of test were executed to evaluate this system. The zero baseline hydrogen maser common clock test was
studied for validate the limitation of this system. We check the all-in-view difference between two systems’ CGGTTS
output, the accuracy of the experimental result of the zero baseline hydrogen maser common clock test could reach a few
parts of 10-13 in about half day’s measurement period.
For the zero-base line test, the system has been implemented successfully and its precision is acceptable. We hope we
can start the middle base line test soon and verify its capability of remote calibration. On this basis, we can build a
remote time and frequency calibration system in Taiwan by using this low cost GPS platform. It’s helpful for TL to
extend the traceable time and frequency system in Taiwan.
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REMOTE FREQUENCY CALIBRATION SYSTEM IN NIM
ZHANG AIMIN, ZHANG YUE, GAO YUAN, GAO XIAOXUN
National Institute of Metrology
Abstract
Remote frequency calibration system has been set up in NIM China. The averaged frequency deviation
and the frequency drift of the frequency standards such as atomic frequency standards and quartz crystal
frequency standards can be calibrated remotely by GPS common view or all in view technique. The
domestic customer measures the time difference of his frequency standard (DUT) and GPS time with a
GPS receiver and sends the GGTTS formatted data to NIM, and NIM will do the calculation and give the
calibration result to the customer. An example is given in this paper, the baseline length is over 600km,
and the method of data process and the uncertainty evaluation is introduced in this paper.

1.Introduction
All the time and frequency quantity values within China should be traceable to the national
primary standard-atomic time scale UTC(NIM) together with the laser cooling - Cesium
fountain clock NIM4, the traditional calibration method is the direct comparison of the device
under test(DUT) with the reference in the metrology laboratory, the DUTs include atomic
frequency standards and quartz crystal frequency standards. With the development of GNSS,
remote frequency calibration becomes possible. GPS Common-view/all in view is a very
important and the most widely used technology for time and frequency transfer. Remote
frequency calibration system has been set up in NIM based on this technique. The domestic
customer equipped with GPS receiver measures the time difference of DUT and GPS time and
sends the GGTTS format data to NIM, NIM will do the calculation and give the calibration
result to the customer. Presently more and more customers are interested in this kind of
calibration method.
2. Remote frequency calibration system setup
The setup of the remote frequency calibration system is shown in fig.1, the domestic customer is
on site A, and NIM is on site B, the standard frequency (5/10MHz) and 1pps output of DUT and
reference are connected to the receivers respectively, the receivers measure the time difference
of local 1pps and GPST, process the data according to the Technical Directives for
Standardization of GPS Time Receiver Software, give a measurement result every 16 minutes.
In the system of NIM, single-frequency multi-channel GPS receivers are used. The receiver is
developed by NIM which is composed of a VP ONCORE engine and a high precision time
interval counter（TIC）, the resolution of the TIC is 50ps. Based on the zero-baseline, common
reference clock experiment, the uncertainty of the receiver is less than 4ns. After completing the
measurement the customer sends the GGTTS format data to NIM.

GPS
Receiver
1pps

Internet

5/10MHz

GPS
Receiver
5/10MHz

DUT

1pps

Reference
UTC(NIM)

（site A）

（site B）
Computer
Fig.1 Remote Calibration system set up

According to the scheme in fig.1, we can deduce that the main uncertainty sources of remote
frequency calibration include the uncertainties of the two GPS receivers: 4×10-14 respectively(1
day average), the uncertainty of GPS common view/all in view related to the baseline length:
5×10-14 (baseline length less than 3000km, 1 day average), the uncertainty of the reference
frequency: 3×10-14 (from circular T), so for 1 day average time, the combined uncertainty is
roughly 1×10-13, and the expanded uncertainty is 2×10-13(k=2).
3. Experimental result and Data process
An experiment was carried out between NIM and a customer equipped with a multi-channel
GPS receiver in Shenyang, the baseline length is about 600km. The DUT in Shenyang is a Cs
frequency standard. We receive the data file and process the GGTTS formatted data with two
methods, one of which is the traditional common view method, and the other of which we call
simple All in View method.
(1) Data process method with Common-View
In the GGTTS formatted original data files of the 2 multi-channel GPS receivers of Shenyang
side and NIM side, we can get 2 sets of REFGPS data and 2 sets of DSG data. Under the
condition of the common PRN, MJD, and STTIME, and the minimum value of the sum of the
DSG, we can get two values of REFGPS, and we calculate the difference of the two values,
which indicates the time difference between the two atomic clocks at this STTIME on the two
sites. This data process means data contrast for the common satellites. The result is shown in
fig.2. The rate of one linear fit which indicates the fractional frequency difference of the DUT
from the reference is nearly 3×10-13.
We try to smooth the data with 2 kinds of filters: Vondrak and Kalman, the results are also
shown in fig.2.
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Fig.2 Data process method with Common-View
Y-Axis: time difference between site A and B, Unit: .1ns.
X Axis: measurement time. The time interval of each point is the multiple of 16 minutes. It
depends on the common STTIME.
DSG min: under the condition of common STTIME, minimal value for the sum of the parameter
DSG1 and DSG2.
Vondrak: Vondrak smooth data based on DSG min.
Kalman: Kalman smooth data based on DSG min.
Kn: the rate of one linear fit.
(2) Data process method with simple All in View
Compared with the process condition in common view, there are some changes in this method.
Under the condition of the common MJD and STTIME, we average all the values of REFGPS
separately in the two data files, it is just a simple arithmetic average, so we call it simple All in
View. Then we get the two averaging values of REFGPS, and calculate the difference between
the two values, which indicates the time difference between the two atomic clocks at this
STTIME on two sites. The result of data contrast method with simple All in View is shown in
fig.3. The rate of one linear fit which indicates the fractional frequency difference of the DUT
from the reference is nearly 3×10-13.
Vondrak and Kalman filtered data are also shown in fig.3.

Data Contrast with Simple All- in-View Method （ NIM—Shen Yang ）
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Fig.3 Data process method with simple All in View
Y-Axis: time difference between site A and B, Unit: .1ns.
X Axis: measurement time. The time interval of each point is the multiple of 16 minutes. It
depends on the common STTIME.
Ave-REFGPS:under the condition of common STTIME, the average value is calculated.
Vondrak: Vondrak smooth data based on Ave-REFGPS.
Kalman: Kalman smooth data based on Ave-REFGPS.
Kn: the rate of one linear fit.
Comparing fig.2 with fig.3, we can find that the results of the fractional frequency deviation of
the DUT are quite similar with the two methods, so we get the conclusion that we can process
the domestic remote calibration data either with common view method or simple All in View
method in our remote calibration system.
If we want to get the frequency drift rate of the frequency standards, we should keep measuring
for a long time. According to the regulations, we should measure 15 days to get the drift rate of
the atomic clock and 7 days to get the drift rate of the quartz crystal.
4.Conclusion
Remote frequency calibration is a very useful means in the time and frequency quantity value
dissemination system, especially for the frequency standards which must be working
continuously or not easy to move. The fractional frequency deviation and the frequency drift
rate of the frequency standards can be calibrated by this method.
NIM has developed the dual frequency multi-channel GPS receiver based on Euro160，further
remote frequency calibration experiment with this kind of receiver will be carried out, and more
stable result with less uncertainty is expected.
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Concept of e-trace project
International mutual certification

GPS

Export

Instruments 1) Physical quantities with frequency
as intermediary instruments
(frequency, time, voltage, length,
Information ---)
National Metrology
Institute (NMI)

Internet

2) Transfer standards
(temperature, flow, pressure, radiation,
---)

Parameters of Instruments, acquired data,
Uncertainty data, ---

Calibration Certification

Industrial world
(Japan, overseas)

Concept of total remote frequency
calibration system from NMIJ to end-user

Remote frequency calibration service
between NMIJ and calibration labs
•
•

•
•

GPS common-view method
Data transmission
- once or twice a day using SMTP protocol to the data server of
NMIJ
- provide a calibration certification every month
The service has started between NMIJ and accredited calibration
laboratories from January 2005 (11 customers now)
claimed uncertainty in the case of L1 C/A code multi-channel GPS
receiver
Baseline length

CMC (k = 2 )

50 km

1.1 ×10-13 for averaging time of one day

500 km

1.4 ×10-13 for averaging time of one day

1,600 km

4.9 ×10-13 for averaging time of one day

Example of remote frequency calibration
system between NMIJ and calibration labs.
GPS time transfer
receiver
Data are stored by the
CGGTTS data format
DUT
(Rb Oscillator)

UPS

PC for data down
load and
transmission

NMIJ’s CGGTTS data site

• http://www.nmij.jp/~time-freq/CGGTTS/

Concepts of newly developed
terminal unit at client sites (GCET)
(1) Easy operation,
(2) Highly good cost/performance
The terminal unit consists of Rb. oscillator or OCXO, GPS receiver
module, CPU module, and 8 ports of reference signal distribution
amplifier.
(3) Synchronization to UTC(NMIJ)
The internal oscillator automatically synchronize to UTC(NMIJ) by
monitoring the NMIJ's web site.
(4) By sending obtained data at the client site to NMIJ or calibration lab.
(using HTTP protocol with cryptography technology), calibration
certifications will be provided from NMIJ or calibration lab. to
clients.
(5) About 20 sets are already sold. Five customers are using GCET for
remote calibration.

Table 1. Main specifications of the device

Main specifications of GCET
GPS receiver

Reference signal

Signal

L1(1574.42 MHz), C/A code

Number of channels

12 channels

Sensitivity

< -135 dBm

Positioning

<5m

Data acquisition interval

1 second

Input (optional)

(option) 10 MHz

Output

10 MHz: 8 ports

+13 dBm ±3 dBm

5 MHz: 1 port

+13 dBm ±3 dBm

1 pps: 1 port
Time transfer

Data format and schedule

CGGTTS format by international time transfer schedule

Uncertainty

< 5 ns : outside antenna
< 20 ns : window-side antenna

Reference Oscillator
(Synchronized to
UTC(NMIJ))

Communication interface

Time and Frequency
synchronization.

Synchronize to UTC(NMIJ) or UTC(k) using NMIJ's or Lab.(k)’s data from
NMIJ's or Lab(k)’s web site, otherwise synchronize to GPS time

Data transfer

HTTP protocol with cryptography technology

Rb-type

< 1×10-13 @ 1 day
< 3×10-11 @ 1 s

OCXO-type

< 5×10-12 @ 1 day
< 1×10-10 @ 1 s
Ethernet (10/100 BASE-T) and RS-232C

Front view of GCET

Rear view of GCET

Inside of GCET
Reference signal distributor

Data processing
main board

Rb Osc.

GPS module

Frequency stability of output of GCET

Evaluation Experiment at user site (1)

GPS DO

NMIJ DO

ROHDE & SCHWARZ Japan, Saitama (50 km)

Evaluation Experiment at user site (2)

GPS DO

NMIJ DO

Panasonic, Osaka (500 km)

Evaluation Experiment at user site (3)
Ext. signal (GPSDO）
NMIJ DO

Ext. Signal （Cs）

Advantest, Gunma (50 km)

Demonstration Experiment
GPS
GPS

GPS

GPS

HOKKAIDO

12
3

9
6

TOHOKU

12
3

9
6

KANSAI

12
3

9
6

Frequency
National Standard

TSUKUBA
12
3

9

KYUSHU

6

12
3

9
6

receive data are
transmitted via internet

12
3

9
6

OKINAWA

data is opened to NMIJ’s web site

TOHOKU ( 255 km, N )

NMIJ DO (GCET-Rb)

GPS DO (JRC JQE102-VCXO)

KYUSHU ( 931 km, W )

NMIJ DO (GCET-Rb)

GPS DO (JRC JQE102-VCXO)

OKINAWA ( 1589 km, SW )

NMIJ DO (GCET-Rb)

GPS DO (JRC JQE102-VCXO)

HOKKAIDO ( 781 km, N )
Temperature
control trouble

NMIJ DO (GCET-Rb)

GPS DO (JRC JQE102-VCXO)

NIMT ( 4618 km, SW )

NMIJ DO (GCET-Rb)

GCET-Rb

HOKKAIDO, TOHOKU, KANSAI, KYUSHU, OKINAWA, NIMT

JRC JQE102-VCXO

TOHOKU, KYUSHU, OKINAWA

Summary
•

NMIJ started the remote frequency calibration service using GPS
common-view method from 2005.

•

The terminal unit (GCET) for remote frequency calibration using
GPS common-view method was started from this year.

•

The main features of the terminal unit are;
- easy operation,
- low cost,
- frequency source synchronized to UTC(NMIJ) or UTC(k),
- fully traceable frequency source.

•

Software for the remote frequency calibration service are also
developing. These software perform from data processing to
generation of certification.

Thank you for your attention!

REMOTE FREQUENCY CALIBRATION SYSTEM USING JJY
Haruo Saito, Shigeru Tsuchiya, Noboru Kotake, Tsukasa Iwama
and Kuniyasu Imamura
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)
Abstract
JJY is the LF radio station in Japan, which performs the dissemination service of the standard
time and frequency. We have two JJY stations; one is located in the north part of the Honshu-island and
another is in the Kyushu-island. These stations cover all over Japan. As watches and clocks controlled by
JJY have been sold over ten million, and consequently the dissemination service of the standard time has
become popular in Japan. On the other hand the dissemination service of the standard frequency of JJY is
rarely used and it seems limitedly to be used in the industrial markets. In other countries such as Germany
and some, however, the frequency calibration services are performed by using the standard frequency
signal of the LF radio station for industrial standard.
NICT takes the responsibility for disseminating using the JJY signal as the frequency standard
to Japan, because JJY has been transmitted with the standard frequency by NICT. We are planning a new
remote frequency calibration system which adopts JJY signal for the frequency standard.

1. Introduction
JJY signal is unfamiliar to the public with using frequency standards now. Most of the
reasons are that the signals from JJY receivers are not traceable to the National frequency
standard, even though JJY signal is transmitted based on the national frequency standard of
NICT. Therefore, JJY frequency standard signal is hard to use as the frequency standard in the
industrial markets. And furthermore the standard signal generators using JJY are too expensive.
NICT takes the responsibility for disseminating using JJY signal as the frequency
standard to Japan, because JJY has been transmitted with the standard frequency by NICT. We
are planning a new remote frequency calibration system which adopts JJY signal for the
frequency standard. To develop this calibration system, we aim at two targets;
One is to offer a new remote frequency calibration service which is applied to the ISO/IEC
17025, and
another is to supply the industrial markets with cheaper JJY traceable standard signal
generator which can come out such as 1MHz, 5MHz and 10MHz.
2. System Configuration
2.1 Current Condition
Figure 1 shows a current condition when a client wants to use JJY signals for a
frequency standard. An accuracy of a signal from a JJY receiver is assured only by a
manufacturer of JJY receivers instead of NICT, even though NICT transmits JJY signal as the
standard frequency. Because there are not any methods to confirm the accuracy of a received
JJY signal and a signal from the JJY receiver directly on the client’s place, the client needs to
request a calibration company to calibrate the JJY receiver, if he wants to ensure its accuracy.
To remedy this condition, we are planning to establish a new calibration system to use
JJY, to make JJY receivers for the system and to supply them to the industrial markets.
2.2 Calibration Method and JJY Receiver
The calibration method has assumed two aspects, one is to calibrate a DUT (device
under test) and another is to calibrate JJY receiver’s signal.
4-2-1, Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo, 184-8795, Japan
Tel +81-42-327-7460, Fax +81-42-327-6689, E-mail saito@nict.go.jp

To calibrate JJY receiver’s signal, we plan periodically to sift the phase of the JJY
transmitting signal for a value and then to measure a phase shift of the JJY receiver’s signal
using DUT’s signal as a reference frequency. Because it seems that a signal of the DUT is
sufficiently stable for very short term. At first the data received by the calibration system are
compared to the data transmitted from JJY stations, and then the frequency deviation of the
signal of the JJY receiver is calculated. A signal of DUT is calibrated by using this JJY
receiver’s signal. Of course the accuracy of the JJY receiver must be confirmed at NICT before
installing.
Figure 2 shows the schematic block diagram of a remote frequency calibration system.
It consists of 2 parts; a JJY signal transmission part at JJY stations and a JJY receiver part at
client’s place. The JJY signal transmitting part is based on the current JJY signal transmitting
system, and a phase sifting mechanism is installed to step the JJY transmitted signal for a
precise value. The JJY receiver part consists of a JJY receiver, a phase comparator and a data
transmitting mechanism to compare phase data.
In order to develop a cheaper system which is locked directly to the JJY signal, we
plan to use OCXO for the local oscillator.
Figure 3 shows a schematic block diagram of a prototype JJY receiver with a phase
comparator. It consists of a direct signal receiving part, a PLL (phase lock loop) part and a phase
comparator part. And the receiver has one standard frequency output as 10 MHz and the phase
comparator changing from 0 V to 5 V dc voltages according to measured phase differences. The
phase comparator has the several ports to measure phase differences, and one of the ports will
be selected by anticipated phase differences of measuring point.
The prototype JJY receiver costs about 8,000 US dollars for each. If they are produced
in mass-quantity, the cost of a JJY receiver itself (without a phase comparator) will be under
5,000 US dollars.
2.3 Propagation Condition and Service area
Figure 4 shows the available areas of JJY signals transmitted from two JJY stations
and they cover all over Japan with more than 50 dBuV/m signal strength. The strength of the
signal is strong enough for radio controlled watches and clocks to function, and so over ten
million of radio controlled watches and clocks have been sold in Japan. This remote frequency
calibration system is designed to operate in the whole of Japan with about 40 dBuV/m or more
signal strength, and the antenna is possibly installed indoors.
The conditions of propagation are another important factor to use the JJY signal for
the frequency standards. Consequently, we plan to observe the propagation condition by
measuring field strength at several 100 km points from each transmission station, because there
are differences of propagation conditions depending on the distances. The differences of
propagation conditions are the one and strong factor to degrade the accuracy of the system, and
making a model of propagation conditions is required to calculate the uncertainty of the system.
We will study it measuring receiving signals from JJY stations at above points.
In addition to the above, sferics noises are also an important factor. We try to measure
them at the same time as much as possible. However, because it may be rather difficult to know
in which paths there occurs sferics noises among all radio paths, at least we will accomplish to
confirm how the propagation conditions differ according to the seasons.
2.4 Capability of Calibration
We have measured the JJY signal at NICT HQ to confirm conditions of its signal
intensities and its time cords. Now, we will anticipate a capability of this system based on these
data. It seems that there are two factors to estimate the capability of this system. One is what
time of a day to measure, and another is how far from the JJY stations. Both of them have an
influence on propagation conditions such as signal reflection of the ionosphere and so on.

Measured relative phase data of JJY 40 kHz signal at NICT HQ are shown in Figure 5.
They are averaged values for one month of January and August 2008. Figure 6 shows those of
JJY 60 kHz signal. Distances from JJY 40 kHz and 60 kHz stations to NICT HQ are about 230
km and 890 km respectively.
These figures indicate that the data in the daytime are stable but those during the night
are unstable. Instability during the night is caused by direct signals and reflected signal of the
ionosphere. In addition, these figures show that there are different conditions of phase data by
different distances from the JJY stations. As the distance from the JJY stations is farther,
variations of phase shifts are larger, because a density of reflected signals by the ionosphere is
stronger than that of direct signals.
Figure 7 shows that stabilities of JJY 40 kHz signals and those of JJY 60 kHz at NICT
HQ are shown in Figure 8. These show that variations depending on seasons are very small, but
those depending on distances from the stations are large. 3:00 UTC (12:00 local time) data show
that stabilities of signals in the daytime are better than those for a whole day. They are less than
1.0 E-11 per day irrespective of distance from stations. This is because the phase fluctuation in
the day time is stable as shown in Figure 5 and 6. Therefore a capability of this system may be
estimated about 1.0 E-11 at any spots all over Japan, if measurement is done during the daytime.
Needless to say, the capability of this system should be examined by some actual studies.
Next, we will confirm the calibration method of this system. We plan to step the JJY
transmitted signal for a value periodically to calibrate the JJY receiver. Figure 9 shows a phase
shift data of JJY 60 kHz measured at NICT HQ on July 1st 2008. Strayed part of the data was
caused by replacing a transmitting machine to redundant one at the station, because of the
damage by lightning. This line graph shows that the phase shifted to about -1.9 us at 0:51 UTC
and it shifted back to about +1.9 us at 1:16 UTC. The stepped values of the JJY signal at the
station were -1.88 us and +1.85 us respectively, and it means that measured data agree with
these values despite of a long distance from the JJY station. Of course we need to test this
calibration method but it seems that this method is valid any place in Japan.
3. Future Plan
In the first year, we are making a prototype of the JJY receiver with a phase
comparator for 40 kHz. We will test it at NICT HQ located about 230 km south-west from 40
kHz JJY station. At first we examine a performance to receive the JJY and the comparator and
then test the calibration method.
In the following year, we will refine the prototype based on the result of the test
mentioned above. Then we will produce several prototype receivers without the phase
comparator, and install them at several points in Japan to measure the propagation conditions
according to different distances from the JJY station. We will measure propagation data using
this system for the long term, more than a year, and find out whether the calibration method is
good or not.
After all, we will add it to the NICT calibration menu and get the accreditation of the
ISO/IEC 17025.
4. Summary
We present our plan of the remote frequency calibration system using JJY. We have a
responsibility for disseminating JJY signal as the frequency standard to Japan, and we will carry
through our plan. As a result, we hope to give a report on the new system at the next ATF.
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Figure 1 A current condition of JJY signal as the frequency standard
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Abstract
We report the preliminary laboratory experiment on
transferring of a 9.2 GHz frequency through a 10 km
commercial 1550 nm fiber in NIM. Theory analysis
shows that increasing modulation frequency can
significantly enhance the detecting sensitivity of fiber
noise, as well as the sensitivity of compensating fiber
noise. Because of the phase shift induced by fiber
dispersion between the two first sidebands of EO
(electro-optical) modulated optical carrier, beat signal
between them, which can not be detected without
phase shift, can be used as transferred signal with
double modulation frequency. With actively
canceling the noise induced by fiber, we have
obtained a stability of about 3E-15/1000s up to now
only with slow loop servo actuating by MDL
(Motorized Delay Line).
Key words: Frequency standard transfer, fiber;
sidebands beating; EO.
1. Introduction
With the developments of laser cooling fountain
clock and optical clock, the stability of time and
frequency primary standard is significant enhancing
[1, 2, 3]. Problems are brought out by the same time:
how to compare those clocks, and how to benefit
from them without stability degrades? The existing
time and frequency transfer systems, such as
TWSTFT, GPS Common View, TV carrier wave,
and so on, are not very suit for the comparison and
transfer of those standards because of the high cost or
great stability loss [4]. More and more laboratories
are considering how to transfer those standards with
least stability loss. Optical fiber, which isolated from
the electromagnetism environment, and well isolated
from temperature or stress disturbance when
embedded under ground, is very stable for signal
transfer.
With
the
optical
communication
development, the fiber nets are well constructed, as
well as the relatively technology and apparatus.
Especially with the adoption of EDFA, the distance
of optical signal transferring in fiber is great
increased without any conversion between optics and
electrics. All of these made optical fiber the best

medium for the high stability time and frequency
transfer. From the late eighties to recently, JPL, NIST,
JILA, LNE-SYRTE, and other international
metrology laboratories have developed high stable
frequency transfer system with fiber link to transfer
and compare frequency signal synthesized from such
as H maser, fountain clock or optical clock [5, 6, 7, 8,
9].
National Institute of Metrology (NIM) of China had
constructed the NIM4 laser cooling cesium fountain
clock with uncertainty of 5E-15 by 2003, and now is
under constructing the transportable fountain clock
named NIM5 with predicted uncertainty of 2E-15[10].
This second fountain NIM5 and the time keeping lab
will be moved to Changping campus of NIM, which
is 45 km away from the present Hepingli campus,
soon. Following those labs mentioned above, we are
going to construct a fiber link to transfer RF
frequency between the two campuses.
In this paper we report the preliminary experiment of
transferring 9.2GHz frequency signal through a 10
km commercial G.652 fiber in laboratory. In the
second part the transfer theory of single mode fiber is
introduced to explain why phase modulation with
4.6GHz modulation frequency is used for optical
carrier modulation. In the third part, by analyzing the
phase modulated optical carrier character and the
dispersion of fiber, we innovatively propose the side
bands beating technique with significantly enhancing
of the detecting and compensating sensitivity of fiber
induced noise. In the forth part, we present the
realization system and corresponding important
equipments. In last part we give the preliminary
results of experiment on our laboratory simulated
10km fiber frequency transfer system, the transfer
stability we approached is up to 3E-15/1000s.
2. Theory Analysis
In order to make use of the existing fiber resource,
we choose commercial G.652 single mode fiber ring
to simulate 10km transfer link in laboratory. 1550nm
laser output from a DFB is modulated by an EOM
and transferred through the 10km fiber. Here we
introduce single mode fiber transferring character and

analyze the relationship between fiber and signal
transferring through it.
As well-known, there is only the base mode can be
transferred in a single mode fiber and the transfer
constant β is only determined by the fiber’s
configuration and the frequency of transferred laser
in it. So β can be written as
(1)
β ( w) = F{ε ( x, y ), w}
with w the frequency of transferred laser, and
ε (x, y ) the transverse construct of fiber, a function
of w . If the carrier laser frequency is

w0 ,
modulating signal frequency is Ω , then w = w0 + Ω .
Since Ω << w0 , β can be extended as
β ( w) = β ( w0 ) +

dβ
dw

w = w0

( w − w0 ) +

1 d 2β
2 dw 2

2

w = w0

( w − w0 ) +

1 d 3β
6 dw 3

3

w = w0

( w − w0 ) + ...

(2)Higher modulating frequency produce greater
phase shift change on the demodulating signal with
the same noise induced by fiber. So we can increase
the detecting sensitivity of fiber noise by enhancing
the modulating frequency, as well as realizing higher
efficient of compensation. According to existing
technology level on the fiber communication, phase
modulation by EOM has the highest modulation
frequency with considerable modulating depth. On
the other hand, Outside phase modulation has no
chirp effect on the laser source. So we use this
modulation method to realize higher frequency
modulating.
A phase modulated optical carrier can be written as:
(6)
ν PM = Vcm cos(ω c t + M p cos Ωt )
Extended by Fourier series,
∞

vPM = Vcm ∑ J n ( M p) cos[ω c t + nΩt ]

(7)

1
1
= β 0 + β ( w − w0 ) + β 0" ( w − w0 ) 2 + β 0"' ( w − w0 ) 3 + ...
2
6
1
1
(2)
= β 0 + β 0' Ω + β 0" Ω 2 + β 0"' Ω 3 + ... .
2
6

Where,

Here β 0 , β 0 and β 0 are the first, second and third

J n ( M p ) the n order Bessel function of the first kind

at the frequency point

with parameter M P . For phase modulation, M P means
modulation depth. The property of first kind Bessel
function is as below:
J n ( M p ) = J − n ( M p ) , while n is even number;

'
0

'

''

β

w = w0 respectively. And compare with β , β
'
0

β 0'''

J n (M p ) =

'''

order differential of

and

n = −∞

''
0

are too small and ignored. We define by

f (t ) the modulating signal, and L fiber length,
φ (t ) the demodulating signal at the end of the fiber,
equal to:
(3)
φ (t ) = f (t − β 0' L)
This means single mode fiber is a time delay system
for the modulating signal, and the magnitude of delay
is

β 0' L

1
2π

∫

2π

0

exp( jM p cos Ωt ) exp( − jnΩt ) dΩt

,

J n ( M p ) = − J − n ( M p ) , while n is odd number.

This means the first two sidebands of phase
modulated optical carrier, which are the main power
frequency components besides the base frequency of
carrier, have same amplitude with anti polarity, as
shown in fig1. In other word, the first two sidebands
have a fixed phase difference π . It means that the

. Expressing by the phase relationship

between modulating and demodulating signal, the
phase shift of transferred signal can be written as:
(4)
ϕ (t ) = Ωβ 0' L
When fiber suffers from the temperature fluctuation
or stress, transfer constant and fiber length will
consequently change Δβ 0 and ΔL .Then the phase
'

change of transferred signal can be written as:
(5)
Δϕ = Ω( β 0' ΔL + LΔβ 0' )
There have two interesting points revealed:
(1) Fiber noise induced by environment perturbation
will cause the phase shift of transferred signal. So we
can actively adjust fiber length to control the phase
shift. In our experiment, two kinds of fiber length
delay line, motorized delay line (MDL) and fiber
stretcher (FST) are introduced to compensate the
fiber noise or the phase shift on transferred signal.
The relative information and experiment results will
show in follow.

Fig1, frequency spectral of phase
modulated carrier
beat of the two side bands of an EO modulation,
which we expect to use as the transferred signal, can
not be detected because of interferometric
cancellation. But on other side, the beat signal
between them can be well detected by photodiode
with the hypothesis that there has an additional phase

shift ϕ upon the π difference. The current signal of
detecting photodiode can be written as:
2
2
(8)
I +1, −1 = − Vcm J 1 ( M p ) sin(2Ωt − ϕ ) sin ϕ ,
with sin ϕ the amplitude fluctuation of current,
sin 2Ωt the current frequency.
In fact, while transferring along the fiber link, the
modulated carrier is chromatic dispersed. Especially
the G.652 fiber which not only we used and but also
commonly used in national fiber net, has a relative
big dispersion on 1550nm wave band. This means the
two first sidebands of modulated carrier will have
considerable phase delay between each other after
fiber transferring, and the phase delay is directly
proportion to frequency difference. Considering a
phase modulated signal, which frequency difference
between two first sidebands is 2Ω , transferring in
G.652 fiber with the dispersion coefficient D(λ ) , the
phase shift can be written as:
(9)
ϕ = 2Ω(λ2 / c) D(λ ) L
with λ carrier wavelength, c optical velocity in
vacuum. By that phase delay, these two sidebands
can beat well at the end of transfer link.
Fig.2 and fig.3 show beat signals between the two
first sidebands of EOM modulated 1550nm carrier
after fiber transferring 10km and 20km in each. The
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fig3. Beat signal between the first sidebands
of modulated carrier after 20km fiber transferring
respectively. It is well accord to theory value.
It is very lucky that the dispersion of fiber can be
well scaled. The fiber dispersion can be well
measured, and control by many method. A commonly
used effective method is inserting dispersion
compensating fiber (DCF), which has reverse great
dispersion to G.652 fiber. So it is very ease to adjust
the dispersion of whole fiber link, as well as receive
good beat signal from the transferred phase
modulation carrier.
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fig2. Beat signal between the first sidebands
of modulated carrier after 10km fiber transferring
dispersion coefficient of fiber is about 15ps/nm.km
and the modulating frequency is 4.6GHz. So by
theory calculation, the phase shift between first
sidebands is:
(10)
ϕ = 2π × 0.01 × L .

L , the length of carrier transferring in fiber, is 10km
and 20km corresponding to fig.2 and fig3. And the
current amplitude coefficients are 0.58 and 0.95 in
each. Conversion to power relationship, the power of
20km transferred signal is about 5dB bigger than that
of 10km signal. Seeing from Fig.2 and Fig.3, which

According to the theory analysis, we know that (1)
phase modulation by EOM can be used to enhance
significantly the sensitivity of fiber noise detecting
and compensating; (2) dispersion of fiber can be used
to make considerable beat signal between the two
first sidebands of phase modulated carrier. To utilize
the existing 10Gb/s fiber communication technology,
we choose 4.6GHz as the EOM phase modulating
frequency. In this frequency point we can find readymade EOM with considerable modulation depth, and
its double frequency of beating signal from the two
first sidebands of phase modulated carrier, is at
9.2GHz, where relevant detecting PD is well
commercial and relative cheap. On the other hand,
because 9.2GHz is near the frequency of cesium
clock, it is easy to compare the transferred frequency
with that of cesium frequency synthesizer.
Fig.4 shows the scheme of frequency standard
transferring with fiber. 1550 nm laser output from a
commercial DFB laser with power stabilizing is
injected in and phase modulated by a fiber-free

space-fiber system, which consists of two fiber
couplers, two lenses, some pieces of mirror and an
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Figure4, Scheme of experiment

EOM at 4.6GHz modulation frequency. The
modulating signal is synthesized from 5MHz output
of H maser, which locates at the timekeeping
laboratory, about 25m distance to our laboratory with
different ground connection. In order to filter the
short time noise introduced by the 25m coaxial cable
line, a voltage controlled oscillator (VCXO2) is
phase cohered to H maser output 5MHz signal. Then
synthesizer output splits into two parts, one part with
-6dBm is amplified up to 1.5w, and fed into EOM as
the modulating signal; the other part with 15dBm is
doubled to 9.2GHz by a multiplicator as the local
reference signal, which then mixes with transferred
9.2GHz signal by a mixer.
In series, modulated carrier feeds into fiber link. At
local end, a fiber circulator is used to assort the
forward and backward laser. The forward laser
transfers through MDL, FST and a 10km fiber pool
in turn, arriving at the simulated remote end. Here
MDL and FST are the fiber noise compensating
actuator. MDL, with an motor droved pyramid mirror,
which can be moved forward and backward to
change the optical length between the fiber input and
output link, has 18cm compensating range, but the
respondence frequency is lower at 5Hz, mainly
limited by RS232 serial communication and motor
action. FST, drove by PZT, has a faster resonance
frequency up to 2.5 kHz. But limited by PZT drive
capacity, the maximal compensating range is only
3mm. Those two actuators can be used to compensate
the fiber noise of different frequency bands.
At the remote end, modulated carrier laser splits and
couples by a system consists of a circulator and a 1x2
coupler. The forward single trip signal output from
circulator is fed into the coupler, one part of coupler
output injects to PD2 for detecting the transferred
9.2GHz beat signal, the other part couples back into
the circulator and then transfers backward to the local

end as the circulator output for detecting the
transferred 9.2GHz beat signal with a round trip by
PD1.
At local end, detected 9.2GHz beat signal of round
trip mixes with the reference 9.2GHz signal doubled
from 4.6GHz synthesizer output. The beat signal on
PD1 is phase modulated by the optical path noise of
the fiber in its forward and backward journey so the
mixed signal between it and the doubled local
oscillation frequency can be used as error signal to
actively compensate the noise of the fiber by MDL
and FST.
At remote end, an evaluation system for transferred
9.2GHz signal is also constructed. Output of a
9.2GHz synthesizer, referencing to a voltage
controlled oscillator (VCXO1), mixes with the
transferred 9.2GHz signal by Mixer2, and then the IF
output of it feeds back as the control voltage to phase
stabilize VCXO1. In a short word, VCXO1 is phase
locked to the transferred signal, and its RF output
5MHz signal is phase cohered to the local reference
frequency and can be used as the transferred
reference frequency at remote end. In lab, comparing
the 5MHz output signal of VCXO1 with that of H
maser by a phase comparator (VCH314), the stability
of transferred signal is measured.
4. Results of experiment

MDL and FST are used to compensate the noise
induced by fiber. Fig5 and fig6 show the phase

Figure 5, Phase fluctuation with MDL sweep

transferred signal change with the sweeping of MDL
and FST.
In fig5, MDL is set to sweep triangularly between 60ps and 60ps optical delay length. By the MDL
operation system, the delay length value shows in
unit of ps, and 1ps is about 0.3mm correspondingly.
It is difficult to verify the physical start poison of
MDL on the start time. But at 48 point in figure, we
can see that the phase of transferred signal is
reflected, and we can sure that MDL runs at -60ps,
one of the inflexion of triangle sweep. From this
point, MDL keeps running to another inflexion at
60ps, and arrive at 168 point in figure. Then MDL
turns back, the phase reflects again, and at the point
of 288, phase of transferred signal recover, and MDL
sweeps back to -60ps. It is very clear that the phase
of transferred signal change 2 π while MDL sweeps

over about 55ps. Because the phase signal sample
from the photodiode PD1, where transferred signal
goes a round trip, the optical length change suffered
by transferred signal is double of MDL swept. So
phase change 2 π , corresponding to optical length
change of 110ps, which is about 33mm, as well as on
wavelength of transferred 9.2GHz signal from the
beat between first sidebands of modulated carrier.
In Fig6, FST scans as sine wave between the 0v and

longer time scale the phase stability is improved up to
500 times.
To identify the stability of the transferred frequency
in the lab, the 5 MHz output of VCXO1 is
synchronized to the 9.2 GHz frequency transferred
through the fiber and detected by PD2 in the remote
end and compared with the local 5 MHz reference
frequency from H-maser by a phase comparator
VCH-314. Figure8 shows the Allan deviations of
this comparison. The curve with squares denotes the
stability of VCXO1 locked to the transferred
frequency, and the curve with diamonds indicates
stability of VCXO1 locked directly to H-maser. In
1.00E-12
locking to distributed Fre.
locking directly to H maser

1.00E-13
1.00E-14
1.00E-15

Figure 6, Phase fluctuation with FST sweep

1.00E-16

4.6v peak-peak voltage on the PZT driver, showing
as down part of figure, and the phase of transferred
changed, showing on up part of figure corresponding.
We can see the phase change like some kind of
fluctuation modulated with a sine wave. Because the
delay range of FST is about 3mm by the highest PZT
voltage of 5v, the phase change introduced by FST is
relatively small than that by temperature fluctuation,
which disturbed phase of transferred signal through
10km fiber link.
By those experiments, we can sure that MDL and
FST can be used to control the optical length of
transferred signal, as well as compensate the phase
change of transferred signal.
At present experiment, we use MDL to compensate
the fiber noise. With actively canceling the
disturbances induced by fiber, we have phase locked
the 9.2 GHz transferred frequency and Figure7 shows
the curve of phase signal from the mixer in local end
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Figure 8, Phase fluctuation with locking off and on

with actively locking off (left part) and on (right part)
in two days. At 1000 s time scale, the phase stability
is 100 times better compared to free running. At
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Figure7, Allan deviation of transferred frequency stability

short time scale the stability showed in figure 3 is
limited mainly by stability of the VCXO itself, which
is in the order of E-13. At 1000 s and 10000 s, the
stability reaches 3E-15 and 6E-16.
To increase transferring length and improve the short
term stability, we will use a 50 km fiber to replace
the 10 km one and introduce a fast control loop of a
PZT drove fiber stretcher (FST) soon.
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Abstract
We are currently investigating the feasibility of improving the measurement precision and operational cost of two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT)
by introducing a pair of pseudo random noises (dual PRN) that are separate in frequency space, similar to a binary offset carrier (BOC) [1]. We have proposed a new
system for the dual PRN TWSTFT, which consists of a newly developed waveform
generator (WFG) and an A/D converter (ADC) originally developed for a very long
baseline interferometer (VLBI) [2].
We carried out the common clock TWSTFT test to evaluate the performance of
our system. In this test, we used two stations whose antennas were located on the
same building and reference signals obtained from a common clock. The test results
showed that the short-term stability was close to the expected value (less than 20 ps
for an integration time of 1s).

1

Introduction

The TWSTFT, wherein the time taken by the PRN to travel from one site to another
is measured, is one of the most precise methods for comparing clocks in different locations.
The measurement precision of the conventional TWSTFT is less than 1 ns for an integration time of 1 s and it depends on the bandwidth of the signal. Hence, the precision can
be improved by increasing the chip rate of the PRN. However, this method of enhancing
the precision is not feasible because the rental costs of the commercial communication
satellites used for signal transfer are high.
This problem can be overcome by introducing two narrow-band signals with a wide
frequency separation [1, 3]. To realize such a TWSTFT system, we proposed to introduce
a dual PRN system and evaluated its performance [4].
We developed a new TWSTFT system with the dual PRN and carried out the common
clock TWSTFT test. In this paper, we describe the configuration of the new system, test
conditions, and test results.

2

Configuration of the Dual PRN TWSTFT system

The new TWSTFT system with the dual PRN is composed of a WFG and an ADC
(see figure 1). The specifications of the WFG and the ADC are listed in table 1 and table
2 respectively.
The WFG generates an arbitrary signal using the data input from the host computer.
We used the WFG as a modulator part of the conventional TWSTFT modem. Using a
computer, we generated the waveform data for the dual PRN signal. The center frequencies
of the PRNs were located at 66.885 MHz and 87.125 MHz. Though the chip rate of each
PRN was 127.75 kcps, the occupied bandwidth was restricted in 200 kHz for each PRN by

Figure 1: Hardware for Dual PRN system; SP8020 waveform generator (right) and
K5/VSSP32 A/D converter (left) .

Table 1: Specifications of wave form generator
Sampling rate
Resolution
Output voltage
Interface
Size
Weight

:
:
:
:
:
:

204.6 Msps
8 bit
-0.5 to +0.5 V
USB
210 x 330 x 155 mm
<3.0 kg

Table 2: Specifications of A/D converter
Sampling rate
Resolution
Input voltage
Digital filter
Interface
Size
Weight

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

64 Msps max
8 bit Max
-0.5 to +0.5 V
64 tap configurable
USB
150 x 76 x 350 mm
<2.0 kg

using a digital filter. The generated dual PRN data were applied to the WFG to generate
the analog signal. After rejecting out-of-band frequency components in the generated
signal by using an analog filter (path band: 64 - 96 MHz), the signal was converted to a
radio frequency (RF) signal using an up-converter (U/C), as in the case of a conventional
TWSTFT system.
The ADC was originally developed for a VLBI [2]. We used the ADC as a demodulator
part of the conventional TWSTFT modem. The signal received from another station via
a satellite is detected by an antenna and down-converted to the same frequency as that
originally generated by the WFG. The out-of-band frequency components in the converted
signal are filtered off by using an analog filter with path band of 64-96 MHz, and the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Spectra of digitized data. (a): without filter., (b): with digital filter., (c): with
digital filter and decimation.

signal is then fed into the ADC. In the ADC, the signal is digitized by under-sampling
at a sampling rate of 64 Msps. Figure 2 (a) shows an example of the spectrum of the
digitized data. We can see two sharp peaks at 2.885 MHz and 23.125 MHz, which are
frequencies folded from 66.885 MHz and 87.125 MHz by the integral multiple of a halfsampling frequency. Since the digitized data is analyzed by a personal computer (PC), we
must compress the amount of data in order to reduce the load. Though the bandwidth of
the digitized data is 32 MHz, the required frequency components are confined to 200 kHz
bands. Most frequency components in the digitized data are unnecessary and are rejected
using a 64 tap configurable digital filter in the ADC (Figure 2 (b)). Then, the data are
decimated into 8 Msps (Figure 2 (c)). The PC acquires the decimated data through the
USB interface. In the PC, the data are correlated with their replica to determine the
group delay (coarse delay) and cross-spectral phase at the center frequency of each PRN.
Using the difference in the cross-spectral phases of two PRNs, we determine the group
delay with a frequency separation of 20.24 MHz (fine delay). The coarse delay is used to
solve ambiguities in the fine delay. Currently, the time spent for data processing is around
seven times longer than that for real-time processing. We are attempting to improve our
software so as to carry out real-time processing.

3

Common clock test with a satellite

We carried out the TWSTFT test using a common clock. The configuration of the test
is shown in figure 3. We used two independent TWSTFT stations A and B whose antennas
are located on the roof of a building. The diameter of the antennas of the stations A and B
are 1.8 m and 1.2 m, respectively. Signals transmitted from the stations are exchanged via
a commercial communication satellite JCSAT-1B. Reference signals (10 MHz and 1pps)
for both these stations are supplied from a single clock.
JCSAT-1B

Station A

1.8mφ antenna

U/C

HPA

WFG
2%

D/C

ADC

LNA
Dist

Dist

Station B

1.2mφ antenna
O/E

E/O

U/C

10 MHz
1pps

WFG

HPA

2%
E/O

O/E

D/C

ADC

LNA

Figure 3: System configuration of TWSTFT test with JCSAT1B.
The result of TWSTFT test are shown in figure 4. The measured C/N0 values of the
signal detected by stations A and B are 50 dBHz and 55 dBHz, respectively. The expected and observed errors in the measurement are summarized in table 3. The difference
between the expected and observed errors is thought to arise from the error in the C/N0
measurement. The observed time difference appears to change slightly with time. We
plan to confirm the long-term stability of the TWSTFT in our subsequent research.
Table 3: Expected and measured errors.
expected
One way error for the signal from A to B 19.5 ps
One way error for the signal from B to A 32.1 ps
Two way error
18.8 ps

4

measured
13.7 ps
23.4 ps
13.6 ps

Conclusion

We have developed a new TWSTFT system using a dual PRN. The system uses simple
hardware such as a WFG and an ADC. Signal processing is mostly executed by the PC

Figure 4: Result of TWSTFT test.

software. Therefore, real-time processing is difficult, and the time spent for data processing
is around seven times longer than that for real-time processing, so far. Notwithstanding
this disadvantage, hardware costs can be reduced to considerable extent and the system
can be made more flexible.
We carried out the common clock TWSTFT test using the developed system and confirmed that the system has sufficient short-term stability. However, its long-term stability
is yet to be determined.
By using this method, we can improve the delay measurement precision by one order
of magnitude, even though the occupied bandwidth is only 400 kHz, which is less than
one-sixth the currently used bandwidth (2.5 MHz). Since the transponder cost is proportional to the occupied bandwidth, we can reduce the operational cost of the TWSTFT by
introducing this new system.
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Current status of time management system of QZSS
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Abstract
Japan has started the Quasi-zenith satellite system (QZSS) project, which will work as a
complement to the modernized GPS. The National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology, Japan (NICT) is developing the time management system,
which consists of on-board equipment (precise time transfer subsystem (TTS) and Ku-band
transmitter and receiver) and related ground system such as time management stations
(TMS), in this project.
The current status of the development of TTS, result of the performance test, the
software for the ground system, and the monitor station in Hawaii possessing two-way
satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT) function, are introduced.
The first QZSS satellite is scheduled to be launched in 2010 and be used for
experiments to establish basic technology of satellite navigation system.

1.

Introduction

Japan has started the QZSS project since FY2003. QZSS will consist of three satellites and
improve the visibility of the satellites from the ground users greatly in mid-latitude area such as
Japan. Government sector, consisting of four ministries and their relating research institutes, is
working for a complement and augmentation system to the modernized GPS. The first satellite,
which bears positioning and navigation mission, is scheduled to be launched in 2010 followed
by some experiments. And the subsequent policy will be decided by the government based on
the result of the experiments.
The current orbit design assumes that three satellites be placed on almost 45 degree inclined
geosynchronous orbit (GSO) planes with ascending node intervals of 120 degrees. The orbits
have an eccentricity of nearly 0.1 with its apogee above Japan. The positioning and navigation
mission aims to establish technology of satellite positioning system in Japan.
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) will develop the total system [1] for
positioning including on-board navigation equipment, the master control stations (MCS), and
around 10 monitoring stations in and out of Japan. NICT will develop time management
system [2], which consists of on-board time transfer subsystem (TTS) and the ground segment
such as TMS and related software. The configuration image of the time management system
of QZSS is shown in Fig. 1.

2.

Design of the On-Board Equipment

2.1. Function of TTS
The block diagram of the on-board equipment for the positioning/navigation mission is
shown in Fig. 2. The part in the red chain line is TTS and that in the green solid line is Time
Comparison Unit (TCU), PFM of which is shown in Fig.3.
The receiving part (RX) of the TTS consists of a Ku-band horn antenna and a low noise
converter (LNC), which converts 14.4 GHz RF to 1.42 GHz IF. The transmission part (TX)
consists of an up converter (U/C), which converts the IF to 12.3 GHz RF, a high power amplifier
＊
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(HPA), and the antenna. A single antenna of 10 cm diameter is used for both receiving and
transmission by making use of a diplexer.
Signals to be compared are input to TCU in IF. Three correlators in the TCU compare each
signal with the replica to carry out time comparison. In bent pipe experiments (see section 2.3.),
signals to/from the two BPFs are used.
The main functions of TTS are as follows;
(1) to measure the time differences between an on-board clock and the time of TMSs by using
two-way technique in Ku-band. This technology applied between a satellite and the ground
was first demonstrated in the ETS-8 experiment in 2008 [3]. Up to four channels are
processed for ground-to-satellite time comparison. One channel can be used for another
experiment such as the remote synchronization system using an on-board crystal oscillator
(RESSOX) [4].
(2) to modulate and superpose data such as telemetry on the Ku-band downlink signal and to
demodulate uplinked data.
(3) to measure the time difference between on-board clocks (two rubidium frequency standards
and a VCXO).
(4) to carry out TCU instrumental delay calibration.
(5) to measure the time difference between L1 (L1 C/A and L1-SAIF), L2, and L5 signals.
2. 2. Performance of the TTS
In the two-way QZS-to-TMS time comparison, to attain precision with random component of
0.3 ns and bias component of 1.0 ns by using only code phase, we set the pseudo-random noise
(PN) chip rate as 10.23 Mcps, and the required C/No as 50 dBHz. The correlators used for
QZS-to-TMS time comparison also have ability of carrier phase processing.
The G/T is better than -13dB/K and the EIRP is over 12.2 dBW. The Ku-band antenna,
which is shown in Fig.4, has a global beam. Based on a budget link assessment, 10 W uplink
power is enough for a 3 m diameter antenna of a ground station.
For data superposition mentioned in 2.1.(2), up to 2 kbps/ch data modulates the PN code by
binary phase shift keying (BPSK).
2.3. Bent pipe Function
In TWSTFT, usually GSO satellite is used. There was an experiment using a slightly
inclined (2.2 degrees) orbit satellite [5]. But we intend to use a fully inclined (around 45
degrees) orbit with a QZS to extend the possibility of the TWSTFT technology. TTS has two
kinds of bent pipe (through repeater) function as shown in Table 1 for this experiment.
One is the wide-band bent pipe with 50 MHz bandwidth and 10.23 Mcps for a traditional
TWSTFT. It uses the same frequency as the regular signal.
Another is the narrow-band bent pipe with double 6 MHz bandwidths separated by 20.46
MHz with 2.046 Mcps each. This is for a new method. Since it achieves effectively wide
bandwidth with small amount of bandwidths, cost of an expensive satellite transponder can be
saved without degrading its time comparison precision. While the precision of the conventional
method with 2.5 MHz bandwidth and 55 dBHz C/No is estimated as 400 ps, this proposed
method achieves 147 ps of precision with double 3 MHz and 40 dBHz [6].
3. GROUND SEGMENT
Ground segment of the time management system consists of TMSs, a part of monitor stations,
and related software.
3.1. Ground stations
We set TMSs at Koganei, Tokyo (N35.5o, E139.5 o) and at Okinawa (N26.5 o, E127.9 o).

UTC(NICT), which QZSS time (QZSST) is based on, is maintained at Koganei using 18 cesium
standards and three H-maser frequency standards, but a QZS is not visible from there when it is
near the perigee. While from Okinawa, where a cesium frequency standard will be set by
JAXA, a QZS is visible above 5 degrees of elevation for 24 hours. Each TMS has a modem
having almost same function as the on-board TCU. QZS-to-TMS two-way measurement is
carried out by using this modem. The time of TMS Okinawa will be linked to TMS Koganei
via TTS of a QZS, or by TWSTFT via a commercial Ku-band communication satellite (CS) on
GSO. Now Koganei station has a 1.8 m antenna and Okinawa station is going to have a 3 m or
larger antenna.
3.2. Software
After the detailed design in 2007, coding and basic test of each program are in progress.
Integration as a TMS, and interface test with MCS and monitor stations will be carried out in
2009. Now the software of current design manages only one QZS. Necessary programs are
installed on PCs and UNIX work stations to consist following units.
In a monitor station (unmanned operation, usually controlled from TMS);
(1) Monitor and control unit for CS monitor station (CSMC): to monitor and control CS time
comparison part (two types of modem, TX, RX) in a monitor station.
In a TMS;
(2) Time comparison management unit (TCMU): to estimate the time differences between the
QZS clock and QZSS time, between the TMS main station and the secondary station, between
each monitor station and QZSS time, and GQTO (see 3.3) from the acquired data.
(3) Monitor and control unit for QZS time comparison part (QTMC): to monitor and control the
QZS time comparison part from a TMS. It also delivers various data to appropriate units.
(4) Orbit estimation unit (OEU): to calculate the Doppler shift and the azimuth/elevation of the
TMS antenna based on the orbit prediction from MCS.
(5) Antenna control unit (ACU): to control the TMS antenna to track a QZS.
(6) Telemetry and command operation unit (TCOU): to monitor TCU data superposed on the
Ku-band downlink signal and telemetry from MCS after a conversion into engineering values.
Both the quick-look and the trend data are also displayed.
(7) Off-line processing unit (OLPU): to make monthly and weekly operation plans considering
the event information of the bus. It also makes standard operation procedures (SOPs) for
TTS and the ground stations.
(8) Data record unit (DRU): to store, process some statistical work, retrieve, and display data
over three years using an NAS (network attached storage) of 10 TB.
(9) Network monitoring unit (NMU): to monitor the computer network in a station and between
stations at regular intervals.
(10) Interface unit (IFU): to collect necessary data from outside of TMS and to deliver them to
right units and MCS.
(11) Monitor and control unit for CS time comparison part (CTMC): to monitor data of the CS
Time comparison part periodically from a TMS, and control it.
(12) Monitor and control unit for accessory device part (ADMC): to monitor and control the
accessory device part such as a GPS receiver, TICs, and rain gauges.
3.3. QZSS time
QZSS is a complement system to GPS. The time offset between GPS time (GPST) and
QZSS time (GQTO; GPS to QZSS time offset) should be monitored precisely, and be broadcast
to users via the navigation message of QZSS to assure the interoperability between both systems.
We have, therefore, established an agreement about the GQTO interface. QZSST is defined at a
particular point in the measurement system of TMS at Koganei and hard-wired to UTC(NICT),

but will be defined as an ensemble time in the future. The primary method to get
UTC(NICT)-GPST will be a utilization of GPS L-band receivers, but TWSTFT between NICT
and USNO will also be carried out as an independent measurement. Since there is no common
visible GSO satellite between NICT and the United States Naval Observatory (USNO), a relay
station in between is required.
3.4. Monitor station at Hawaii
We decided to install an overseas monitor station equipped with TWSTFT function in Kokee
Park Geophysical Observatory (KPGO) on Kauai island of Hawaii. Hawaii is a good place
both for well scattered lay-out of monitor stations to determine the orbit of a QZS, and for
TWSTFT relay station between USNO and NICT. USNO and NICT are going to install
antennas and equipments there.
4. PERFORMANCE TEST AND PFM DEVELOPMENT
4.1. Performance test of EM
A performance test for time-difference measurement using the EM of TCU was made in 2007
with a round trip configuration. As a result, precision of 70 ps was achieved for C/No of 55
dBHz, which well meets the specification.
In 2008, we changed the configuration to use the EM of TCU for the satellite and a QZS
modem for the ground station and confirmed the precision of two-way time transfer. At first we
deliver reference signal (10 MHz for the ground system and 10.23 MHz for the satellite)
generated from a common source as shown in Fig.5. The source is a portable hydrogen maser
frequency standard with a stability around 10-13 at one second averaging, which is enough to
measure the performance of TCU and the QZS modem. As shown in Fig.6, time difference
measurement by code phase (shown in blue) coincides with that by carrier phase (in red).
Precision of the delay measurement by code phase was 40 ps at 1.5 second (period of the system
epoch) averaging time, and using carrier phase 1 ps was achieved at 1.5 second averaging. The
delay is also measured by using a dual mixer time difference (DMTD) method, and the DMTD
result coincided with the TCU result at the order of 10-15.
A test not using a common reference source but using individual source was also carried out.
The reference signal for the satellite was provided from the EM of an on-board rubidium
frequency standard with the time keeping system (TKS) developed by JAXA. The frequency
difference between the on-board rubidium and the portable hydrogen maser was measured with
the precision better than 10-14 at averaging time more than one hundred seconds.
4.2. Development of PFM
Manufacturing of the proto flight model (PFM) of each component of TTS has finished and
various tests are being carried out. The PFM will be combined with the L-band signal
transmission subsystem developed by JAXA for a proto flight test.
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of the On-board Equipment for the Mission
TTS (in the red chain line) is developed by NICT and discussed in this paper,
TTS: precise Time Transfer Subsystem
TCU: Time Comparison Unit

Figure 3. Proto Flight Model (PFM) of TCU

Figure 4. PFM of antenna

Figure 5. Block Diagram of the EM performance test

Figure 6. Result of the EM performance test
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Abstract
We have built GPS carrier phase time transfer system preliminarily and the detailed
procedures were introduced in this paper. Several different time transfer experiments including
zero baseline, short baseline and long baseline experiments with the same references and/or the
different references were conducted using GPS carrier phase rather than PN codes, in the GPS
carrier phase time transfer system at NIM. In the data processing, we used the professional GPS
process software partly and the self-developed software to process the GPS carrier phase
observations at 30-second intervals and analyze the relative clock estimates at 1-minute intervals.
The results of zero baseline and short baseline experiments show that GPS carrier phase time
transfer has a stability of about 100 picoseconds, which translates into a frequency uncertainty of
less than two parts in 1015 for a sampling time of one day in zero baseline and short baseline
conditions. But in the long baseline experiments, time transfer using GPS carrier phase has a
stability of about 1 nanosecond, which translates into a frequency uncertainty of about one part in
1014 for a sampling time of one day.

1.

Introduction

More precise frequency standards come out more frequently, and their frequency
stability can arrive at 10-15 or higher magnitude level. However transfer and measurement
ability for precise time is a difficult problem. It is an urgent need to develop high precise
time transfer way. Moreover the need for geologic deformation rate in geophysical
communities is mm magnitude level, so GPS PN code measurement can’t meet this need.
At present geodetic receivers measuring not only code and but also carrier phase has the
ability to arrive at mm magnitude level. Because time are proportional to ranges, that is to
say, clocks and positions are inherently related to GPS carrier phase observations, time
transfer using the method of GPS carrier phase by geodetic receivers can lead to higher
precision.
The precision of GPS carrier phase time transfer is approximately 10 times better
than GPS common view time transfer based on C/A code measurement. The potential
∗
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capability and application using GPS carrier phase with the common view technique to
transfer precise time and frequency, has been recognized, described and discussed by
many researchers in the reference [1~6].
We investigate different types of experiments (zero baseline, short baseline and long
baseline using common and/or different references), which allow us to identify the ability
of the time and frequency transfer in the system. We determine in each case the potential
frequency stability from the Allan variances.
2.

Experiment set-up

The primary goal of our experiments was to evaluate the capability of the geodetic
receivers and GPS carrier phase time and frequency transfer to identify the limiting error
sources. In the zero and short baseline experiments, the two geodetic receivers IMPR
(12-channel Septentrio Polarx2) and IMEU (12-channel Javad Euro160) were installed in
the timing laboratory as shown in the figure 1 which describes the structure of GPS
carrier phase time transfer system at NIM. These receivers can acquire phase and code
observations from all satellites in view, at both L1 and L2 frequencies. But in the zero
baseline experiments, the two receivers were connected to the same antenna by a GPS
splitter. Then the two receivers in this lab were connected to the two antennas located at a
distance of 4 meters, which allowed performing the short baseline experiment. In zero
and short baseline tests, both receivers used the common reference from a tuned cesium
clock (HP5071A) and different references from the tuned cesium clock and a tuned
hydrogen clock. Since both receivers were located in the same laboratory, they were
subject to identical temperature variations which were recorded during the experiments.
In the long baseline experiment, the two receivers IMPR and SEPA (12-channel
Septentrio Polarx2) with the different references located separately at NIM and NICT
were used.
The code and phase measurements recorded by these three receivers were saved in
daily RINEX data files. The decimation interval was 30 seconds, which is standard for
normal IGS operations.The coordinates of both antennas were known to cm accuracy in
the ITRF96 reference frame. All tests were done using daily data sets where satellite
tracking was not interrupted, nor did spontaneous clock resets occur.
The GPS code and carrier phase data analysis has been done partially with the
GAMIT geodetic analysis software and partially with a self-developed software. Indeed,
the present distribution version of GAMIT does not comprise a time and frequency
transfer module. Therefore, we developed some additional software, which allowed us
to obtain the results described in this paper. GAMIT is a very famous comprehensive GPS
analysis package developed at MIT and Scripps for the estimation of three-dimensional
relative positions of ground stations and satellite orbits. In the pseudo-range
measurements it can keep errors in the doubly differenced phase observations below 1
mm. Because clocks and positions are inherently related to the GPS carrier phase
observable, time transfer by GPS carrier phase can lead to high precision.

Figure 1. GPS carrier phase time transfer system structure at NIM
In the experiments, we used some devices including the geodetic receivers, atomic
clocks and so on. The geodetic receivers are Septentrio PolaRx2 dual frequency GPS
receiver and Javad Legacy Euro160 dual frequency GPS receiver. The receivers are
connected to the atomic clock generating 1ppS signal and 10M frequency signal.
Data processing and parameter estimating consists of the following parts:
1) Pre-processing of raw data
2) Acquiring of IGS final ephemeris
3) Observation equation solution and clock bias estimating by GAMIT
We use Stable 32 and a self-developed software based on MATLAB to implement
result processing and analyzing.
Five types of experiment setup are shown in the figure 2~6.

Figure 2. Setup of the short baseline experiment with the different references

Figure 3. Setup of the short baseline experiment with the same references

Figure 4. Setup of the zero baseline experiment with the different references

Figure 5. Setup of the zero baseline experiment with the same references

Figure 6. Setup of the long baseline experiment with the different references
3.

Numerical results

The results of the short baseline experiment with the different references are as
follows. The clock difference per minute between two clocks and Allan variance of the
clock difference in day 118 of the year 2008 are shown in the figure 7. The 1ppS signal of
the station IMEU was not synchronized with the atomic clock in this experiment and was
synchronized with the atomic clock in the other experiments, so the results were not very
good and Allan variance for about ten thousand seconds was only one part in 1013.

(a) Clock difference

(b) Allan variance

Figure 7. Clock difference between two receivers and Allan variance in day 118
The results of the short baseline experiment with the same references are as follows.
The clock difference per minute between two clocks and Allan variance of the clock
difference in day 172 of the year 2008 are shown in the figure 8. Because of the same
reference, the results were better than the experiment in day 118.

(a) Clock difference

(b) Allan variance

Figure 8. Clock difference between two receivers and Allan variance in day 172
The results of the zero baseline experiment with the different references are as
follows. The clock difference per minute between two clocks and Allan variance of the
clock difference in day 208 of the year 2008 are shown in the figure 9. The results
implicated the frequency stability of the cesium clock.

(a) Clock difference

(b) Allan variance

Figure 9. Clock difference between two receivers and Allan variance in day 208

We compared the results of the day 208 by P3 code and carrier phase in the figure 10.
It is a fact that time transfer results by carrier phase was half a magnitude level higher
than the ones by P3 code.

(a) Trend comparison of two methods

(b) Stability comparison of two methods

Figure 10. Results of P3 code and carrier phase
The results of the zero baseline experiment with the same references are as follows.
The clock difference per minute between two clocks and Allan variance of the clock
difference in day 230 of the year 2008 are shown in the figure 11. We can see that the
stability of the clock difference is about 100 ps and Allan variance for about ten thousand
seconds is about six parts in 1015, which represent the ability of the time transfer link by
GPS carrier phase and include the ionosperic error, tropospheric error, multipath error,
receiver error, cable error and so on.

(a) Clock difference

(b) Allan variance

Figure 11. Clock difference between two receivers and Allan variance in day 230
The results of the long baseline experiment with the different references are as
follows. The clock difference per minute between two clocks and Allan variance of the
clock difference in day 172 of the year 2008 are shown in the figure 12. The clock
difference fluctuation of GPS carrier phase time transfer in the long baseline experiment
was about 1 ns and frequency stability for less than one thousand seconds was closer to
the cesium clock specification than that for more than one thousand seconds.

(a) Clock difference

(b) Allan variance

Figure 12. Clock difference between two receivers and Allan variance in day 172
We compared the results of the day 172 computed by us and TAIPPP in the figure 13.
Figure 13(b) shows that our results and TAIPPP results (per 5 minutes) are comparable.

(a) Clock difference computed by TAIPPP

(b) Comparison of two methods

Figure 13. Results of TAIPPP and comparison of two methods
Receiver delay, antenna cable delay and clock cable delay are the relatively fixed
values and can be measured by the mature methods. In our experiments, these items were
neither measured nor compensated manually.
4.

Conclusions and perspectives

GPS carrier phase time transfer based on GAMIT has the stability of 100 ps, which
translates into a frequency uncertainty of less than two parts in 1015 for an average time of
1 d. GPSCPTT based on GAMIT has the ability for precise time transfer basically. The
experiment can be improved after removing some disadvantages such as receiver delay,
antenna phase center and so on.
In the next step, we will compare GPS carrier phase time transfer based on GAMIT
with directly measuring by phase comparators. In the near future, two-way satellite time
transfer equipments will be installed in our lab. We will compare GPS carrier phase time
transfer based on GAMIT with two-way satellite time transfer. We also discuss the
detailed influence of temperature, humidity, multi-path effect and so on. GPSCPTT will
be studied more deeply and widely.
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As we reported in the paper of ATF2006 previously, we have been evaluating the optical lattice clock
developed by the team of Dr. H. Katori of the University of Tokyo, which is a joint study between NMIJ and
the University of Tokyo. In that work, we developed a GPS carrier phase common-view technique based
analysis software for the purpose of doing it precisely against the national standard UTC(NMIJ), because
the University of Tokyo is about 50km away from NMIJ at Tsukuba. As a result, the frequency of the optical
lattice clock can be evaluated against SI second in the precision of the order of 2-3 x 10-15 at the averaging
time of 104 seconds, by measuring the frequency of the source oscillator placed at Tokyo.
After that, we have constructed the simple remote frequency synchronization system using this software.
The system is consist of three parts; a local oscillator (BVA), analysis computer (laptop computer) with D/A
converter (12bits) and the dual frequency type GPS carrier phase receiver, which is just like a usual GPS
Disciplined Oscillator (GPS-DO).
By steering the BVA every 5 minutes automatically, its stability is about 100 times better than the simple
NMIJ-DO (not a GPS-DO), in the case of zero-baseline length.
In this paper, we will introduce about this system and its performance in detail.
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Abstract
GPS time transfer is at present one of the primary techniques for the generation of UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time). At present 83% of national laboratories contributing to UTC are
linked through the international GPS time transfer network.
The measurement uncertainty of the UTC time transfer is uA. However, the uA of certain
laboratories are unreasonably high. After a systematic analysis, the doubt was focused on the
coordinates of the GPS receiver antenna. GPS time transfer is based on the pseudo-distance
determination between the receiver antenna and the satellites. The error in the antenna position
will produce a direct time transfer error of order 3 ns per meter. This will cause extra noise and
if the error happens in the height direction, its influence will introduce a bias that can not be
averaged out by increasing the number of the measurements.
We have developed a GPS positioning software which reads the standard GGTTS time transfer
data to determine the geocentric coordinates. The accuracy of the positioning depends on the
observation types and the quality of the GPS time transfer receivers, varying from 0.3 to 1.5 m.
We checked all the doubtful coordinates of the GPS receiver antennas that are used in the UTC
time transfer and found that errors bigger than 14m exist for some laboratories. The uA is
considerably improved after correcting the coordinates.
Taking data from Puslit KIM, we analyse the GPS time link, discuss the positioning method and
related geodesic concepts, mainly the reference system and the geoid, which would explain how
the errors are introduced in the coordinates.
Key word: UTC, Time transfer, GPS positioning, Coordinates, Reference system, Geodesy
1. Introduction
The position of the GPS receiver is defined at the phase center of the antenna using the three
dimensional geocentric coordinates, presented in most cases either by the Cartesian (X, Y, Z) or
by the corresponding ellipsoidal coordinates (latitude, longitude and height: φ, λ, h). The
accuracy of the position is very important for GPS time transfer for the UTC generation.
Roughly speaking, an error of 1 meter may introduce noises and/or bias of an order of 3 ns in
the time transfer results. From BIPM Circular T [1], the time transfer uncertainty uA in the
UTC-UTC(k) is variable depending on the GPS observation types and their qualities, in general:
0.7 ns for P3 code, and 1.5~3 ns for C/A code, converted to the length, about 0.2 and 0.45~1
meters . Obviously, an error in the antenna position bigger than 1m is not negligible.

__________________________________________
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The motivation of this study is to evaluate the antenna position of GPS receiver. We first
analyze the measurement uncertainty uA of a time transfer link. If the uA is unmorally high, we
further investigate whether it is caused by the erroneous coordinates of the antenna position.
Limited by the method accuracy, we will not consider the errors less than 0.2 m or 0.5 ns. For
example, the center of an antenna is not at its geometric center but its phase center. The
difference between the two centers is within the order of centimeters [2], converted to time
transfer, a hundred of picoseconds. This can be ignored in our following discussion.
The erroneous coordinates may be produced by: 1) A wrong geodesic positioning determination.
However this is less possible when the coordinates were supplied by a professional geodesist; 2)
A wrong use of the reference system of the geodesic coordinates, which is one of the topics
confusable for the persons in the timing metrology community. This may be a cause; 3) An
involuntary displacement of the antenna position. Because a GPS antenna is usually installed in
an inaccessible place, it is possible that such accident occurs.
Using the GPS code point positioning principle, we have developed a program which, differing
from the routine geodesic ones, reads the monthly time transfer data file in the standard BIPM
GGTTS format. The program allows performing a single point positioning and relative point
positioning. The accuracy of the positioning is of an order of 0.5 – 2m, depending mainly on the
data quality and the positioning method used. Using this program, we evaluated the GPS
antenna positions of several national timing laboratories that contribute to UTC and have
abnormal time transfer uncertainty.
In section 2, we give a quick recall of the basic concepts of geodesic references. Then, taking
the example of the UTC time link KIM-PTB, we demonstrate the influence of the errors in the
coordinates and the significant improvement obtained by using the corrected coordinates. We
try to explain the cause of the error source.
Finally, in order to ameliorate the accuracy of the positioning so as the UTC time transfer,
further investigation is undertaking to improve the positioning method and the program:
constraining separately the uncertainties a priori for different vectors, namely the latitude,
longitude and height; studying the function of the satellite elevations; the relative positioning;
the influence of the erroneous coordinates to the UTC time transfer. Based on this, we will carry
out further evaluations of the GPS antenna positions of all the UTC contributing laboratories
and expect to reduce to minimum the influence of the erroneous coordinates.
However, the method proposed, even improved after the further studies, is only for the
evaluation under an uncertainty not better than 0.5m or 2ns and to evaluate the coarse errors in
the coordinates. This is because of that the GGTTS dada file is designed for UTC time transfer.
When forming the GGTTS data, some original information are lost. For example, all the GPS
passes are cut off into segments of 960 seconds each and only one point is taken for a smoothed
arc of 780 seconds belonging to the 960 seconds segment. In fact, for accurate UTC time
transfer, all the error sources bigger than 0.1 ns have to be taken into account. In fact, the BIPM
Circular T [1] is round off at 0.1 ns. It is better to limit the position error within a few
centimeters and therefore it is always encouraged for the UTC laboratories to carry out a real
geodesic positioning.
2. Geodesic reference system
In this section, we quickly recall some general geodesic concepts that are just enough for our
discussion and only helpful for the readers who have not a geodesy background. For a better
understanding, please refer to the geodesy textbooks, such [4,5,6].

The reference frame of GPS is the WGS-84 (World Geodetic System 1984) that is a geocentric
system, precisely Earth-centered and Earth-fixed. An application of GPS in determining the
coordinates on terrestrial sites is obtained in the same reference frame. The differences between
WGS-84 and the geodesic reference ITRF is small and can be ignored in this study. However, a
local reference may not be a geocentric system and a transformation is required. And here a
basic knowledge of the geodesic reference is necessary.
In practice, the most used coordinates are Cartesian (rectangular) and ellipsoidal. Denoting the
Cartesian coordinates of a point in space by (X, Y, Z) and assuming an ellipsoid of revolution
with the same origin, the point can also be expressed by the ellipsoidal coordinates, latitude,
longitude and ellipsoidal height (φ, λ, h), see Figure 2.1.
A local or a national reference system uses more often the ellipsoidal coordinates. A position
error in latitude and longitude is horizontal. For time transfer, the main part of its influence due
to the horizontal errors is partially averaged out as a function of the number of satellites passes.
It may increase the noise of a time link but will not produce big bias. However, an error in the
height is in vertical direction. As the AV (All in View GPS time transfer) is used for the UTC,
the epoch observation is weighed by the elevation of the satellite [3]. This implies a vertical
error may give stronger influence than the horizontal ones, for example, for a satellite with the
elevation 90 degree, the signal delay due to the height error gets entirely into the time transfer.
Its influence can not be averaged out with increasing satellite passes and produce a bias of an
order of 3 ns per meter. This degrades considerably the time link quality. We concentrate our
discussion on the errors in the height direction.
Different from the GPS determined ellipsoidal height, practically and by default, the height is
defined as the height above the sea level. Now we imagine visually that the earth was
completely covered by sea. The surface of this imaging water body is an equipotential surface,
named geoid. In civil engineering, the height of a point is defined as the distance between the
point and the geoid, namely orthometric height or height H. Notice that the ellipsoid height and
the orthometric height are different. The approximate relation of the two heights is displayed in
Figure 2.3.
The geoid undulation N varies in most cases between ± 20m. Obviously any mistaking the two
height references may bring important errors in time transfer. By Figure 2.3, we have the basic
relation:
h=H+N

(2-1)

The geoid surface is very irregular. A good approximation of the geoid has been developed
through the use of spherical harmonics. One of the most popular models is the NGA EGM96[7].
3. The evaluations of the antenna position of the GPS receivers for UTC time transfer
Using the developed program, we analyzed the GPS GGTTS data of all the doubtful UTC
contributing laboratories and we found that at least three laboratories of which the coordinates
are affected by about 15 meters in the heights of the coordinates. In others words, the concerned
UTC time transfer and in consequence their local UTC realizations are affected by a bias of
about 40 ns as well as significant noises. Without the mathematic details, we give directly the
results and discuss the possible causes of the errors. Deeper discussion of the mathematic
method of the single point positioning and further analysis for the doubtful coordinates of other
UTC laboratories will be introduced in a separated paper.
We used the UTC 0804 data set (April 2008, Mjd 54552 to 54587) for the evaluation
computations. In the GGTTS file, on each listed epoch in MJD, observation is given in the

column REFGPS that is the difference between the GPS time and the GPS receiver driven clock
of a time laboratory. Correspondingly the elevation and azimuth of the observed satellite are
also listed in the columns ELV and AZTH. We first apply the IGS (International Global
Navigation Satellite System) precise orbit and ionosphere information to calculate the
atmosphere delay corrections [2].
Through the analysis, we found three laboratories of which the antenna geocentric coordinates
are disturbed by errors bigger than 14 meters. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 gives the comparison between
the erroneous X,Y,Z (listed in the header of the GGTTS data file) and φ, λ, h with respected to
the corrected coordinates. Here “Pass” is the number of the 780 second arcs. The ΔX, ΔY and ΔZ
are the difference, i.e. the errors in the three vectors. The “Total” is the total vectoring position
differences and Up is the estimated uncertainty of the positioning determination. They are
correspondingly 16.9±2.0 m for KIM, 14.0±0.45m for NIS and 16.2±1.1m for ONBA. The
number of the 780 second arcs for NIS is two times as many as that of KIM. In consequence the
determination error for NIS is much smaller than that of KIM. Δφ, Δλ are the horizontal
position errors in the direction of latitude and longitude. They are converted into meter by the
approximate relation of 30m per angle second. Δh is the vertical error in the ellipsoidal height: 15.9m for KIM, -13.0m for NIS and -16.2m for ONBA. Compared with the horizontal errors,
the vertical error is more important. As discussed above, error in height can not be averaged out
and may produce a bias of about 3ns/m in the time transfer result.
The last column is the geoid undulation N given by the EGM96 [7]. It is interesting to notice
that the amplitude of the Δh and that of N are very close. This would imply that the erroneous
coordinates were produced by the errors in geoid height. It is almost sure that in the case of
ONBA, the orthometric height H is used as the ellipsoidal height h. The difference by equation
(2.1) is the geoid undulation [7]: N = h - H (16.1m) which differs only 0.1m from the error
(16.2m) in the vertical correction. On the contrary, KIM and NIS world have used the the
ellipsoidal height h as the orthometric height H.
Important discrepancies in the coordinates, bigger that the positioning uncertainty, have been
found also for other laboratories. But only the above three laboratories have the total error
bigger than 14 meters. Further investigations are undertaking for the other laboratories.
Since July 2008, KIM begins to operate a new GPS time transfer receiver AOS TTS3 for the
UTC time link. With the same method, we computed the antenna coordinates. The results are:
X = -1817480.26m
Y = 6073157.12m
Z = -701365.60m

φ =
λ =
h =

-6° 21' 20.2258"
106° 39' 38.0675"
83.82 m

Total positioning uncertainty Up = ± 0.5 m. To investigate the true error of the positioning
method used, we compute also the coordinates of the antennas of the GPS receivers at PTB and
USNO and compare the results to that obtained by the geodesic positioning of which the
accuracy is at centimetres’ level. The discrepancies at PTB and USNO are 0.34m and 0.16m
that are within the estimated uncertainty (Up): 0.48m and 0.55m. Therefore the uncertainty
estimation corresponds correctly the accuracy of the positioning.
TTS3 is the updated version of NML Oncore. Considerable improvement has been realised:
TTS3 has better quality for time transfer and for positioning. The total positioning uncertainty
Up = ±0.5m compared to Up = ±2m using the NML VP Oncore (Table 3.1). NML VP Oncore
uses the same GPS engine as AOS TTS2. Using the KIM-PTB link data, we compared the KIM
NML VP Oncore and KIM TTS3. The results are presented in next section.

4. Improvement in UTC time transfer after implementing the corrected coordinates
Taking the UTC AV (GPS All in View) [3] time link of KIM-PTB as an example, we estimate
the gain obtained by implementing the corrected coordinates. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the time
link comparison of KIM-PTB with the erroneous coordinates (blue points) and the corrected
coordinates (red points). Visually, the blue points (σ = 4.14 ns) scatter more than the red points
(σ = 2.82 ns). Here the sigma (σ) is the standard deviation of the Vondrak smoothing residuals.
The gain in σ is 47%. σ is an index of the measurement uncertainty uA which represents the
short term stability of a time link [1]. The number of the total epochs is 1506. The mean value
of the epoch to epoch differences is 42.6 ns. In Table 3.1, the error in height is -15.9m. As
shown in Figure 2.2, it is responsible for this bias of 42.6 ns which is largely over all the error
sources in UTC time transfer.
Figure 4.2 displays the result of the comparison of the time deviations for the links KIM-PTB
(corresponding to Figure 4.1 with erroneous blue and corrected coordinates red). In the figure,
the vertical axis is the time deviation in 0.1 ns and horizontal axis is the averaging time. “h”
and “d” are hour and day respectively. Hence, h/2 stands for half hour and d/8 is day/8 or 3
hours. The bump between the averaging time of 0~4.5 hour explains the influence of the
erroneous height over a typical duration of GPS satellite pass. The red curve is well bellow the
blue one. The gain in short terms is more significant than the long terms.
Figure 4.3 shows the GPS time links KIM-PTB with the new KIM receiver TTS3. The
smoothing residual σ = 1.99 ns that is much smaller than the receiver NML Oncore in Figure
4.1. Figure 4.4 is the time deviation of the links KIM-PTB with the new TTS3 receiver. Time
stability is considerably improved compared to the red curve of the receiver NML Oncore in
Figure 4.2. Using the common clock short-baseline setting up, we compared the two GPS
receivers which are separated several meters each other. The mean value of the differences is 30
± 2 ns, i.e. KIM(TTS3)-PTB=KIM(NML VP Oncore)-PTB+30ns. Figure 4.5 displays the
details of the comparison. Because the clock is cancelled, the main part of the noises comes
from the multi-path effect and the NML VP Oncore receiver.
5. Conclusion
Four fifth national laboratories contributing to UTC are linked through GPS time transfer links.
GPS time transfer is based on the ranging measurements between the receiver antenna and the
satellites. The error in the antenna position produces a direct time transfer error of order 3 ns per
meter. This causes extra noise and a bias in time transfer result.
We have developed a GPS positioning software which reads the standard GGTTS time transfer
data to determine the geocentric coordinates. The accuracy of the positioning depends on the
observation types and their quality of the GPS time transfer receivers, varying from 0.3 to 2m.
We evaluated the coordinates and found that errors bigger than 14m exist for several
laboratories. Taking data from Puslit KIM, we analyse the GPS time link. After correcting the
coordinates, the biases are corrected and time transfer stabilities are improved. Using the
program, we computed the antenna position for a new GPS time reviver at KIM.
Further studies are undertaking so as to improve the positioning accuracy. However, the method
proposed in this paper is only to evaluate the coarse errors in the coordinates. For UTC time
transfer, it is always necessary for the laboratories to make a real geodesic positioning. Then the
rigorous knowledge in the geodesic reference systems and GPS positioning would be required.
The 30 ns time difference between the KIM TTS3 link and KIM NML VP Oncore link is found.
Further investigation in the calibration status is undertaken.
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Figure 2.3 Approximate relation between the ellipsoidal height h and the orthometric height H. Here N is the geoid undulation

Table 3.1 Comparison of the erroneous and corrected coordinates of the GPS antenna at KIM / m
Labo*

GPS Receiver

KIM

NML Motorola
VP Oncore

Erroneous
X,Y,Z
φ, λ, h
-1817
6073
-701
- 6° 21’
106° 39’

Corrected
X,Y,Z
φ, λ, h

482.41
171.67
367.79
20.24”
38.00”
98.53

-1817 481.0
6073 155.7
-701 362.4
- 6° 21’ 20.128”
106° 39’ 38.103”
82.3

Pass

ΔX
ΔY
ΔZ

Total±Up
------------Δφ, Δλ, Δh

1500

1.6
-16.0
5.3

16.9±2.0
3.0
3.0
-15.9

Geoid N
(EGM96)

17.6

*KIM - Research Centre for Calibration, Instrumentation and Metrology – Indonesian Institute of Sciences, Jakarta, Indonesia

Table 3.2 Differences of the erroneous and corrected coordinates of the GPS antenna at NIS and ONBA / m
Labo*

GPS Receiver

NIS

AOS TTS-3

ONBA

AOS TTS-2

ΔX
ΔY
ΔZ

Δφ
Δλ
Δh

-6.6
-6.4
-10.4
6.96
-11.51
-9.05

-4.5
-2.4
-13.0
0.3
0.6
16.2

Total±Up

Geoid N
(EGM96)

14.0±0.5

15.4

16.2±1.1

16.1

*NIS - National Institute for Standards, Cairo, Egypt
*ONBA - Observatorio Naval Buenos Aires
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of GPS time links KIM-PTB with erroneous and corrected coordinates / ns (receiver NML VP Oncore). The
erroneous link (blue σ = 4.14 ns) is more scatter than the corrected link (red σ = 2.82 ns). The two curves are separated by the bias
of 42.6 ns due to mainly the -15.9 m erroneous height (cf. Figure 2.2 and Table 3.1).
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Figure 4.3 GPS time links KIM-PTB with the new KIM receiver TTS3 (unit in ns). The smoothing residual σ = 1.99 ns that is much
smaller than the receiver NML VP Oncore in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.4 The time deviation of the GPS time links KIM-PTB with the new KIM receiver TTS3 corresponding the Figure 4.3.
Time stability is considerably improved compared to that of the receiver NML VP Oncore in Figure 4.2 (unit in 0.1 ns)
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The UWA maser is in a small temperature-controlled room, but the control
was initially poor. Swings of several degrees (green, above right) gave a
timing variation of several hundred picoseconds (blue, above left, maser
rate removed); this is larger than the maser specification (5×10–16/°C) and
is assumed to be due to cable and amplifier delays. The control was fixed
in early March (MJD 54529) to remove the oscillation, with both sites now
typically controlled to ±0.2 °C.

difference (ns) Bernese (ns)

GIPSY (ns)

GPSCP data: UWA–NMI, MJD 54413

time of day (UTC)

• Data recorded continuously by geodetic GPS receiver systems (Javad/NMI)
• Precise Point Positioning (PPP) to determine each station clock against IGS network
• Different processing methods, and day boundaries, give variations of a few × 0.1 ns

UWA – NMI (ns)

History of TWSTT and GPSCP data

MJD – 54326 (days)
•
•
•
•

(Large) constant offsets taken out for equipment delays—no absolute calibration
UWA maser has relatively large rate (later steered, as shown)
GPSCP data is shown only for TWSTT run days, and is vertically offset for clarity
GPSCP data is corrected for steps at receiver reset and for 10 MHz cycle slips

(UWA–NMI)TW – (UWA–NMI)CP (ns)

Difference between TWSTT and GPSCP data

30 ps/day
<5×10–16

MJD – 54326 (days)
• GPSCP data corrected as before, and constant offset again subtracted for clarity
• Red points are on a different satellite transponder, so delay change expected;
20 ns step around MJD 54600 is currently under investigation
• Evidence for slow drift at ~5 ns/200 day or 25 ps/day; this is consistent with the
specified stability of the SATRE time-transfer modem [30 ps/day]

Further work on TWSTT-GPSCP comparison
 Understand and remove sources of phase cycle slips
•

These appear to occur both in the GPS receiver (at firmware resets and
occasional other anomalies) and in the SATRE time-transfer modems,
but are still under active investigation

 Understand other limitations of TWSTT performance
•

Variation of timing with transmitted power—variations of
a few × 0.1 ns visible

•

Variation of timing with modulation bandwidth (chip rate)—very
large variation apparent

 Quantify long-term performance of UWA time-transfer links
•

Understand long-term variation of TWSTT-GPSCP

•

Compare observed  at long time scales with data for similar links

•

Continue preparation for participation in ACES collaboration

Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (2011)

Columbus laboratory and external payload facility
STS-122, February 2008

Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (2011)

PHARAO – microgravity Cs clock

SHM – active H maser

ACES time transfer

common view

non-common view

MWL – Microwave Link based on Vessot technique
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ACES fundamental physics
 General relativity: test clock rate dependence on gravitational potential

gH
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Vessot et al 1976: |δ| < 710–5
ACES on ISS:
δ to 210–6
(H=450 km, shift +4.59×10–11, 10–16 clocks)

 Time variation of fundamental constants to δα/α~10–16 per year, by
precision comparison of primary clocks referenced to different atoms
 Other tests of relativity: eg violation of Lorentz invariance to δc/c~10–10,
using stability of ground and ACES clocks over an ISS pass
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Abstract
We compare the frequency transfer precision between VLBI and GPS carrier phase using IVS and IGS
observation data in order to confirm the potential of VLBI time and frequency transfer. The results of the
VLBI frequency transfer show that the stability follows a 1/tau law very closely. And that shows the
stability has reached about 2 x 10-11 at 1 sec. In this study, the results show that VLBI frequency transfer
is more stable than GPS on the same baseline and same period. These results show that geodetic VLBI
technique has the potential for precise frequency transfer.

1. Introduction
Modern cold-atom-based frequency standards have already archived the uncertainty of 10-15 at
a few days. Moreover cold-atom-based optical clocks have the potential to realize the
uncertainty on a 10-16 to 10-17 level after a few hours (Takamoto et al., 2005). On the other hand,
time transfer precision of two-way satellite time and frequency transfer and GPS carrier phase
experiments have reached the 10-10@1sec level (Ray and Senior, 2005 etc.). In order to compare
such modern standards by these time transfer techniques, it is necessary to average over long
periods. Since these techniques are not sufficient to compare next standards improvements of
high precision time transfer techniques are strongly desired.
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is one of the space geodetic techniques measures
the arrival time delays between multiple stations utilizing radio signals from distant celestial
radio sources. In the usual geodetic VLBI analysis, clock offsets and their rates of change at
each station are estimated with respect to a selected reference station. The averaged formal error
(1 sigma) of the clock offsets is typically about 20 picoseconds when analyzing geodetic VLBI
experiments which are regularly conducted by the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and
Astrometry (IVS). This precision is nearly one order better than other techniques like GPS or
two-way satellite time transfer. It is feasible to use geodetic VLBI for comparison of primary
frequency standards when radio telescopes are deployed at time and frequency laboratories. For
this purpose, we have started to develop a compact and transportable VLBI system (Ishii et al.,
Corresponding author: Hiroshi Takiguchi, e-mail: htaki@nict.go.jp

2007).
To confirm the potential of the current VLBI time and frequency transfer aiming at the
practical use in the future, we have compared the results of the VLBI and GPS carrier phase
frequency transfer using Kashima-Koganei baseline (Takiguchi et al., 2007). That study showed
that VLBI is more stable than GPS between 2000 seconds to 6000 seconds. In this study, we
mainly compared VLBI and GPS carrier phase frequency transfer using data from the IVS and
the International GNSS Service (IGS) by the same purpose.

2. The comparison experiments between VLBI and GPS carrier phase

Figure 1. Map of IVS and IGS stations in Europe.

We checked the ability of time transfer of VLBI and GPS carrier phase using IVS and IGS data.
We selected two stations (Onsala, Wettzell) which belong to IVS and IGS network. These two
stations have in common that at each site VLBI and GPS are sharing the hydrogen maser
(Figure 1). Table 1 shows a list of the data used for this study. The IVS has 12 kinds of regular
sessions, and IVS conducts about 180 sessions every year. We selected R1 session which is
conducted at every Monday. This session is dedicated to provide weekly EOP results. Basically,
R1 sessions are observed 24 hours, starting from UTC 17 o'clock. From the pool of available
session, we analyzed those 23 sessions in which both Wettzell and Onsala stations had
participated. As for GPS, we analyzed 2 day's data including the IVS session. We didn't use site
"wtzr" after the receiver was changed in January, 2008, since it's stability was not good.
The details of the analysis of VLBI and GPS are listed as follows:
VLBI

GPS

z

Software : CALC/SOLVE

z

Software : GIPSY-OASIS II

z

Strategy

z

Strategy : Precise Point Positioning (PPP)

¾

multi baseline

¾

S/X ionosphere-free linear

¾

station coordinates

combination

¾

atmospheric delay / 5min

reference station: Wettzell

¾

clock offset / 5min

¾
z

z

estimate

estimate
¾

station coordinates

¾

atmospheric delay / 1h

¾

clock offset / 1h

z

Time Difference
¾

z

clock offset A – clock offset B

clock offset + postfit residual / scan

Table 1. The lists of the data used for this study.

Figure 2 shows one of the VLBI results of clock offsets (R1274 session). The lower plot of
Figure 2 shows the formal errors, which have been estimated using clock offsets every 1 hour.
This figure shows you that the formal errors were almost 20ps or less. Table 2 shows averaged
formal errors for each session. The averaged formal errors (1 sigma) of the estimated clock
offsets at Onsala station referred to Wettzell station was 15ps.

Figure 2. Time series of the clock offsets (upper) and the formal error (lower) at Onsala station referred
to Wettzell station.
Table 2. The lists of formal errors at each session.

Figure 3 shows that the time series of the clock difference between Onsala and Wettzell
(session R1274) calculated from GPS and VLBI respectively (upper part: after subtracting an
average, middle part: after removing a linear trend, lower part: the differences between GPS and
VLBI). Due to the code noise, the clock offsets of the GPS solutions show discontinuities at the
day boundaries. The averaged over all session’s day boundary discontinuity was 94ps. The
lower part of Figure 3 is the difference between GPS and VLBI clock offsets showing a good
agreement within ±200ps.

Figure 3. Time series of the clock difference (upper part: after subtracting an average, middle part: after
removing a linear trend, lower part: the differences between GPS and VLBI) calculated from GPS (blue)
and VLBI (red) respectively.

Figure 4 illustrates the frequency stability of clock difference as obtained from VLBI and GPS.
The short terms stability of GPS carrier phase seems to be slightly better than those from VLBI
for averaging periods up to 103s. However, VLBI is more stable at averaging periods longer
than 103s in any sessions (Figure 5). Also, Figure 5 shows that the stability of VLBI is
surpassing the stability of atomic fountain at 103s or more. In general, the VLBI frequency
transfer stability follows a 1/tau law very close when averaging up to 104s. And that shows that
the stability has reached about 2 x 10-11 (20ps) at 1 sec (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Modified Allan deviation of VLBI and GPS carrier phase results from R1274 session.

Figure 5. Modified Allan deviation of VLBI and GPS carrier phase results from all sessions.

3. Conclusion
To compare the results of VLBI and GPS (carrier phase) frequency transfer, we have analyzed
IVS and IGS data. The results of the VLBI frequency transfer show that the stability follows a
1/tau law very closely (phase noise dominant). And that shows the stability has reached about 2
x 10-11 (20ps) at 1 sec. In this study, the results show that VLBI frequency transfer is more stable
than GPS on the same baseline and same period. These results show that geodetic VLBI
technique has the potential for precise frequency transfer.
Figure 6 shows the future image of the time transfer by the compact VLBI system and high
speed networks.

Figure 6. Future image of the time transfer by the compact VLBI system and high speed networks.
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Abstract - In a normal Internet environment,
even over the same route, it is difficult for a NTP
to receive an accurate time which is less than
milli-second order. There are two major
problems. The first problem is caused by
cross-traffic and the second problem is network
conditions. Toward the first problem, we have
considered a precise method of estimating
network time-transfer to reduce the effects of
cross-traffic that uses data-filtering techniques.
For the second one, the adjusting data-offset
technique overcomes the effects of the link
changes. Using a combination of these
techniques, we can operate an atomic clock for a
long time in an IDC. From the measuring results
of the comparison with GPS common-view, a
network time-transfer using data-filtering
method with adjusting data-offset is practical
and offers accuracy under the specific condition.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the time related business, the demand for an
accurate network time-transfer techniques increase
very rapidly. Network Time Protocol (NTP) is
widely used for time-transfers in network
environments. Unfortunately, in a normal Internet
environment, even over the same route, it is
difficult for a NTP to receive an accurate time[1].
There are two major problems. In this paper, we
present effective solutions for these problems.
The first problem is caused by cross-traffic.
Our hardware SNTP board can measure a one-way
delay time with +/- 4 nanoseconds accuracy. In this
situation, cross-traffic affects the precision of the
measured data. We have considered a precise
method of estimating network time-transfer to
reduce the effects of cross-traffic that uses

data-filtering techniques which was reported at
ATF2006[2]. Using measured data, we estimated
the performance of our method and found that it
can offer almost the same accuracy as the Global
Positioning System (GPS) common-view method.
The second problem is network conditions.
NTP can measure the packet response time but it is
greatly affected by routings. Routings are
sometimes changed or suspended during long-term
operations and the packet response time is often
varies. Therefore, we set the offset time for both the
up-link and the down-link and calculated the values
for every measured piece of data using a
linear-prediction method. This adjusting data-offset
technique overcomes the effects of the network-link
changes.
Using a combination of these techniques, we
can operate an atomic clock for a long time in an
IDC. From the measuring results of the comparison
with GPS common-view, a network time-transfer
using data-filtering method with adjusting
data-offset is practical and offers accuracy to within
the standard deviation, which is later than 2 μs. The
operation is simple and it is an easy way to
determine the time that is accurate enough for time
related business use.
II. NETWORK TIME-TRANSFER SYSTEM
The measurement systems included, a packet
sender/receiver, a packet responder (Stratum 1
Server), atomic clocks, and high speed (≥ 1 GbE)
Network environment. Packet senders/receivers and
the stratum 1 server set up at NICT consist of a

(a) Block diagram

(b) Location and placement

Fig.1 Block diagram of Internet time-transfer system.

Free-BSD based PCs with a hardware NTP board
installed between the PCs and the network.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of Internet
time-transfer system used to measure real-time oneway time delay in the Internet environment.
The hardware NTP board automatically
stamped a ntp-time on packet as they passed
through[3]. Here, the time stamped was generated
from signals carried from a atomic clock. In these
measurements, the atomic clock on the packet
responder was the UTC(NICT) and on the other
each packet sender/receiver it was a Cesium (Cs)
atomic clock. Both time scales were compared
using the GPS common-view method and the time
difference was recorded.
In these measurements, we used two packet
senders/receivers, one at Ote-machi the center of
Tokyo about 25 km far from NICT, and the other at
NICT. At a NICT packet sender/receiver, packets
are carried via Ote-machi Network Node. Therefore,
a NICT packet sender/receiver and the stratum 1
server set up at NICT are placed at the different
network-segments
and
connected
through
Ote-machi Network Node. The stratum 1 server set
up at NICT is worked with using UTC(NICT) and
packet senders/receivers are worked with Cesium
atomic clocks.
III. NETWORK-LINK CONDITIONS
Network-link conditions sometimes change

during long-term operations and packet response
time is often varies. Figure 2 shows that the
network-link change phenomenon on Cs(NICT) UTC(NICT) link.
In Figure 2, we measured the NTP packet
response from July 1 2006 to June 30 2007. After
measurements, packet response data processed by
data-filtering method were compared with the
measured data using Time-Interval counter, and the
difference time (time-transfer error) was plotted in
Figure 2.
The bars of the figure 2 show points that
time-transfer errors are discontinuous. From figure
2, many changes of network-link occur during one
year. Therefore we have to take some kind of
measures for these changes for long time operation.

Fig.2 Comparison results between Time-Interval
Counter data and data-filtering data.

(a) Time transfer results

Fig. 4 Estimate of prediction error and threshold
level.

(b) One-way delay results
Fig. 3 Data of network-link changed.
Figure 3 (a) shows the close-up view at the
beginning of July 2006 and Figure 3 (b) indicates
the difference of one-way delay time at Forward
path and Backward path.
At 5th July, only 700 ns one-way delay time
decreased in Backward path whereas 1.1 μs
decreased in Forward path. Then, in time transfer
results of Figure 3 (a), the data offset of the 400 ns
difference occurs.
When the network-link change occurred, the
quantity of the data offset depends on path length of
network routing replaced by.
Our data-filtering method uses 10 minutes data
to calculate one point result. Then this network-link
change is usually observed as a jump of the data at
one or two point intervals. So, we can easily
determine the network-link change phenomenon.
Using this advantage, we propose a useful
technique to estimate such a network-link change.

Fig. 5 Relationship between regression length and
least mean square errors.

IV. DETECTING NETWORK-LINK CHANGE
In order to support network-link change
suitably, we need to estimate these change
precisely.
Because a Cs atomic clock has very high
short-term stability, we can use linear-prediction for
one-way delay data for a short time. Therefore we
set the offset time for both the up-link and the
down-link and estimate the change values for every
measured piece of data using a the model of the
linear regression analysis to show in Figure 4.
First, we choose N one-way delay data just
before the prediction point. Using these N data, we
evaluate the linear regression line with LMS (least
mean square) method.
Second step, using this linear regression line,
we calculate the prediction data P, shown in Figure

4. Here, we assume measuring data R, we can
determine the prediction error d. When the value of
this prediction error d exceeds the threshold level,
we estimate that network-link change occurred.
To work this technique effectively, we have to
determine the most suitable regression length N
minimizing a LMS error in each prediction error d.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between
regression length and LMS error on Cs(NICT) UTC(NICT) link. In figure 5, we calculate LMS
error while moving by one data using one month
data without network-link change. From Figure 5,
most suitable regression length on Cs(NICT) UTC(NICT) link is 2.5 hours, or N = 15.
Finally, we need to determine the threshold
level. In Figure 6, we plot both distributions of
prediction error d of Forward path and Backward
path using same data of Figure 5 at N =15. From
Figure 6, prediction error d in static state indicates
the normal distribution. Then, standard deviation of
prediction error d is σ when the correlation
coefficient r of the linear regression analysis
assumes high, there is most prediction error d
statistically within ±4 σ.
Therefore, we determine the threshold level is
±4 σ at correlation coefficient r is high and if
correlation coefficient r is not so high, we use the
threshold level of ± 6 σ. This difference of
correlation coefficient r is based on a 1 %
significance level.
In the case of Cs(NICT) - UTC(NICT) link,
because regression length N is 15, the degree of
freedom of the regression analysis is 13. Then the

Fig. 6 Distributions of prediction error.

1 % significance level of correlation coefficient is
0.64.
From these definitions, the value of the
threshold level determines as follows.
・Threshold : ±4 σ
・Threshold : ±6 σ

when r > 0.64
when r < 0.64

In the case of Figure 6, standard deviation σ of
prediction error d of Forward path and Backward
path is 2.5 ns and 4 ns each. As a matter of course,
a 1 % significance level of correlation coefficient r
is different so that the value of regression length N
is different if network-link is different.
With the threshold defined above, we detect
the network-link change. However, prediction error
d is only once to have exceeded the threshold, it
may be an irregular data. Then, when two times of
prediction error d exceeded the threshold level in
the same side successively, we define that
network-link change occurred.
V. ADJUSTING DATA-OFFSET
As the next stage, we consider quantity of
offset to correct the network-link change[4].
Considering ideally, when data before and
after the change became by N/2, we should
estimate the value of the offset that the residual
standard error of the regression line becomes
smallest. By adopting that method, however, much
time is necessary from a network-link change to
evaluation of the offset value. In the case of N = 15,
this delay is more than 1 hour. Then it is not a

Fig. 7 Data samples of adjusting data-offset.

Fig. 8 Results of data-filtering method with
adjusting data-offset and GPS common-view
method (Cs(NICT) : Time-transfer error)

practical method.
Therefore our adjusting data-offset technique
adopts the method that started a calculation from
the 2 time after the change and coordinated the
offset value until N/2 times. By using this technique,
we can start adjusting data-offset at least 30
minutes after of the change.
Figure 7 shows the example which applied our
adjusting data-offset technique to Figure 3.
To calculate the time-transfer results, we apply
our adjusting data-offset technique for both
Forward path and Backward path. From Figure 7,
we can eliminate influence of network-link change.
VI. APPLING AN ADJUSTING DATA-OFFSET
The Figure 8 upper part shows results that
applied an adjusting data-offset technique to results
of time-transfer error of figure 2. The Figure 8
lower part shows results that measured by using
GPS common-view method. In a result of GPS
common-view, the blanks from September to
December depend on non-measurement due to
trouble of the GPS receiver.
By comparing the figure 8 upper part with
figure 2, an adjusting data-offset technique is very
effective to the network-link changes and is
applicable to the long-term operation.
As mentioned before, Figure 8 shows
time-transfer error based on measured results using
Time-Interval counter. Then, Figure 8 indicates the
accuracy of each method. Therefore, we found that

Fig. 9 Results of data-filtering method with
adjusting data-offset and GPS common-view
method (Cs(Ote-machi) : Time-transfer results)

the data-filtering method with adjusting data-offset
is almost same results as the GPS common-view
method through 1 year operation.
But, it does not work for an offset less than the
threshold level defined by its network-link. In
addition, it also doesn’t work to be seen in
November and April when measured data drifted
for long time. This is specifications to detect the
trouble of the atomic clock.
By improvement of data-filtering method, it
offers same accuracy to GPS common-view method
within the standard deviation of one-way delay
time (SD), which is later than 2 μs.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the results that applied
an adjusting data-offset to the data-filtering data of
Cs(Ote-machi), which is placed about 25 km far
from NICT. In Figure 9, we also show the results
that measured by using GPS common-view method.
In this network-link, N = 9 and standard deviation σ
of prediction error d of Forward path and Backward
path is 1.2 ns and 1.25 ns each. But, by the limit of
time resolution of NTP board, we set 4 σ = 8 ns for
both Forward path and Backward path. To define
the threshold level, we used a 1 % significance
level of correlation coefficient r = 0.8 for the
degree of freedom = 7.
In Figure 9, we cannot use a Time-Interval
Counter, then we compare using the time-transfer
results. The standard deviation of one-way delay
time is later than 40 ns on Cs(ote-machi) UTC(NICT) link. In this condition, data-filtering

method with adjusting data-offset offers better
performance to GPS common-view method.
Summarised above, on high speed (≥ 1 GbE)
and low cross-traffic (SD < 40 ns) network
environment, data-filtering method with adjusting
data-offset offers better performance to GPS
common-view method with almost real time.
VII. CONCLUTION
To realise simple and low cost network
time-transfer using NTP packet, we have
considered a precise method of estimating network
time-transfer to reduce the effects of cross-traffic
called data-filtering method. This method is very
effective and its accuracy is almost same as GPS
common-view method within high speed and
medium cross-traffic network environment.
But, network-link conditions sometimes
change during long-term operations and packet
response time is often varies. Therefore, we set the
offset time for both the up-link and the down-link
and calculated the values for every measured piece
of data using a linear-prediction method. This
adjusting data-offset technique overcomes the
effects of the network-link changes.
Using a combination of these techniques, we
can operate an atomic clock for a long time in an
IDC. From the measuring results of the comparison
with GPS common-view, a network time-transfer
using data-filtering method with adjusting
data-offset is practical and offers accuracy to within
high speed (≥ 1 GbE) and medium cross-traffic (SD
< 2 μs ) network environment.
Our method is simple to operate and offers
accurate enough for time related business use.
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Abstract
We have developed an RF dissemination system using optical ﬁbers. The phase
noise induced during the transmission is actively cancelled by the compensation system
with a voltage-controlled crystal oscillator. We performed the 114-km transfer on an
urban telecom optical ﬁber link. The stability of 6 × 10−18 at 1 day was achieved.

1

Introduction

Optical frequency standards have attained stabilities equal or better than 10−16 , furthermore there is a possibility that these standards attain stabilities of 10−18 [1][2]. Conventional frequency transfer is performed between distant laboratories by using a satellite
link, and the frequency resolution is of the order of 10−15 for an averaging time of one
day [3]. The frequency stability is insuﬃcient for comparisons between atomic frequency
standards that have signiﬁcantly improved. Furthermore, synchronization systems for array antennas such as the ALMA project [4] and next-generation linear colliders [5] demand
low-noise frequency dissemination systems.
A stable RF frequency distribution system using optical ﬁbers have been developed,
and a frequency stability level of 10−18 has been achieved on an optical link of length 86
km for an averaging time of 1 day [6]. Optical carrier transfer has been actively studied [7][8][9]. National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)
has introduced highly stable and accurate frequency standards such as the caesium atomic
fountain frequency standard NICT-CsF1 [10] and a Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillator (CSO)
[11]. To distribute frequency signals as well as to develop an eﬀective method for the clock
comparison, we have developed an RF frequency dissemination system via optical ﬁber
[12]. Our target stability is of the order of 10−18 at one day. So far we performed a ﬁrst
proving test on an 10-km urban telecom ﬁber link and conﬁrmed the transfer stability of
1 × 10−17 at an averaging time of 1 day. As an application, the ultra-stable 1-GHz signal
based on the CSO was transferred through a 25-km optical ﬁber. The fractional frequency
stability of 10−15 level was obtained in the absolute frequency measurement of the clock
laser by the optical frequency comb. This time we performed an experiment on an urban
114-km ﬁber link to extend the transfer length. The result is reported in this paper.
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2

RF distribution system

The schematic diagram of the RF distribution system using optical ﬁbers is depicted
in Figure 1. A 100-MHz signal from a voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) is
converted to 1 GHz using a multiply-by-ten frequency multiplier; the resultant 1-GHz
signal is used as the microwave source. The microwave signal modulates the amplitude of
a continuous wave (CW) optical signal from a distributed feedback laser with a wavelength
of 1.55 µm. The output optical power is 8 dBm and ampliﬁed up to 15 dBm by an
Erbium doped ﬁber ampliﬁer (EDFA). The EDFA is used as a booster here. It is under the
threshold for stimulated Brillouin scattering. A polarization scrambler is inserted after the
EDFA to avoid the stability degradation due to the polarization mode dispersion (PMD).
An optical signal with a detuned sideband spectrum of 1 GHz is transmitted through
a standard single-mode optical ﬁber from a local site to a remote site. To compensate
for the optical loss during transmission, an EDFA is inserted in front of a fast photodetector as a pre-amplifer. The ampliﬁed optical signal is demodulated and converted to
a microwave signal of frequency 1 GHz by the fast photo-detector. Since the signal phase
is exposed to a phase ﬂuctuation, φp , induced during the transmission, the frequency
stability of the 1-GHz signal derived at the remote site degrades. To cancel the phase
ﬂuctuation φp , a portion of the microwave signal modulates the amplitude of a second
laser at the remote site and the optical signal is transmitted back to the local site through
the same optical ﬁber. Here, the wavelength of the second laser is diﬀerentiated from that
of the ﬁrst laser to avoid interference of the lasers which degrade the 1-GHz frequency
stability. In both sites, optical circulators are used to distinguish between the transmitted
and received signals. Similar to the going path, two EDFAs compensate for the optical
signal loss in the return path, and the fast photo-detector converts the optical signal into
a microwave signal. Suppose the phase ﬂuctuation induced in the return path is equal to
that induced in the forward path, the return signal exhibits a phase ﬂuctuation double
that of the transmitted signal, 2φp . This round-trip signal obtained at the local site is
used for phase noise cancellation. We adopt an electrical cancellation using the VCXO
and a feedback loop. The phase diﬀerences between the reference and the transmitted
signal, and the reference and the round-trip signal are measured by the our measurement
system. It consists of the frequency converter and the phase measurement equipment,
where both phases of the reference and DUT signals are enlarged by dual mixer time
diﬀerence (DMTD) method and detected precisely.
Figure 2 shows the phase noise cancellation system. We employ the DMTD techniques
here in the cancellation system, too. Both 1-GHz signals from the VCXO ω + φo and
reference ω + φref are down-converted to 900 MHz by a common IF signal with frequency
of 100 MHz, which is written as ωIF + φ. Thanks to dual mixing scheme, the phase noise
of the IF signal is cancelled out. Both 900-MHz down-converted signals are mixed with
the reference signal and the round-trip signal, and down-converted again to the IF, 100
MHz. Here they are represented as ωIF + φ + φref − φo and ωIF + φ − φref − 2φp + φo .
The error signal made by mixing them is fed back to the VCXO to satisfy the following
equation, which is necessary to provide the coherent signal to the reference at the remote
site.
φo + φp = φref .
Previously we have tried to satisfy the above equation by accumulating the DC error
components. The achieved noise cancellation ratio of 20 dB was not suﬃcient in a large

phase-noise link, however. By shift of mixing frequency to 100 MHz with the DMTD
scheme, we achieved the noise cancellation ratio of 40 dB.

3
3.1

RF distribution on 114-km optical ﬁber link
JGN2 plus optical ﬁber link

NICT provides an open testbed network named Japan Gigabit Network 2 plus (JGN2
plus) which is aimed at conducting R&D on information and communications technology
[13]. An optical testbed is served there, which is consisted of urban telecom optical ﬁber
links among NICT Koganei, Otemachi and Hakusan in Tokyo area. The links are established by interconnecting several diﬀerent sections of buried single mode ﬁbers and any
ampliﬁers are not included there. The ﬁber length between NICT Koganei and Otemachi
is 45 km, and that between Otemachi and Hakusan is 12 km.
Connecting two parallel 45-km links between NICT Koganei and Otemachi, We measured the free-run 90-km link noise. Figure 3 (a) shows the phase variation of the transmitted signal relative to that of the reference signal in the case of the 90-km distribution.
The free-run stabilities of this 90-km link and French 86-km link reported by LNE-SYRTE
are presented in Figure 4 (d) [6]. The amplitude of the diurnal phase variation reached
about 50 ns, which limited the free-run stability to the 10−12 level for longer averaging
times. Because LNE-SYRTE reported that the 86-km free-link stability was in the 10−15
level for the longer term, this 90-km link was clearly much noisier. Compared with other
reports [7][8][9], the noise showed diﬀerent order of magnitude. It is clearly seen that the
phase variation was synchronized to the temperature variation. From the result, the temperature coeﬃcient of the ﬁber link is roughly estimated as 8 ns/K, that is, -89 ps/K/km.
We measured the temperature coeﬃcient of the spooled optical ﬁber as -33 ps/K/km in
the laboratory. It proved that the length variation on the actually buried ﬁber link was
much larger than that of the spooled optical ﬁber. Figure 3 (b) shows the variation of
polarization mode dispersion (PMD) on the 90-km optical ﬁber link. It seems that the
PMD varied randomly. It is possible that the PMD variation causes the transfer instability
in the level of 2 × 10−17 at averaging time of 10000 s.

3.2

114-km distribution

We performed the 114-km RF transfer by two parallel 57-km dark optical ﬁbers connecting
two links between NICT Koganei and Otemachi, Otemachi and Hakusan. To measure the
transfer stability, both local and remote sites were placed in NICT Koganei. Figure 4 shows
the results of the 114-km transfer. The phase noise was 30 dB reduced when the phase noise
cancellation was on. There was a bump around 300 Hz in the case with the cancellation due
to the bandwidth of the phase cancellation loop. The phase variations and their frequencies
at both local and remote sites are depicted in Figure 4 (b) and (c), respectively. The roundtrip signal at the local site represents the one-way phase variation when the phase noise
cancellation was on. The results show that the phase noise was clearly large during the
daytime, which frequency components became large. The green line in Figure 4 (d) shows
the transfer stability with the phase noise cancellation. At the averaging time of 10000 s,
the 40-dB phase cancellation was achieved in comparison to that of the free run. Because
the phase noise originated from the free-run link was signiﬁcantly large, the diurnal phase
variation of a few ps was remained after the cancellation. To compensate the residual,

we have combined the temperature control system and the electrical noise cancellation
system. The modiﬁed the RF transfer system shown in Figure 5. The additional laser
was placed in the local site to be used as the indicator of the phase variation due to the
optical ﬁber link. The 60-m ﬁber was placed into the copper box out of the feedback loop
in the remote site. The temperature of the box was controlled to suppress the remained
phase variation. The response of the 60-m ﬁber for the temperature was about 2 ps/K.
Combining the electrical noise cancellation system and the temperature-controlled ﬁber,
we have achieved a better long-term stability written in the black line in Figure 4 (d),
such as 6 × 10−18 at 1-day averaging time. We estimated the resultant phase cancellation
ratio of 44-dB from the peak-to-peak values. The parameter search for the temperature
control has been continued, thus there is a possibility to improve the long-term stability
more.

4

Conclusion

We have developed an RF distribution system via optical ﬁber for the transfer of ultrastable frequency signals as well as for the clock comparison. In our system, the phase noise
induced during the transmission was cancelled by using an electrical compensation system
with the VCXO. We performed the RF transfer using the JGN2 plus 114-km optical ﬁber
link and conﬁrmed the transfer stability of 6 × 10−18 at 1-day averaging time.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the phase noise cancellation system.
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Figure 3: (a) Relative phase variation and (b) PMD of 90-km optical ﬁber link. Temperature at Tokyo is depicted.
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Figure 4: 114-km transfer results. (a) phase noise, (b) phase variation and (c) fractional
frequency. (d) Transfer stabilities on 114-km link as well as French 86-km link [6].

Figure 5: Schematic of the modiﬁed RF distribution system.
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Abstract
This paper describes a new type of bi-directional optical amplifier that overcomes the
fiber loss limits that prevent accurate frequency comparison between widely separated
places; such comparison is realized by bi-directionally transmitting wavelength division
multiplexed signals along a single fiber. The proposed optical amplifier has an optical
isolator in each two-way-channel divided by wavelength filters to suppress the optical
reflection that causes amplification instability. The additional insertion optical loss due
to this method is about 1.5 dB. Optical gain greater than 30 dB is obtained for both
signals with good optical isolation of 65 dB. An rf reference signal can be directly sent
by simple intensity modulation and direct detection (IM-DD) devices in the 1550 nm
region used widely in telecommunication networks. Phase comparison of the
transmitted signals and the frequency standards at each terminal are used for frequency
comparison. The amplifier is tested in the field using two hydrogen masers. A 120 km
fiber with loss of 52.5 dB is used to connect NMIJ to the University of Tokyo. Because
of this loss, an amplifier is needed to realize sufficient receiving power. The frequency
stability of the system with 10 MHz direct transmission is evaluated by returning the
optical signal from a halfway point (55 km from NMIJ) where the amplifier is installed.
The result is 2.6×10-16 (Allan deviation) with the averaging time of 7×104 s. This result
agrees well with the laboratory result of 1×10-16 (1 day averaging). Its excellent long
term stability is promising for stable frequency dissemination in addition to precise
frequency comparison.

1.

Introduction

Time and frequency standards contribute significantly to modern industry, science,
telecommunication, navigation and so on since they remove uncertainty. They are the
foundation of many other standards like length and voltage. More than two hundred fifty atomic
clocks throughout the world are compared, mainly by satellite-based systems. This time and
frequency comparison makes it possible to accurately generate International Atomic Time (TAI)
and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Cesium atomic fountain clocks have the uncertainty of
the order of 10-15 and are being developed to achieve even lower uncertainty. Optical frequency
clocks being developed to satisfy next-generation standards are expected to have better stability
than microwave atomic clocks. Therefore, accurate frequency comparison techniques are
becoming more important. Fiber optic networks provide a promising approach to realize such
comparison [1]. In recent works, frequencies are transmitted either in the rf-domain [2]-[4] or

by the optical carrier itself [5]-[8]. One of the points is how to extend the stable comparison
length to over 100 km. This paper describes a bi-directional optical amplifier that overcomes the
traditional fiber loss limits. Precise frequency comparison is made using Dense-WDM
technologies. Comparison-system performance is examined in the field. The remote hydrogen
maser, which is used as the reference source in the development of an optical lattice clock [9]
[10] at the University of Tokyo, is compared with UTC(NMIJ) which is generated at NMIJ. A
120 km long fiber installed for telecommunication service is used in the comparison [11].

2.

System configuration for precise frequency comparison

A time and frequency transfer system using bi-directional optical amplifiers is shown in
Fig.1. The frequency difference between two separated clocks is measured by counting the time
difference between reference and transmitted signals. A sinusoidal rf-signal is used to determine
the phase difference in this system. The dominant uncertainty is the fluctuation of signal
propagation delay d1 from site 1 to 2 and d2 for 2 to 1 mainly induced in the fiber by temperature
change. Fortunately, this factor can be canceled by using the two-way time transfer method,
which is widely used in satellite transfer systems. For this, bi-directional signals with slightly
different wavelengths are transmitted along a single fiber. The two wavelength signals (λ1 and
λ2) are divided by optical wavelength couplers. Dual mixer time difference (DMTD) equipment
is used for phase comparison at each terminal, and the phase fluctuation is canceled by the
differencing the obtained data. The counted time interval x1, x2 at DMTD 1 and 2 are
x1 = CLK1 − CLK 2 + d 2 , x2 = CLK 2 − CLK1 + d1 respectively. Therefore, time difference
between the two clocks is given by

CLK1 − CLK 2 =

x1 − x2 d1 − d 2
+
.
2
2

(1)

So the fiber fluctuation can be cancelled if delay d1 and d2 are equal, this principle is adopted in
the well known two-way time transfer method. The E/O and O/E converters and the related lead
fibers are not common. They can cause a residual fluctuation that can not be cancelled. This
system noise level (residual phase fluctuation) d 2 − d1 is evaluated by using the same
clock ie CLK1 = CLK 2 . That is
d 2 − d1 = x1 − x2 .
(2)

3.

Stable bi-directional optical amplifier

3.1

Configuration
Single-directional optical amplifiers are used in current D-WDM systems. Stable
amplification is achieved by the optical isolators in them. Without the isolators, a system would
begin to oscillate because of the reflection circuit formed between 2 optical connectors of the
amplifier. The proposed configuration for stable bi-directional amplification is shown in Fig.2.
Two wavelengths for time transfer signals (λ1 and λ2) are divided by optical wavelength
couplers. Each divided optical signal is passed through a different optical isolator. Two
bi-directional blocks are used to achieve good isolation as shown in Fig.2. This configuration
makes it possible to suppress the reflected light for each wavelength, λ1 and λ2, in bi-directional
amplification.
3.2

Optical performance
The amplifier was developed with commercially available 1.55 μm D-WDM devices as
shown in Fig.3. Dielectric multilayer-film-type filters are used as the optical wavelength
couplers. Adjacent channel isolation (0.8 nm separation) is 28 dB at minimum with typical
insertion loss of 0.6 dB. The optical isolator has an isolation value of 65 dB (typical) with 0.3

dB insertion loss. So the total insertion loss of each bi-directional block is 1.5 dB. The two
bi-directional blocks are fusion-spliced to the pigtail fibers of the EDFA-gain-block.
Performance metrics such as input - output power, gain, output-power-control-mode are
controlled and monitored through the serial port. Optical spectra for a white light source (Super
Luminescent Diode) are shown in Fig.4. The transmission wavelength of the filter is 1551.72 nm
which is one of the ITU-T grid points for λ2 signal transmission. Therefore, other wavelength
signals with 0.8 nm interval are suppressed by more than 52 dB (Fig.4 (b)). Input signal level
for λ1 was -25 dBm and output signal level was +5 dBm in this experiment, so the optical gain
was 30 dB. The reflected light at the filter is used for λ1 signal transmission (Fig.4 (a)). The
measured spectra shown in Fig. 5 are for the λ1 and λ2 wavelengths of 1550.92 nm and 1551.72
nm, respectively. Optical isolation of 65 dB was obtained between the 2 signals (Fig.5 (a)(b)).

4.

Stability test results

4.1

Optical level diagram
Installed optical cable was used for measuring the frequency of a Strontium optical lattice
clock [11]. The total loss and length were 52.5 dB and 120 km including 19 km of aerial cable. The
typical optical level diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The received optical power of -25.5 dBm is obtained
with the bi-directional amplifier providing 27 dB gain at the transfer point when the averaged output
power is +3 dBm at the optical transmitter.
4.2 System noise evaluation
(a) Laboratory test results
We checked the system performance with the same configuration as the field system where the
signal was supposed to be sent back from the transfer point (Kashiwa) to NMIJ using two SMF
fibers (Fig.6). Obtained receiver level was expected around -19 dBm in this case. A tunable laser
diode was directly modulated by a 10 MHz reference signal with modulation index of about 90 %
and directly detected by an InGaAs-PD (IM-DD). Frequency was set at 10 MHz since the signal of
10 MHz is most widely used as a reference at present. All equipment including SMF fibers (total 110
km) and optical attenuators shared the same temperature controlled room (23±1℃). Calculated
Allan standard deviation is shown in Fig.7. The received power levels for λ1 and λ2 were -20～
-19 dBm and -19 ～-18 dBm, respectively. Short-term stability (τ＝1 s) for single way
transmission was 2.1×10-12 and 2.2×10-12 for both λ1 and λ2. Calculated short-term stability of
this system is 3.0×10-12 at τ＝1 s as shown in Fig.7, given by (2.12+2.22)1/2×10-12. For long-term
stability, stable performance of 1×10-16 (1 day averaging) is obtained while the stability is around
3×10-14 (1 day averaging) for single way λ1 and λ2 even in the temperature controlled room.
(b) Field test results
The developed bi-directional optical amplifier was installed in the telecom office at the halfway
point (55 km from NMIJ). The system noise level was examined for a field-installed total of 110 km
fiber with a 38 km aerial portion as shown in Fig.6. Measured phase x1 and x2 are shown in (a) and
(b) of Fig.8, respectively. The maximum fluctuation over a 6-day observation period was 55 ns. This
result is quite large compared to the results obtained from fiber in underground conduits [12]. The
residual phase fluctuation d 2 − d1 (= x1 − x2 ) is shown in (c) of Fig.8. The phase slope of x1 − x2
is 2.24×10-16. There is a strong correlation between x1 and x2 with a 1 day period as shown in Fig. 9.
Since the fluctuation is mainly caused by the slow temperature change of fiber, there still remains a
strong correlation of a few seconds of time difference Td. Therefore, there is no big change in the
calculation of slope and stability from x1 (t ) − x2 (t + Td ) if Td is a few seconds. Excellent
long-term stability of 2.6×10-16 (Allan deviation) was obtained at the averaging time of 7×104 s as
shown in Fig.10. This result well agrees with the laboratory result of 1×10-16 (1 day averaging). The
stability at 1 s is deteriorated compared to the lab-result because of the strong jitter (43°p-p)

presumably generated by optical interference between two connectors in the transmission line.

4.3

Clock frequency comparison
Frequency of the remote hydrogen maser at site 2 (Tokyo) was compared against UTC(NMIJ)
with an H-maser and the frequency stepper called AOG as shown in Fig.6. Measured phase x1 and x2
are shown in Fig.11. Frequency of the H-maser (Clock 2) was suddenly changed on the third day in
this measurement period, so the time transfer (x1 - x2)/2 for only the first 3 days is shown in Fig.12
(a). From the slope, maser frequency is relatively high, by a factor of 1.69×10-13, compared to
UTC(NMIJ). The corresponding stability is shown in Fig. 12 (b). The flicker noise floor yielded by
the two hydrogen masers was noticeable at averaging times over 104s.

5.

Summary

A precise frequency comparison system was developed using Dense-WDM technologies.
The key component is a new bi-directional optical amplifier that can overcome the fiber loss
limits. The proposed optical amplifier has an optical isolator in each two-way-channel, isolated
by wavelength filters, to suppress the optical reflection that causes amplification instability.
Additional insertion optical loss of this method is about 1.5 dB. Optical gain greater than 30 dB
was obtained for both of the two-way signals with good optical isolation of 65 dB. An
rf-reference-signal was directly transmitted by a simple IM-DD method. When attached to 120
km of field-installed fiber with loss of 52.5 dB, the amplifier realized sufficient receiving power.
Strong phase fluctuation of 55 ns in the field-installed fiber was well canceled by two-way
D-WDM transmission. The frequency of a remote hydrogen maser was accurately determined
by UTC (NMIJ). The system noise with 10 MHz-direct-transmission was 2.6×10-16 (Allan
deviation) for the averaging time of 7×104 s. This result well agreed with the laboratory result of
1×10-16 (1 day averaging). These results clearly show the promise of the D-WDM frequency
transfer system. Its long term stability offers stable frequency dissemination in addition to
precise frequency comparison.
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SUPPRESSION OF UNEXPECTED FREQUENCY CHANGES
IN UTC(NICT)
Yuko Hanado and Mizuhiko Hosokawa
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)
4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan
Abstract
In an average atomic time scale algorithm of UTC(NICT), we developed a new method of
suppressing influences of large expected rate shifts in some clocks. The method consists of two
points. One is to add a clock rate check process. The weight of a bad clock is forced to be zero if its
latest rate largely changes from the past rate. The other is to change weighting of clocks. We found
the weighting inversely proportional to Allan deviation is preferable to avoid the influence of bad
clocks. We found the best method by simulations, and confirmed that it suppressed the frequency
changes in UTC(NICT).

1.

Introduction

National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) generates
UTC(NICT) which is realization of UTC, and Japan Standard Time (JST) defined as
UTC(NICT) + 9 hours. UTC(NICT) is generated from a weighted average of Cs atomic clocks
at the Koganei headquarters. (We call this average atomic time "ATNICT" hereafter.) The
generating system of UTC(NICT) was renewed in 2006 [1]. Though the hardware were largely
improved in this renewal, the software such as algorithm of ATNICT had not basically changed.
This was in order to avoid troubles. Improvement of the algorithm of ATNICT has remained as the
next step of renewal.
This new generating system has been well operating since 2006, however, some large
unexpected frequency changes have sometimes occurred in UTC(NICT) and ATNICT. We found
that such frequency changes resulted from large rate shifts of Cs atomic clocks used in the
calculation of ATNICT. To solve this problem, the algorithm of ATNICT should be improved
immediately. We investigated the algorithm and found solutions. Appropriate clock weighting
and additional rate-check function are effective to suppress the frequency changes in ATNICT.
In this paper, the detail of solution of the problem is described. First, the algorithm of
average-atomic-time is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3, the behaviors of UTC(NICT) and Cs
atomic clocks are shown, and the ideas of solution of the problems are considered. In Section 4,
the results of simulations are shown and the most appropriate condition is found. The reasons of
these results of investigations are considered in Section 5.

2.

Algorithm of average-atomic-time at NICT

In this section, the algorithm of ATNICT is outlined. We call an average atomic time
"TA" hereafter. The basic concept of making TA is discussed in [2] and [3], and detail of the
actual calculation is in [4].
The purpose of making TA is to obtain a highly stable timescale from atomic clocks.
The phase motion of an atomic clock is divided into two factors: linear motion with a constant
rate and a fluctuating motion. Though the fluctuating motions of clocks decrease a frequency
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Corresponding author: Yuko Hanado
4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan
Tel: 81-42-327-7624 Fax: 81-42-327-6694
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stability of TA, their influences can be suppressed by averaging many clocks. If an appropriate
weight is added to each clock, the averaged virtual clock will be more stable than individual
clocks. The ticking time of this virtual clock becomes TA. This is a basic concept of TA
algorithm.
Average atomic time TA is expressed as the following equation.
N
)
TA( t k ) = ∑ w i ( t k ) ⋅ (hi ( t k ) − x i ( t k ) ) ,
i =1

N

∑ w i ( t k ) = 1 . .................................................. (1)

i =1

Here index i identifies each clock (i=1,2,…,n,; n is the number of clocks), index k shows the
)
determination timing of TA, wi is a weight of clock#i, hi is a reading of clock#i, and x i is a
linear prediction of xi which is a phase of clock#i referred as TA.
x i ( t k ) ≡ hi ( t k ) − TA( t k ) ,

.................................................. (2)

xˆ i ( t k ) ≡ x i ( t k −1 ) + y i ( t k ) ⋅ ( t k − t k −1 ) ,

.................................................. (3)

{ x ( t ) − x i ( t k −1 − TR )}
.
y i ( t k −1 ) ≡ i k − 1
TR

.................................................. (4)

Here, TR is the period for rate calculation, and should be sufficiently long to obtain a reliable
rate. Here we determine the linear prediction error of clock phase as follows;
ε i ( t k ) = {TA ( t k ) + x i ( t k )} − {TA ( t k −1 ) + xˆ i ( t k )} .

.................................................. (5)

The first brackets represent the true time of clock#i at tk, and the second brackets represent the
linearly predicted time of clock#i at tk obtained from the previous value of TA(tk-1). This ε means
a fluctuation factor of each clock.
By using ε, a basic equation of TA is expressed as follows.
N

TA( t k ) = TA( t k −1 ) + ∑ w i ( t k ) ⋅ ε i ( t k ) ,
i =1

N

∑ w i ( t k ) = 1 . .................................................. (6)

i =1

In an actual calculation of TA, we need to fix many parameters, such as the period for
rate calculation TR, and the weight w. Since their appropriate values depend on the purposes and
situations of TA calculation, there are many variations in real algorithms. NICT algorithm
adopts TR =30 days and w proportional to 1/σy(τ=10 days).

3.

Frequency changes in TA at NICT and searching solutions

Figure 1 shows the time differences between ATNICT and UTC since 2006. There are
several sudden large frequency changes, e. g. one seen around MJD54084. They were
unexpected anomalies and made a long-term stabilities of ATNICT and UTC(NICT) worse so
much.
After some investigations, we found that these frequency changes were due to the rate
shifts of a few clocks in TA calculation. Figure 2 shows the time differences between UTC and
Cs atomic clocks. Around MJD54804, we can see a large frequency change of CS36. We
simulated TA without CS36 and found that the frequency change in ATNICT around MJD54804
disappeared (Fig. 3). This means that the anomaly of CS36 caused a frequency change of ATNICT
around MJD54804.
To avoid such a bad influence of clock anomaly, we checked the basic equation of TA
again and considered how to improve our algorithm. In equation (6), εi is a prediction error of
clock #i. If a sudden rate shift occurs in clock #i, actual phase leaves from predicted one, and
the value of εi will increase day by day. It was the reason of frequency change in ATNICT.
We tried two investigations to solve the problem. One is searching an appropriate
weighting to make TA which is highly stable and robust against the clock anomalies. Another is
introducing a rate-check-function to the TA calculation. If a clock anomaly is properly detected
by such a check, we can decrease the weight of this clock and avoid its influence. We

Figure 1. Time difference of ATNICT between
UTC. (This plot is after removing the frequency
offset of first 120 days.)

Figure 3. Time difference of simulated TA
without CS36 between UTC. (This plot is after
removing the frequency offset of first 120
days.)

Figure 2. Time difference of Cs atomic clocks between UTC.

investigated these two ideas by simulations. More precise discussion about the trials to suppress
the influence of clock anomaly is in [5].

4.

TA Simulations

4-1.

Appropriate Weighting

According to the principle of weighted averaging, the appropriate weight is in inverse
proportion to the square of the uncertainty of each clock. As we use the Allan deviation σy as
uncertainty, we think the following weight "w2" is most appropriate theoretically. We call w2
"tight weighting".
.................................................. (7)
w 2 i ( t ) = σ −yi2 ( t ,τ ) / ∑ σ −yi2 ( t ,τ )
i

Here σ yi ( t ,τ ) is the Allan deviation of the averaging time at τ. For comparison, we investigate
two different weightings. One weighting is inversely proportional to the Allan deviation, w1 (we
call it "moderate weighting"); the other is an even weighting, w0.

w1 i ( t ) = σ −yi1 ( t ,τ ) / ∑ σ −yi1 ( t ,τ )
w0 i (t ) = 1 / N (t )

.................................................. (8)

i

.................................................. (9)

Here, N is the number of clocks. Both weights of w2 and w1 depend on the averaging time τ.
We guess τ=30 days is most appropriate because typical Cs atomic clock shows the best
stability around τ =30 days. For comparison, we tested τ =10 days in the simulations.
4-2.

Rate-Check-Function

We aimed to detect the clock anomaly by adding a rate-check-function in TA
calculation. The principle of this function is very simple; if a difference between current rate
and the past rate of a clock is beyond a tolerance, the weight of the clock is forced to be zero. It
is expressed by the following equation.
y i ( t ) − y i ( t − P ) > L ⇒ w i ( t ) = 0 , here

y i (t ) =

x i (t ) − y i (t − R)
.
R

..................... (10)

Here y(t) is the current rate, y(t-P) is the past rate, R is the period for rate calculation, P is the
interval of rate comparison, and L is the tolerance limit of rate change. As for the value of R,
30days are most appropriate because typical Cs atomic clock shows the best stability σy(τ)
around τ =30 days. For comparison, we also test R=10,60 days. We fix the value of P to be the
same as R. This is the shortest interval for quick anomaly detection without a correlation
between the two rates compared.
The value of L should be larger than the uncertainty of clock rate itself to avoid
immoderate sensitive monitoring. As the rate uncertainty, we adopt the average of Allan
deviation σA at τ= 30 days of all the clocks, because all the clocks have the same products. We
set the rate limit to nσA. We calculated TA using various n values between 0.8 and 2.0, and found
that n=1.6 led the best result. Therefore, we use the rate limit L = 1.6σA (τ = 30days) = 9.2e-15.
As this modification in the algorithm is conducted only by adding a check process to
the normal calculation, it does not give an adverse effect on TA in principle.
4-3.

Simulation results

Based on the consideration in 4-2, we conducted several simulations. Table 1
summarizes the parameters. There are three weighting (w2,w1,w0), two values of
averaging-times (τ =10,30 days) for w1 and w2, three values for the period for rate calculation
(R=10,30,60 days), and two cases with or without rate-check-function (RCFon,RCFoff). From
these combinations, 30 simulations in total were conducted.
Figure 4, 5, 6 show the
stability of simulated TAs calculated
Table 1. Parameters of TA calculation.
with R=10,30,60 days, respectively.
In the case of R=10 days, all TAs are
Parameters for weighting
unstable, and RCF makes the
Type of weighing
w 2i ∝ 1 / σ 2yi (τ )
stability of TA worse. In the case
of R=30 days, the stability of TA
w1i ∝ 1 / σ yi (τ )
with RCF becomes better than that
w 0i ∝ 1 / N
of TA without RCF. As for
T = 10, 30 days.
τ for σy(τ) in w1 and w2
weighting, w1 shows better results
than w2 or w0. Averaging time τ =10
Parameters for RCF
days seems to be better than τ =30
Span of clock rate estimation R = 10, 30, 60 days．
days. In the case of R=60 days, all
Interval of rate comparison
P = R.
results are similar and an
Limit of rate change
L = 1.6*σave(τ = R).
effectiveness of rate check function

is not so clear.
Summarizing these results, the TA under the condition of "R=30 days, w1 using
σy(τ=10 days), and with RCF" shows the best result. Here we call this TA as TA_best. We can
see that TA_best is clearly smoother than ATNICT in Fig. 7. The weight of CS36 around
MJD54084 becomes zero at a proper timing. From these results, we can avoid the bad influence
of clock anomaly by calculating TA with RCF using R =30 days and w1 of σy(τ=10 days).

(a) w2
Figure 4.

(b) w1
(c) w0
Frequency stabilities of simulated TAs in R=10 days.

(a) w2
Figure 5.

(b) w1
(c) w0
Frequency stabilities of simulated TAs in R=30 days.

(a) w2
Figure 6.

(b) w1
(c) w0
Frequency stabilities of simulated TAs in R=60 days.

Figure 7. Comparison of ATNICT and TA_best.
(This plot is after removing the frequency offset
of first 120 days.)

5.

Figure 8. Frequency stability of each Cs
clock against UTC.

Consideration

We consider about the results of simulations.
As for the period of clock rate calculation, R=30 days was better than R=10 or 60 days.
This seems natural because typical Cs atomic clock shows the best stability around the
averaging time of 30 days.
As for weighting, w1 was better than w2 or w0. This is unexpected result because we
thought w2 was most appropriate. We guess the reason from the property of σy as follows.
Figure 8 shows the stability of each Cs atomic clock against UTC. We see that the clock CS42,
which shows the best stability at τ =30 days, does not show the best stability at τ =60 days. If
w2 is used in this situation, CS42 has a high weight in TA calculation and a long-term stability
of TA may become worse due to Cs42. If we use w1, the weight of CS42 becomes rather small
and the long-term stability of TA may become better. That is, the weighting which does not
strongly differentiate clocks may be better in this situation. This speculation can be applied to
the result that σy(τ =10 days) was more appropriate than σy(τ =30 days) in a weighting
calculation. In fig. 8, the variation of the clock stabilities at τ =10 days is smaller than that at
τ =30 days. It means that the weighting by using σy(τ =10 days) does not differentiate clocks so
much compared with weighting by using σy(τ =30 days). As a result, we think w1 is preferable
to avoid an influence of bad clock, though it is not the most appropriate weighting theoretically.

6.

Summary

Unexpected frequency change in UTC(NICT) was due to the rate shifts of Cs atomic
clocks. We found that the loose weighting and additional rate check function were fairly
effective to suppress the frequency change in ATNICT. Tight weighting seemed to be optimum at
first, but it did not show good results. This is because the weighting, which strongly depends on
the Allan deviation at a specific averaging time, sometimes inadequately emphasizes clocks'
anomalies. The combination of moderate weighting and rate check function with proper
parameters is preferable to avoid the influence of clock anomaly, and improved program of TA
algorithm will be installed to the regular operation system in near future.
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[Abstract]
The pure vibrational transition frequencies of magnetically trapped cold XH molecules are
useful to detect the variance in the proton-to-electron mass ratio β (X: alkali-earth atom).
This paper compares the accuracies of the vibrational transition frequencies for different XH
molecules. Using cold molecules (< 3 mK), the frequency uncertainty can be lower than 10-15.

1. Introduction
Possible variations in nature's fundamental constants are currently a very
popular research topic. Variance in the proton-to-electron mass ratio (β) in quasars
with z = 2.59 and 3.02 was measured to be Δβ β = (2 ± 0.6 ) × 10 −5 [1], while

Δβ β = (0.6 ± 1.9) × 10 −6 when z = 0.68 [2]. Shelkovnikov et al. measured the
vibrational transition frequency of SF₆ molecules at the 10-14 uncertainty level and
obtained Δβ β = (− 3.8 ± 5.6 ) × 10 −14 / yr [3]. This paper discusses the possibility of
measuring the variance in the proton-to-electron mass ratio using the |X²Σ, nv= 0,

N = 0, F = 1,M = 1>→|X²Σ, nv= 0,N = 0, F = 1,M = 1> transition frequency of
magnetically trapped cold XH (X:even isotope of alkali-earth atoms) molecules.
Here nv, N, and F are the quantum numbers of the vibratoinal, rotational, and
hyperfine states, respectively. M is the quantum number of the component of F
parallel to the magnetic field. As shown below, the uncertainty of this transition is
expected to be lower than 10-15.
2. Frequency shift
The energy structure of XH molecule is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum is
observed by two-photon absorption using two counterpropagating laser beams, so
that the spectrum is observed without the Doppler broadening. The frequency shift
is induced by the Zeeman effect, AC Stark shift, and collision shift.
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Fig.1 Energy structure of XH molecules (X: even isotopes of alkali-earth atoms) in ²Σ N = 0
state. Zeeman energy shift of molecules in the ( F = 1,M = 1) state is also shown.

2.1

Zeeman shift
The Zeeman energy shift on the |N = 0,F = 1,M = 1> state is strictly linear to

the magnetic field with the coefficient Z(nv) = μB(ge + gI(H))/2, whereμB is the Bohr
magneton and ge and gI(H) are the g-factors of electron and H-nuclear spins. Note
that μB and ge are universal constant, that have no dependence on the vibrational
state. The Zeeman frequency shift is non-zero just because of the magnetic shielding
effect on the nuclear spin by the electron cloud, that induces the slight dependence
of gI(H) on the vibrational state. When the magnetic field is lower than 100 G (the
molecular temperature is lower than 3 mK), the mean Zeeman shift on the clock
transition frequency is lower than 10-15. The uncertainty in the Zeeman frequency
shift can be further reduced by measuring the transition frequencies under different
trapping conditions.

2.2

Second order Doppler effect
When the

40CaH

and

24MgH

molecules are cooled down to 10 mK, their

velocities v are of the order of 2 m/s and 2.8 m/s, respectively. The second order
Doppler shift is lower than 10-16.
2.3

AC Stark effect
The AC electric field is induced by the blackbody radiation and the probing laser

light. When the temperature of chamber is 300 K, the AC Stark shifts induced by
the blackbody radiation are of the order of 1 × 10-15 (40CaH) and 3 × 10-16 (24MgH),
respectively. AC Stark shift induced by the probe laser light is proportional to its
power density. The power density is chosen with a trade off between the low AC
Stark shift and high transition rate. When the power density of the probe laser is
chosen so that the transition rate is equal to the spontaneous emission rate, the AC
Starl shift in the nv = 0 →1(2) transition is on the order of 9 x 10-15 (1.3 x 10-14) and
1.0 x 10-14 (4.1 x 10-15)for 40CaH and 24MgH transitions, respectively.
2.4

Collision shift
When molecules get approach to other atoms or molecules, intermolecular

interactions cause energy shift Ec. The collision shift of the clock transition
frequency is caused by the difference in Ec in the vibrational ground and excited
states. Assuming that the density of the trapped molecules is 109 /cm3, the
collisional shifts on the nv = 0 →1(2) transition frequencies are of the order of 3.5 ×
10-15 (2.3 × 10-15)

and 2.0 × 10-15 (1.3 × 10-15), for

40CaH

and

24MgH

molecules,

respectively.
Molecules are loaded into the magnetic trap area through the stage of ³He
buffer gas cooling. Although most of the 3He buffer gas is extracted after the loading,
collisions occur with remaining ³He; these collisions cause the shift in the transition
frequency. Assuming that the density of 3He buffer gas is 109 /cm3, the collisional
shifts on the nv = 0 →1(2) transition frequencies are of the order of 1.0 × 10-15 (4.3 ×
10-16)

and 6.2 × 10-16 (2.6 × 10-16), for 40CaH and 24MgH molecules, respectively.

3. Improvement of the sensitivity to the variance in β
To increase the sensitivity on the variance in β, it is useful to measure the
frequency of the THz-wave, obtained from the combination of one molecular
transition and two atomic transitions [5]. As an example, we consider the case
where the Ca+ 2S1/2 → 2D5/2, Sr 1S0 → 3P0, and

CaH nv = 0 → 1 transition

40

frequencies are used. Here, we consider (molecular transition is measured with
two-photon absorption)

(

) ( )
) f (CaH
− f Sr = 0.71 THz
2

f p = f Ca + +

Measuring the variance in fp using f(Sr) as the reference, we can detect the variance
in β and α (α is the fine-structure constant) with high sensitivity as shown below.

[

] = 56.95 dα − 13.5 dβ

d f p f (Sr )

[f

p

]

f (Sr ) dt

αdt

βdt

4. Conclusion
The Zeeman shifts on the 40CaH and 24MgH |nv = 0,N = 0, F = 1, M = 1> →|nv
= 0,N = 0, F = 1, M = 1> transition frequencies are very small. Therefore, the
uncertainty in transition frequency can be lower than 10⁻15 when magnetically
trapped cold molecules are used.
The measured vibrational transition frequency is useful to detect the variance
in the proton-to-electron mass ratio β. By combining a molecular transition
frequency with two atomic transition frequencies in the optical region, the
sensitivity to the variance in β is increased.
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CURRENT STATUS OF NICT ATOMIC FOUNTAINS
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Abstract
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) has developed a caesium
atomic fountain frequency standard NICT-CsF1 to realize the definition of the SI time scale. In July 2007,
the results were reviewed by the working group on primary frequency standard and received a
recommendation that the results be used in the calculation of TAI.

1.

Introduction
NICT has developed a Cs atomic fountain frequency standard NICT-CsF1 to contribute to
TAI and Japan Standard Time (JST). In 2006, we started to operate CsF1 as a primary frequency
standard. Currently, a frequency stability of 5 × 10-13 /τ1/2 has been achieved and a systematic
uncertainty has been estimated to be less than 1 × 10-15. In 2006, a new recommendation for a
new frequency standard was proposed in Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency
(CCTF) meeting. Following this new recommendation, we sent the report to the working group
of primary frequency standard (WGPFS) before the report was accepted by the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) and received a recommendation the results to be
used in the calculation of TAI.
In this paper, we describe the current status of NICT-CsF1 and the process before sending
the data to the BIPM. And several attempts to improve the performance of atomic fountain are
presented
2.

Brief Description of NICT-CsF1
Here, we briefly introduce NICT-CsF1. Details are described in [1]. CsF1 consists of
three parts; a laser cooling region, a microwave interaction region and a detection region. The
detection region is set between the laser cooling and the microwave interaction regions. The
microwave interaction region is surrounded by three-layers magnetic shield. Ultra high vacuum
(<2×10-7 Pa) has been achieved by using two ion pumps and two NEG pumps. Two
extended-cavity diode lasers are used as master lasers. Two 150mW laser diodes are used as
slave lasers to amplify the laser power for the laser cooling. Each laser beam is delivered to the
vacuum chamber via a polarization maintaining fiber. As the source of 9.192GHz microwave
interrogation, we use a synthesizer of Spectra Dynamics Incorporation based on the hydrogen
maser. In CsF1, Cs atoms are captured in a magneto-optical trap, and then cooled to about 2µK
by the polarization gradient cooling. The cooled atoms are launched up to the apogee of 40cm
above the microwave cavity, which gives the drift time of 560 msec. As a result, the Ramsey
fringe narrower than 0.9 Hz is observed. The microwave frequency is locked to the narrow
atomic resonance by frequency modulation locking method. The error signal is fed back to the
direct digital synthesizer in the 9.192GHz synthesizer. The frequency stability of 4×10-13/τ1/2 has
been achieved, which is mainly limited by the phase noise of the hydrogen maser.
----Motohiro Kumagai
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology
4-2-1 Nukuikitamachi, Koganei-shi, Tokyo, 184-8795, JAPAN
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3. Systematic frequency shifts and their uncertainty of NICT-CsF1
Second-order Zeeman shift The magnetic field B in the interaction region is calculated by
monitoring the (F = 4, mF = 1) – (F = 3, mF = 1) transition. This transition is also used to check
the magnetic field inhomogeneity. The variance in time of C-field is less than 1%. The offset
due to the inhomogeneity is of the order of 10-19. The uncertainty of the second-order Zeeman
shift is dominated by the temporal instability of B of less than 0.5 Hz, leading to an uncertainty
less than 1 × 10-16.
Collision Shift The frequency shift due to cold collisions is evaluated by extrapolating to zero
density. The atomic density is controlled by changing the intensity of the microwave fed to the
selection cavity. From the result of density mapping, we estimate the collisional shift with 20%
uncertainty. In practical evaluation, we do not use the historical data for the zero-density
extrapolation. CsF1 is operated alternatively with two different atomic number densities (high
and low) to correct for the collisional shift at each measurement. In the latest evaluation, we set
the atomic density lower than the previous case [1]. Thanks to the low density, the averaged
value of the shift was -1.8 × 10-15 and then the associated uncertainty was 0.4 × 10-15. As for the
dispersion associate to the measurement of the collisional shift, it was consistent within the
Type A uncertainty described below.
Microwave-power dependence shift In our estimation, the microwave power dependent shift is
classified into two types; a term linear dependent on the microwave power and an oscillating
term dependent on the microwave amplitude with referring to [2], [3]. By the least square fitting
with two contributions, the bias at the amplitude of π/2 (normal operation) is estimated to be
-2.0 × 10-15 with a standard deviation of 0.2 × 10-15. Considering that the measurement points
are not so many, we make a modest estimation of an uncertainty of 0.3 × 10-15.
Blackbody shift CsF1 is operated at 298 K in equilibrium, which generates a bias of -16.9 ×
10-15. At present, we use the coefficients in [4]. Considering the thermal gradient and the
thermal conductivity, we estimate an uncertainty of 0.4 × 10-15 corresponding to ± 2 K
Gravitational Red Shift The height of CsF1 is measured as 76.6m above the geoid surface. Here
we used Japanese geoid model ‘GSIGEO2000’[5]. The frequency bias due to the gravity
potential is calculated to be 8.4×10-15 with the uncertainty of 1 × 10-16.
Statistic (Type A) Uncertainty The frequency stability of CsF1 is typically 4×10-13 /τ1/2. Suppose
the FM white noise covers over the campaign period (more than 5days), the statistic uncertainty
period becomes the order of 10-16. However, it is difficult to prove it because of the drift of the
hydrogen maser. In CsF1, it has been confirmed that the flicker noise floor is no higher than 1.0
×10-15 by the alternative operation, free from the instability of the reference. At present, we
estimate the Type A uncertainty to be 1.0 ×10-15.
The systematic shifts and their uncertainties are summarized in Table 1. Details are described in
[1]
4.

Process to send data to BIPM
In 2006, we started the operation of NICT-CsF1 as a primary frequency standard. Just
around the same time, a new recommendation for new frequency standards was adopted in 2006
CCTF meeting for the purpose of sending reliable data to BIPM for calculation of TAI. This is
not an established rule, but NICT follows it. The main recommendations are as follows;
• the BIPM circulates to the WGPFS first reports of measurements from new standards, as well
as those from frequency standards whose uncertainties have changed appreciably,
• the use and subsequent publication of those reports in Circular T be delayed to allow
comments from the WGPFS, following which, publication should be subject to a mutual
decision by the concerned laboratory and the BIPM,

• the long-term frequency stability of a new PFS relative to TAI should be evaluated over
several months prior to the submission of a first report, and such data should be included in this
report.
According to CCTF Recommendation CCTF/06-08, we had operated CsF1 over 3 months
to check the long-term frequency stability of CsF1 by comparing with TAI and confirmed the
validity as a primary frequency standard. And we have directly compared NICT-CsF1 with
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) fountain clock (PTB-CSF1) via the Two-Way
Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) link between NICT and PTB[6]. The
obtained results were analyzed and the first evaluation report was submitted in July 2007. This
report was circulated to the WGPFS for comments before the report was accepted by the BIPM.
After positive discussions, we have received a recommendation that the reported numbers be
used in the calculation of TAI. Finally, the report was accepted by the BIPM and the values were
appeared in the Circular T. Since them, CsF1 has been contributing to determine the TAI. The
results are summarized in Fig. 1. NICT-CsF1 is the first atomic fountain that passes the process
provided by the CCTF-WGPFS.
Toward operation in the level of 10-16
Recently, the accuracy of the optical frequency standards has improved significantly. It
indicates that the more accurate primary frequency standard, which realizes the definition of SI
time scale, is required for comparison with the optical standard at the preliminary stage. For this
purpose, we are making attempts to improve the performance of our atomic fountain.
Cryogenic Sapphire Oscillator Stable reference sources such as hydrogen masers and VCXO
are used as local oscillators for frequency standards. However, its frequency stability often set a
limit to the performance of the standard. In fact, a short-term stability of CsF1 is limited by that
of our hydrogen maser. In order to overcome this limitation, we have introduced a cryogenic
sapphire oscillator (CSO), developed in University of Western Australia (UWA) [7, 8]. The CSO
has a short-term frequency stability of about 100 times better than that of the hydrogen maser.
By using this ultra-stable source as a local oscillator, it is expected to improve the short-term
stability of CsF1. The NICT CSO oscillates at 11.2GHz, with a short-term stability better than
2×10-15 at an averaging time of 1 second. In order to make the most of this highly stable signal
for several experiments it is necessary to develop synthesis chains to change the oscillation
frequency of the CSO to the appropriate frequency. At first, for laboratory distribution, we have
developed a synthesis chain to down-convert from 11.2GHz to 1GHz [9]. This 1GHz signal,
based on the CSO, is distributed to other rooms via coaxial cable. For dissemination to distant
sites, the 1GHz signal is transferred via an optical fiber link [10,11]. For microwave
interrogation to Cs atoms, the up-converter from 1GHz to 9.192GHz is required. The 9.2GHz
chain is under assembly and will be used for CsF1 soon.
NICT-CsF2 CsF1 has been developed to aim at the stable operation in the level of 10-15. It
was designed to be simple and conventional. Toward the operation in the level of 10-16, we have
been developing the second caesium atomic fountain NICT-CsF2 with introducing some more
techniques. The large point of difference between CsF1 and CsF2 is the laser cooling
mechanism. CsF2 adopts (1,1,1) laser cooling geometry to capture the atoms by pure optical
molasses. This (1,1,1) geometry enables us to capture many atoms by extending the diameter of
the laser cooling beams. It is expected to reduce the atomic number density and minify the
collisional shift. Furthermore, by comparing two atomic fountains operated with relative to the
same reference, an evaluation free from the reference instability is possible. It is considered to
be a great help to make the evaluation time shorter and to evaluate of the frequency shifts and
their uncertainties more accurately. This is an expected roll of CsF2. The vacuum vessel of CsF2
has already been assembled, by using two ion pumps and two NEG pumps, ultra-high vacuum
of 2×10-8 Pa has been achieved in all regions. The optical setup, adopting the optical fiber
5.

modules, will be completed soon.
6.

Summary
NICT has developed the cesium atomic fountain frequency standard NICT-CsF1.
Typically, CsF1 has a frequency stability of 5 × 10-13 /τ1/2 and a frequency uncertainty of less
than 1 × 10-15. Before first sending the data to the BIPM to contribute to TAI, our results were
reviewed by the WGPFS and passed the CCTF recommendations in Sep. 2007.
To improve the short-term frequency stability, we are planning to introduce the CSO as
the local oscillator of the fountain. The synthesis chains based on the CSO will be completed
soon. And to reduce the frequency uncertainty, the second atomic fountain NICT-CsF2 is under
construction.
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Table 1.

Systematic biases and their uncertainties of NICT-CsF1 in the evaluation over

the 15 days period of MJD 54709 to 54724.
Physical effect
2nd Zeeman
Collision
Blackbody
Gravity
MW-power dependence
Cavity-pulling
Rabi-pulling
Ramsey-pulling
Light shift
Distributed-cavity phase
Majorana
Background gas
Total

Bias
74.4
-1.8
-16.9
8.4
-2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Uncertainty
<0.1
0.4
0.4
<0.1
0.3
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
<0.1
0.3
<0.1
0.3
0.8

Fig.1 Frequency difference between NICT-CsF1 and the SI second on geoid (Terrestrial
Time: TT).
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Operation of laser system
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Projected B-field distribution
Inside the cavity

Finding accurate atomic velocity
distribution and Rabi-frequencies
Two Ramsey signals obtained at two different b-values can be used to accurately determine the b-values

S (total) = P (total)ρ

⎛ S (1) ⎞ ⎛ P (1) ⎞
⎜ (2) ⎟ = ⎜ (2) ⎟ρ
⎜S ⎟ ⎜ P ⎟
⎠
⎠ ⎝
⎝

S (2) = P (2)ρ

V (b1 , b2 ) = P (total)ρ − S (total)

P (total) : 256 × 314

2.9

9 Calculation time < 10 s
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Evaluated parameters
Physical Origin
Quadratic Zeeman effect
Quadratic Doppler effect
Cavity pulling

Bias /10-14
46837.5

★

★

-38.02
-0.46

Bloch-Siegert shift★

0.39

Rabi pulling★
Gravitational shift
Blackbody radiation
End-to-end cavity phase

★

C-field inhomogeneity in drift region

Uncertainty /10-14
0.1
0.23 → < 0.1O
0.28 → 0.07
< 0.001

-0.35

0.1

0.95

0.1

-1.63

0.02

117.1/113.0

0.35

1.48 → 0

0.1 → 0.042

Majorana★

0

< 0.2

Ramsey Pulling

0

0.01O

0

3.5 → 0.9O

Light shift

★

Type-B Uncertainty

O

4.3 → 1.0

→ upon adopting regularized inverse method
★ parameters related to Rabi frequency and velocity distribution measurement
O upon hardware improvement
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Frequency Stability

9 Short term stability (1 s):
1.3×10-12
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Comparison with UTC

S.H. Lee et al. to be submitted to Metrologia (2008)
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Summary
¾ Development of an optically pumped cesium beam frequency
standard (KRISS-1) began in 1998. In 2008, KRISS-1 is at
state of near completion and it will soon contribute to the
international atomic time (TAI).

¾ Various components in KRISS-1 and novel techniques for
calculating the velocity distribution and the Rabi frequency
improved deduction of frequency biases.

¾ The relative uncertainty budget is 1.0×10-14 and it is
compared with TAI.
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Assembly of KRISS-1
Magnetic Shielding

Ramsey Cavity

Light Collector

Static Magnetic
Field poles
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Core components comprising the clock
Beam tube

Laser system

PM optical fibers
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국제 원자시와 KRISS-1의 시각 비교
KRISS-1 relative to H-maser
at 2007. 5. 22

Data from Circular-T
-12

Relative Frequency (TAI-HMaser)

1.36x10

1.319×10-12

-12

1.34x10

-12

1.32x10

-12

1.30x10

TAI relative to KRISS-1
at 2007. 5. 22

2007. 5. 22

-12

1.28x10

0.1 (±1.2) ×10-14

-12

1.26x10

54000 54050 54100 54150 54200 54250 54300 54350

Modified Julian Date
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Accuracy Evaluation
9 Frequency Biases
균질 편이

Depends on Ramsey lineshape
background

2nd Zeeman Rabi Pulling
Gravity
Cavity Pulling
Blackbody

Phase shift

Uncertainty

Cavity Phase
2nd Doppler
Bloch-Siegert
ect.

Frequency
biases

9 Type-A Uncertainty (Statistical)
Caused by noise in measurements
Measured by Allan standards variance

Definition of 1 s

9 Type-B Uncertainty (Systematic)
Comes from lack of information in determining accurate
frequency biases due to physical phenimena
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Outline
– Introduction
– Experimental setup
– Operation principles
– Accuracy evaluation
– Short summary
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Application of primary
frequency standards…
9 Generates TAI and UTC
9 Maintains standard time
Time Keeping

9 Accurate physical measurements
9 Verifying physical principles and phenomena
Precision
measurements

9 Building complex telecommunication networks
9 Calibrating navigation tools
Networks
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State Key Laboratory of Precision Spectroscopy
East China Normal University, Shanghai, China

Precision Control
of Optical Field
Yanyi Jiang, Su Fang, Zhiyi Bi,
Xinye Xu and Long-Sheng Ma
ATF 2008 in Jakarta, Indonesia
1

2

Outlines
1.
2.
3.
4.

Optical frequency comb
Ultra-narrow line-width laser
Fiber noise cancellation
Next —Yb optical atomic clock

3

Optical clock
νo

Isolated atoms

Detector

Δν

Or

Atomic Resonance
correcting Laser
frequency

Ion Trap

Optical Lattice

νo ~ 1014 – 1015 Hz
Δν ~ 1 Hz or less

Laser
fL (Optical frequency Standard)
Narrowing Laser
Line width

fo

fb
f

0
no

Ultra-narrow line-width laser

frep

Optical frequency comb
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1. Femto-second laser
frequency comb
(Optical gear)

5

Configuration of Transportable Comb

RF Synthesizer

H-maser

RF band pass
filter fceo

RF Synthesizer
PLL
fceo

RF band pass
filter frep

PLL
frep

HV
Amp

P

RF
Amp

AOM

D

Ti
SHG

532 nm

M3

Mp

λ/2

λ/2

1064 nm
600 to
900 nm

M2

M1

Periscope
λ/2

PCF
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Agreement among Three Femtosecond
Laser Combs at Optical Region
Ma, et al. Opt. Lett.29, 641 (2004)

Referred to H maser

Δf [ECNU-C1 – BIPM-C1] = 0.15 Hz uc = 1.24 Hz
Δf [BIPM-C2 – BIPM-C1] = 0.09 Hz uc = 0.83 Hz
Δf [ECNU-C1 – BIPM-C2] = 0.06 Hz uc = 1.49 Hz
The measured frequency is 563 THz.

Including all the 21 data points
Average difference is 0.11 Hz with uc = 0.69 Hz

10-15
Limitation?

7

Repetition rate control by
optical frequency standard

fL= f0 + fb + N0* frep
fL (Optical frequency Standard)
fo

fb

f

0
N0

frep
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Repeat and Further Improvement Since 2003
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Testing the optical pulse train
by nonlinear cross-correlation
Femtosecond
Laser frequency
Comb 1
Optical
Frequency
Reference fL

Δfrep
frep

frep1 = ( fL – f01 – fb1 )/N
BBO

= 1.7 × 10-18

PMT

frep2 = ( fL – f02 – fb2 )/N
counter
Femtosecond
Laser Frequency
Comb 2

Δfrep
frep1
frep2

Δfrep

overlap

t
10

t
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2. Narrow Line width Laser
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Laser frequency stabilization
by Fabry-Perot cavity
EOM

λ/4
Fabry-Perot
Cavity

Laser

~
Servo

DBM

5-100
Hz

Seismic
acceleration

1. Shot noise limitation
2. Isolation of cavity

Drever R. W. P., Hall J. L., Kowalski F. V.,
Hough J, Ford G. M., Munley A. J. and Ward H.,
Appl. Phys. B 31 97, 1983
14

Immune from environmental perturbation
minimum response to
vertical acceleration
L - ΔL
g
L - ΔL
L + ΔL

L + ΔL

g

Vibration and deformation
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Theoretical calculation of mounting configuration by
finite element analysis

Horizontal
∆L
L

= 1.8×10-9

vertical

Vibration insensitivity can be reached through
finely adjusting supporting position

∆L
L

= 8×10-11
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Experimental setup

F ~ 300,000
contrast > 60%

YAG
Laser

YAG
Laser

Isolator

Isolator
17
Detector

Precision measurement of cavity finesse
by optical-heterodyne cavity-ring-down
Amplitude / a.u.

15 0
10 0

F =πτ′ /τ

50
0
-5 0

-10 0
0

50

100

1 50

200

T im e / μ s
Laser
λ/ 4

Isolator
Detector

F ~ 300,000

Beating between field leaking from the cavity storage and
instantaneous cavity-reflected field as laser frequency scans

18

Laser linewidth is mainly determined by
length stability of cavity
Sensitive to environment condition
Thermo fluctuation
Vibration (acoustic and seismic noise)
Contamination of discriminator signal (RAM)
Servo system

Improvements:
Length stability: ΔT~1 mK, vibration isolator
optical & electronics means: EOM (RAM, δ, β)

19

20

0.07Hz/s
2007.7

Allan standard deviation
3×10-15 (1s)
Frequency drift <1 Hz/s
1.5 Hz (each laser 1 Hz)

2008.10.7

Optical heterodyne beat between two cavity-stabilized lasers

21

3.Fiber phase noise eater
Fiber is convenient, but rise problem
ΔL → phase modulation → fiber phase
noise
Feedback control of dynamic system —
phase noise cancellation
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Delivery the Same Optical Frequency at Two Places:
Accurate Cancellation of Phase Noise Introduced by an
Optical Fiber or Other Time-Varying Path
Long-Sheng Ma, Peter Jungner, Jun Ye and John L. Hall

Δf
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Fiber phase noise eater at ECNU
Δf

Δf + mHz

AOM

λ/4

Fiber

Laser
f
f

Experiment
setup

f+∆

f +2(∆+ δ)

δ
Detector
2(∆+ δ)

~

PLL

RF driver
÷2

Test (300m): ~ kHz

~ mHz

VCO at 2(∆+ δ)
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Fiber Phase

Fiber Phase

Noise Eater

Noise Eater

Isolator

Isolator

YAG Laser

Servo

Servo
YAG Laser

Detector

Spectrum
analyzer
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Fiber noise eater: off
FFT Resolution: 977 mHz

> 4 Hz (4 m fiber)

Fiber noise eater: on
FFT Resolution: 0.954 mHz

2 mHz
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4.Next
Cold Yb optical atomic clock
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Yb Cold Atom System
High temperature oven

Zeeman slower

Main chamber

Designed for 3D optical lattice
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Cooling and Trapping Yb Atoms
First-stage cooling
Obtained cold Yb atoms with

T~ mK
N ~ 107

σ
+

σ
-

B

399nm 1st-MOT

Next
Second-stage cooling ~ μK

σ
+

σ
B

-

556nm 2nd-MOT

3D optical lattice
Pattern
Patternof
ofstanding
standingwaves
wavesthat
that
traps
trapsYb
Ybatoms
atomsin
inenergy
energywells.
wells.
759nm
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Yb Optical Clock
νo
Δν

578 nm Laser
1319 nm
SFG

Stabilization
By F-P Cavity

Fiber Phase
Noise Eater

1030 nm
Cooling & Trapping

fs frequency
Comb

399 nm

τ~ 20 s

556 nm
578 nm

Fiber noise eater,
Power stabilizer,
Frequency drift compensation

Yb
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Abstract
We discuss two possible configurations for optical lattice clocks; a one-dimensional (1D)
lattice loaded with spin-polarized fermions, and a three-dimensional (3D) lattice loaded
with bosons. In the former scheme, collisional frequency shift is suppressed by the
quantum statistical property of identical fermions. This Pauli blocking of collisions is
critically dependent on the degree of spin polarization of the fermionic atoms, which we
carefully investigated in the Rabi excitation process of the clock transition. In the latter
scheme, a single occupancy lattice suppresses bunching of bosons and collision shifts. We
demonstrate a frequency comparison of these two optical lattice clocks based on fermionic
87

Sr and bosonic

5×10

−16

88

Sr. By operating these clocks sequentially, we achieved a stability of

at a 2,000 s averaging time. Such measurements are an important step to ascertain

the lattice clocks’ uncertainty at the 10−16 level and beyond, where no working standard
exists.

1. Introduction
To date, optical clocks based on singly trapped ions [1] and ultracold neutral atoms trapped in
Stark-shift-free optical lattices [2] are regarded as promising candidates for future atomic clocks.
So far “optical lattice clocks” have been evaluated on the basis of Cs atomic clocks and their
uncertainties are now below 1×10−15 [3,4]. In 2008, such absolute frequency measurements were
done by JILA [3], SYRTE [4], and Tokyo-NMIJ [5], and their agreement reached 6×10-16,
which was comparable to the uncertainty of International Atomic Time. Direct frequency
comparison between optical lattice clocks is crucial if they are to be evaluated at a stability
better than the Cs clocks’ performance. One of the essential experimental challenges in the
development of optical lattice clocks is to determine better lattice geometries as well as

investigation of different interrogated atom species (including their quantum statistics) that will
bring out the potential performance of the clock scheme.
Here we demonstrate two possible configurations for optical lattice clocks; a one-dimensional
(1D) lattice loaded with spin-polarized fermions and a three-dimensional (3D) lattice loaded
with bosons. Although these two configurations are effective especially to suppress collisional
frequency shift uncertainty, the blackbody radiation (BBR) and lattice-laser-induced higher
order light shifts also have to be controlled to reach an accuracy of 1×10-17 or below. We
discuss these uncertainties in our experiments on the development of a Hg-based lattice clock
and a “blue-detuned” optical lattice clock.
2. 1D optical lattice clock with fermions
The uncertainty due to atomic collisions is a critical issue for the 1D configuration as several
tens of atoms are trapped at each lattice site and colliding with each other in a small volume.
Collisions of ultracold atomic samples can be expressed by the mean-field energy of
(2)
E int = 4π h 2 ang ( 2 ) ( 0 ) m , where a is the scattering length, n is the density of atoms, g (0) is
the two-particle correlation function at zero distance, m is a mass of atom. For identical
fermions, g(2)(0) is zero due to their statistics and this anti-bunching nature leads to the quantum
statistical suppression of collisions. Collision suppression with Pauli blocking has already been
demonstrated with Li atoms in an optical lattice on RF transition [6]. To prepare identical
samples of 87Sr fermions, we polarized the atomic spins of 1S0 (F=9/2) state to mF=+9/2 or -9/2
stretched states by optical pumping on 1S0−3P1 transition [7]. With these spin-polarized samples,
we excited the clock transition 1S0(mF=+9/2 or -9/2) − 3P0(mF=+9/2 or -9/2) by the probe laser
aligned with the axis of a 1D lattice as shown in Fig. 1(a). We carefully examined the atomic
coherence of the clock excitation process, as degradation of the identities of the atoms during
clock excitation leads to the residual collisions.
When we excite a clock transition in a trapping potential, the potential modifies the excitation
processes in contrast to spectroscopy in free space. Although an optical lattice at the “magic
wavelength” does not perturb the resonance frequency due to Stark shift cancellation [1], the
quantized motion in a lattice potential slightly modifies the Rabi frequencies dependent on the
vibrational state number n. The Rabi frequency on the n-th vibrational state is given by

(

) ( )

Ω n ≈ Ω el exp − η 2 / 2 Ln η 2 ,
here Ωel is the Rabi frequency for the electronic transition, η is the Lamb-Dicke factor, Ln(x) is
the n-th order Laguerre polynomial. The observed signal is the summation of the Rabi
oscillations over all thermally occupied vibrational states n, which exhibits collapses and

revivals. Figure 1(b) shows these collapses and revivals of Rabi oscillations at a potential depth
of U0=45ER, where ER is the recoil energy of the lattice laser.
By reducing U0 to 30ER, the Rabi oscillation reduces to a single oscillation with atoms in the
vibrational ground state as shown in Fig. 1(c). Population oscillation lasted more than 1 s, which
was beyond our laser coherence time. The atomic coherence is currently limited by a vacuum
pressure of 5×10-9 Torr and lattice photon scattering lifetimes of 12 s for 1S0 and 1.1 s for 3P0
with U0=45ER. This long atomic coherence indicates that an optical lattice at the magic
wavelength does not degrade atomic coherence at the time scale of ~1 s and suggests the
feasibility of Pauli blocking of collisions.
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Fig.1 (a) An experimental setup for a 1D optical lattice clock with spin-polarized fermions. (b)
Collapses and revivals of Rabi oscillations with U0=45ER. (c) Excitation of vibrational
ground-state atoms (n=0) with U0=30ER.

3. 3D optical lattice clock with bosons
In a 3D optical lattice, single atoms are isolated at millions of lattice sites in the Lamb-Dicke
regime as shown in Fig. 2(a). This configuration is free of Doppler and collisional shifts like
single ion clocks, and strong signals from N~106 atoms allows accurate spectroscopy with high
stability. Figure 2(b) shows the spatial rotation of the lattice laser’s polarization; unlike the 87Sr
isotope,

88

1

3

Sr is immune to this vector light shift. For

88

Sr atoms, the clock transition

S0(J=0)− P0(J=0) is completely forbidden. By applying a DC magnetic field, we mix the 3P0

with the 3P1 state [8] and induce the finite dipole moment on the clock transition. With |B|=2.34
mT and IP=400 mW/cm2, we introduce a Rabi frequency of 9 Hz.
The 3D lattice was constructed by folding a traveling wave in an optical cavity to make phase
stable and deep trapping potentials. With an input laser power of 200 mW, we achieved trapping
potential depth of 20 μK. We loaded 105 atoms with the temperature of 4 μK into this 3D
lattice.

B m : mixing field
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Probe laser
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Lattice laser

(b)
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y

λL

Fig. 2 (a) An experimental setup for a 3D optical lattice clock with single-occupancy bosons. (b)
The amplitude and direction of the lattice laser electric field EL. The bright areas correspond to
the amplitude maxima, where atoms are trapped.

4. Frequency comparison between 1D and 3D optical lattice clocks
We compare the frequencies between 1D and 3D lattice clocks by operating them
sequentially [9], as shown in Fig. 3. The clock laser’s frequency is independently stabilized to

each atomic resonance of 87Sr in 1D and 88Sr in 3D lattice by tuning the driving frequencies of
acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) with digital servo loops. The beat note of their frequencies
was recorded by a frequency counter. This beat note corresponds to the isotope shift (~62 MHz)
between

87

Sr and

88

Sr and was used for the evaluation of the stability and accuracy of lattice

clocks. We achieved a stability of 5×10-16 at an averaging time of 2,000 s. The isotope shift
was evaluated to be 62,188,138.4(1.3) Hz. Collisional frequency shifts were reduced to below
the measurement uncertainty due to the suppression methods mentioned above.
Optical frequency
comb

fn
frep

Cooling and
f Lattice lasers

fCEO
Probe laser
(698 nm)

AOM

Master clock

88Sr

in 3D Lattice

∫

Digital servo
∫

Counter
AOM

Spin‐polarized
87Sr in 1D Lattice

Fig. 3 An experimental setup for the frequency comparison between 1D and 3D lattice clocks.
The beat note was recorded and used for the evaluation of the lattice clocks’ performances.

5. Future prospects
5.1. Optical lattice clock with Mercury (Hg) atoms
At accuracies of 1×10-17 or below, blackbody radiation (BBR) and 4th order light shifts will
dominate the uncertainty budgets of optical lattice clocks with Sr atoms, as well as the collision
shifts that were mentioned above. Atomic Hg is a candidate species for optical lattice clocks,
and has one order of magnitude smaller sensitivity to BBR and 4th order light shifts. We started
development of Hg-based optical lattice clock, and have for the first time succeeded in
magneto-optical trapping of Hg atoms [10].
5.2. Blue-detuned optical lattice clock
By tuning the lattice laser wavelength to the “magic wavelength”, the 1st order light shift of the
lattice laser cancels at the clock transition [2]. However, higher order light shifts (mainly 4th
order) are not cancelled. Trapping atoms at the nodes of an optical lattice is effective in
reducing the higher order light shift uncertainties as these terms are on the order of O(I2). This

can be realized by trapping atoms in a blue-detuned optical lattice [11]. Although the intensity
of the trapping laser vanishes at the node of the lattice, the finite spatial spread of the vibrational
ground-state wave function leads to an average intensity <I> experienced by atoms of <I>~Ip/10,
where Ip is the peak intensity. This helps to reduce the 4th order light shift by two orders of
magnitude compared to a red-detuned lattice with the same beam intensity.
Figure 4(a) shows the calculated 1st order light shifts for the upper and lower states of the clock
transition with the laser intensity of 10 kW/cm2. The blue-detuned “magic wavelength,” where
the light shifts for both states coincide on the blue side of the resonance, can be found at around
390 nm. We measured the differential light shift of the clock transition induced by the laser
around 390 nm, as shown in Fig. 4(b). We determined the “blue magic wavelength” to be
389.889(9) nm. At this “blue magic wavelength”, the 4th order light shift uncertainty reduces to
a few 10-19 with the laser intensity of 1 kW/cm2.
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Fig. 4 Results of the “blue magic wavelength” measurement. (a) Calculated light shifts for the
1

S0 (blue line) and 3P0 (red line) states of the clock transition with a lattice laser intensity of 1

kW/cm2. Light shifts for both states coincide at around 390 nm. (b) Measured differential light
shift of the clock transition as a function of the laser wavelength.

6.

Summary

We demonstrated two types of optical lattice clocks: a 1D lattice clock with spin-polarized
fermions and a 3D lattice clock with single occupancy bosons. These configurations are
effective to suppress collisional shift uncertainty, which is always problematic for atomic clocks
to increase the number of atoms. From a direct frequency comparison between these clocks, we
evaluated the collisional or other frequency uncertainties and obtained the isotope shift with 1.3
Hz uncertainties and a stability of 6×10-16 at 2,000 s. This direct frequency comparison enables
an evaluation of lattice clocks’ performances without relying on existing frequency references.
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Time and Frequency standards at NIM
Cs fountain Clock
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NIM5 cesium fountain clock…

NIM5 cesium fountain clock…
NIM5 operating with MOT, FWHM of Ramsey fringe: 1 Hz, April - May 2007
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NIM 633nm I2 stabilized He-Ne laser

– completed in 1980, and improved in 1992.
– standard uncertainty: 2.5×10-11
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frequency stability: 2.4 ×10-14(1s), 4×10-15 (after 200s)

NIM Ti:Sapphire PCF frequency comb

– completed in 2006
– using NIM4 Cs fountain clock controlled H2 maser as reference, measure
the optical frequency of a 532nm I2 stabilized Nd:YAG laser: 563 260 223
512.991±0.02 (kHz), uncertaintyy: 3.6×10-14

Secondary representations of the “Second”

- report of the 17th meeting of CCTF, 2006

Principle of optical lattice clock

Optical clocks vs. microwave clocks
Frequency stability (Allan Deviation):

σy ∝

Δf 1
1
⋅
⋅
f0 τ
N

τ is averaging time,N
is number of atoms
光钟的频率不确定度能达到
10
Q OpticalClock
Q MicrowaveClock

=

f 0 OpticalClock
f 0 MicrowaveClock

1015
≈ 10 = 105
10

frequency uncertainty of optical clock: 10-18 is possible!

Energy level diagram of Strontium
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trap life time τ: ~18.5ms
loading rate N/ τ: ~ 1.6×1010 atoms/s

MOT atom number estimation
PD
（V）
PD_coeff . × SolidAngle _ coeff . × TransitionRate _ coeff . × PhotonEnergy
3.0V
=
6
2.5 ×10 V/W × 0.003 × 3 ×106S−1 × 4.31×10−19 J
≈ 3 ×108

atom _ number =

6
PD_coeff.=2.5 × 10 V / W

A
2π (1 − cos )
2 = 1 (1 − 0.9939) = 0.003
SolidAngle_coeff. =
4π
2
15
A = 2 arctan
135
−34
14
−19
PhotonEnergy@ 461nm = hυ = 6.626 × 10 × 6.505 × 10 = 4.31× 10 J

TransitionRate_coeff. = Γ ' =

0.227 / 2
SΓ / 2
=
Γ = 0.015Γ = 3 × 106
2σ
7.477
1 + S + ( )2
Γ

Current and future work
current:
¾ 461nm blue MOT optimization
¾ 689nm red MOT laser line-width reduction
¾ 698nm clock laser development
future:
¾ 689nm red MOT (narrow-line cooling)
¾ optical lattice @813nm
¾ Spectroscopy at sideband resolved and recoil limit
¾ …
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Abstract
We constructed the Magneto-optical trap (MOT) of ytterbium atoms by using 1S0-3P1 (556
nm) intercombination transition (green MOT) to load the atoms in the optical lattice. We
observed 65 % of Yb atoms in 1st stage blue MOT (1S0-1P1 399 nm) was transferred to the
green MOT. The number of atom in green-MOT was measured about 600,000. For the
experiment we developed 20 mW-556 nm light source based on solid state laser.
To probe the clock transition we have developed two kinds of laser system producing 578
nm light, one by second harmonic generation of diode laser, which produces 2.4 mW from 40
mW-1156 nm diode laser, the other by sum frequency generation, which produces 8 mW
from 80 mW-1030 nm fiber laser and 150 mW-1319 nm Nd:YAG laser.

1. Introduction
Recently as the frequency stability and the systematic uncertainty of the optical clock based on
single ion trap surpassed the performance of the best cesium fountain clock in long-term
operation and also 87Sr optical lattice clock showed the best short-term stability by virtue of the
large number of atoms that can be interrogated in a cycle [1], the possibility of new definition of
second with optical clock is increasing. KRISS have made efforts on developing optical lattice
clock with the ytterbium atoms [2] because ytterbium also has been noticed as a candidate for
the future best optical clock.
171
Yb has features of having simple magnetic sub-level due to minimum nuclear spin 1/2,
which results in minimum Zeeman shift, very effective optical pumping between magnetic
sub-levels, and minimum vector polarization dependent stark shift. The magic wavelength for
Yb optical lattice was determined experimentally at 759.35 nm. The two-photon absorption
process by the lattice field also in consideration because it causes the hyper-polarization effect,
fortunately it is known that there exists magic-polarization which eliminates the effect.
Consequently the relative frequency uncertainty of Yb optical lattice clock is expected to reach
10-17 level.
Generally for trapping atoms in optical lattice efficiently, the temperature of atoms must be
lower than the potential depth of the optical lattice. But the temperature of cold ytterbium which
can be reached in blue -MOT (1S0-1P1 399 nm) is 20 times higher than that of potential depth of
optical lattice (~50 μK depth with 1 W laser). So 2nd stage cooling with the intercombination
transition (Doppler temperature limit is 4 μK) is necessary. However due to the narrow
line-width of the transition the cooling force is not enough to trap the atoms from Zeeman
slower directly. So we use the blue MOT as a pre-stage cooling and the pre-cooled atoms are
transferred to green-MOT. To make the cooling laser resonant to intercombination transition
(1S0-3P1) of ytterbium we built a laser system composed with a diode laser, fiber amplifier, and
SHG with PPLN. In this report we describe the way we made the trapping laser and the process
*E-mail:

cypark@kriss.re.kr; Tel. +82-42-868-5730; Fax. +82-42-868-5282.

with which we transfer cold atoms of blue MOT to green MOT.
Another progress we made recently is the production of yellow light of 578 nm for detecting
clock transition (1S0-3P0) of the Yb atoms. This wavelength is not available directly from diode
laser, which caused the cost for experiment to increase. However we found out a manufacturing
company of the diode laser producing high power 1156 nm light. By the frequency doubling of
the diode laser we were able to produce 2.5 mW of 578 nm light. We believe this method will
crucially down the cost for developing ytterbium optical clock.

2. Green-MOT
3

P1 state of Yb atom has 180 kHz line-width which is two orders of magnitude smaller than
that of 1P1 state used for blue-MOT. So the trapping force and the effective trapping region of
green MOT are much smaller than that of blue-MOT. In Fig.1 the size of trapping region for
blue MOT is around 10 mm, however for green-MOT it shows 0.1 mm for the given magnetic
field gradient. Also it must be noticed that MOT center moves by the imbalance of trapping
laser intensity between input and retro-reflected laser, in the figure 70 % of imbalance of the
intensity makes 5 mm movement of blue MOT center which is 5~10 times larger than the
effective trapping region of green-MOT of intensity s=1. It means the cold atoms in blue-MOT
locate out of the effective trapping region of green-MOT, thus atoms cannot effectively reloaded
in green-MOT when blue laser turns off. This imbalance is unavoidable with the retro-reflection
configuration. Fortunately, it is possible to enlarge the trap region of a MOT by frequency
modulation or high intensity laser to broaden the line-width. In experiment we used 3 mW (s ~
20) green trapping laser per axis to give line-width broadening of 1 MHz and gave frequency
modulation of 2 MHz to the laser.

Fig 1 It shows the trapping region depending on laser detuning and intensity balance between fore-/retro
going trapping beam at a given magnetic field gradient. Calculated from saturation parameter, s=1

The laser system for 556 nm is composed of an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) of 70
mW-1112 nm as a master laser, an Yb-doped fiber amplifier for amplification of the master laser,
a wave guided periodically-poled lithium niobate (WG-PPLN) for second harmonic generation
of 1112 nm, and a high-finesse cavity for further reduction of ECDL, form which we obtained
20 mW-556 nm with 1 kHz line-width. The center frequency of 556 nm laser is stabilized by the
fluorescence signal from the collimated thermal atomic beam. For the blue -MOT and Zeeman
slower two 399nm ECLD -15 mW are used. Their frequencies are stabilized by the fluorescence
signals from the same atomic beam.
Fig 2 shows the optical layout for double-staged trapping system. The Zeeman slowing laser
and the trapping laser are used without ant spatial mode filtering because intensity fringe of
diode laser didn’t make problems in our setup. The diameter of trapping laser is 1.5 cm which
has 3 mW power per axis. The beam is switched with fast mechanical shutter located at focal

position of laser to make have switching time of 50 μs. On the other hand the 556 nm trapping
laser has AOM switching for the multi-purposes, switching, modulation, and attenuation. The
powers of all trapping lasers are divided by three paths to x, y, z axis. They are overlapped by
diachronic mirror reflecting for 399 nm and transmitting for 556 nm. We carefully considered
the beam paths of two trapping laser to be independently controlled but the retro-reflecting
mirrors and QWP in front of the mirror are shared by the lasers. However input side
quarter-wave plates (QWP) to make trapping laser circular polarization are not shared, thus the
polarization of the all trapping laser also can be controlled independently. For the AOM driver
of 556 nm trapping laser we used voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) controlling FM
modulation range with 0~10 volts, where we used precise voltage reference with 10-4 stability so
that AOM frequency shift has < 1 kHz uncertainty. By using a bias-T the reference voltage is
added with the modulation voltage having 1 V peak to peak sine wave which gives 2 MHz
modulation depth. Another AOM is used in the path of laser used for error signal generation in
the atomic beam machine, the driver for the AOM fixed a frequency generator with 10-7
accuracy is used at 80 MHz.
The whole system is controlled by computer flexibly for various measurements like the trap
life time, the transfer efficiency, the atoms temperature. For example, in the experiment of
measuring transfer efficiency, at the first step all of the lasers are turned on during 2 second to
wait the atoms full the blue/green-MOT where, however, the effect of green laser is negligible.
At second step only green laser is turned on during 50 ms, which is enough time some part of
atoms are reloaded to green MOT and the others spread away out of trapping region. At third
step blue laser turned on again with Zeeman slowing laser staying in off to prevent new atoms
from being captured. In the last step we can measure the transfer ratio from blue to green MOT
by comparing the fluorescence intensity between right before and after of the 50 ms interval. In
this way the measured temperature of the green MOT life time is 2 second and the transfer ratio
is 65 %. However we didn’t measure the temperature of cloud yet. On the right side of Fig.2 we
can see the picture of trapped ytterbium. The trap size of green MOT (lower picture) is a third of
blue MOT (upper picture), which is bigger than we were expected.

Fig. 2 Left: optical layout for Yb green-MOT. Up right: picture of blue-MOT. Down right:
picture of green-MOT.

3. 578 nm Probe Laser
We have made 578 nm probe laser by using second harmonic generation (SHG) and sum
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frequency generation (SFG). In SHG method we used two diode lasers with 1156 nm-40 mw
and a MgO-PPLN. An ECLD used as a master laser whose frequency is reduced by current feed
back with a Pound-Drever error signal from a high finesse cavity. However, because we have
just one laser system for this type we can’t measure the line-width with direct method by using
beat frequency method. Alternatively we estimated it by the analysis of the error signal with
autocorrelation function of electric field. As the results the line-width of the laser was verified
under 1 kHz. A part of the output from the diode laser is injected to another diode laser for
amplification and we got 40 mW amplified output which has the same frequency property of the
master laser. Finally a MgO-doped WG-PPLN doubled the frequency of slave laser, which
produced 2.5 mW -578 nm light. In SFG method we used 80 mW-1030 nm fiber laser and 150 mW1319 nm Nd:YAG laser an another MgO-PPLN, all of them are commercial, which produces
578nm-10 mW output. The laser line-width of the lasers are very narrow, 1030 nm fiber laser
has 20 kHz and 1319 nm Nd:YAG laser has 1 kHz. Thus we expect the output line-width will
have 40 kHz without using line-width narrowing technique.
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Fig. 3 Laser system for producing 578 nm probe laser. The graph of up right is showing
SHG efficiency and output power of yellow light depending on pumping power, the graph of
down right show the line-width of master laser (ECLD) calculated from error signal.

4. Conclusion and Future Works
We have constructed Yb green-MOT with a robust green laser system we had developed. As
the next step we will perform an experiment to load the atoms to optical lattice potential well.
Also we will construct frequency scanning system for 578 nm laser to detect the clock transition
of Yb atoms trapped in the lattice.
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Progress Toward Sr Optical Lattice Clock at NICT and Vapor Cell
Measurement of 88Sr 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 Collision Shifts
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We are building a Sr optical lattice clock, which will provide one of the secondary
representations of the second. Our latest progress is that we have trapped the 88Sr atoms
in a 461 nm (Blue) Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT), and then in a 689 nm (Red) MOT.
Using the light source prepared for the Red MOT, we measured the collision shifts in
the

88

Sr 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition (λ=689 nm). We performed saturation absorption

spectroscopy of thermal atoms in a vapor cell at 455 degree C, and the absolute frequency
of 689 nm laser was calibrated with a frequency comb which was referenced to International
Atomic Time (TAI). This scheme enabled us direct comparison of our cell-based measurement
to the accurate frequency obtained with ultracold atoms 1 .
We measured the shift due to Sr-Sr binary collisions, as well as collisions with helium,
neon, argon, and xenon buffer gas. The observed shift due to collisions with helium was
about +5 kHz at 10-2 Torr. If we assume linear scaling, the shift would be about 0.5 mHz
(δf/f～10-18) at 10-9 Torr.
While our measurement is not directly on

88

Sr 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P0 clock transition, this

measurement may add extra information on the systematic shift at the level of δf/f～10-18.
Helium was the only buffer gas that showed blue shift among others used here. The absolute
value of the slope of the frequency shift due to collisions with helium was 30, 4, and
3.4 times larger than Ne, Ar, and Xe respectively.

I.

Progress Towards Sr Optical Lattice Clock at NICT

We are building an optical clock based on neutral Sr atoms trapped in an optical
lattice.

Our basic plan is to follow the recipe developed at University of Tokyo 2 and

JILA 3 .
The steps toward Sr optical lattice are listed as follows.
1. Trap Sr atoms into Magneto-Optical Trap with 461nm beam (Blue MOT).
2. Change the beam of the Blue MOT to 689nm (RED MOT) and further cool atoms.
3. Hold atoms with Optical lattice.
4. Perform high precision spectroscopy on clock transition of
lattice.

87Sr

in an optical

So far, we have realized till step 2 with

88Sr.

Figure 1 shows our vacuum

chamber, together with beam path of 461 nm laser for Blue MOT.
beams, into and out of paper are not shown.
image of Blue MOT of

Sr Oven

Two more Blue

The inset of the Figure 1 shows an

88Sr.

Zeeman slower

Ion Pump
5 cm

MOT Coil

Figure 1

Experimental Apparatus of Sr optical lattice clock

Figure 2 shows the Time of Flight (TOF) CCD images, after released from the Red

MOT.

From these images, the temperature of the atoms in the Red MOT was

measured to be 3.3±0.9 μK.

The depth of our optical lattice trap is about 30μK,

and therefore we have sufficiently cooled down the atoms to trap them in optical
lattice.

Figure 2

CCD images of 88Sr TOF after Red MOT.

Now we will describe our future plans.

First, we need to repeat the step 1 and 2

with 87Sr, since we plan to mainly perform the spectroscopy on clock transition of

87Sr.

Trapping Fermions makes step 2 more complicated and we need to build 3

more lasers for re-pumping and stirring.
Vapor Cell Measurement of 88Sr 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1

II.

Collision Shifts

While we prepare for the clock experiment, we have measured the shift of 88Sr 5s2
1S
0

→ 5s5p

3P
1

due to collisions with buffer gas.

experiment to the Sr clock work is the following.

The significance of this

The group of JILA reported 4 the

accuracy of the Sr clock to be approaching the level of δf/f~10-17.

In their error

budget, systematic frequency correction due to the Sr-Sr binary collision is
evaluated but the collision shift between Sr and the buffer gas, like helium is not on
the list.

In our experiment here, we attempt to estimate the level of the collision

shift with various background gases.
Figure 3 shows the experimental set up.

First of all, the External Cavity Laser

Diode (ECLD) is stabilized to a high finesse Ultra Low Expansion (ULE) cavity,
using the standard Pound-Drever-Hall method.

The line width of the stabilized

laser is of the order of 100Hz or less.

Figure 3 Experimental set up

With the stabilized laser, we perform saturation absorption spectroscopy to the
88Sr

5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition in a cell that is heated to 455 degree Celsius.

We apply about 3 gauss magnetic field that is parallel to the polarization of the
lasers in order to separate the hyperfine structure of
spectroscopy only on mJ=0 to mJ=0 transition.

3P
1

state, and do the

Part of the laser beam is sent to a

frequency comb, which is locked to a hydrogen maser.

Since the frequency of the

H-maser is always compared to TA (Atomic Time)-NICT which is compared to TAI
(International Atomic Time), we are essentially measuring the absolute frequency of
the laser, referenced to TAI.
Since we are interested in the position of the resonant frequency, we used
Frequency Modulation

(FM) spectroscopy to get Pound-Drever-Hall error signal.

Figure 4 shows the example of the error spectrum and the inset shows the bigger

picture of the error signal.

Figure 4 Experimental Pound-Drever-Hall error signal

We measured the resonant frequency by locking the laser frequency to the zero
crossings that is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 is a plot of the frequency laser versus
helium buffer gas pressure.

The center frequency is plotted as the difference from

f0 = 434 829 121 312 334Hz that was measured at JILA1.

The observed frequency

shift shows a linear dependence and is about 5kHz at 10-2 Torr.
10-3

The data below

Torr deviates from the linear dependence due to reduction of Sr-Sr binary

collision shift when helium pressure is smaller than that of Sr.
pressure at 455 degree Celsius is

6.70×10-4

The Sr vapor

Torr and when helium partial pressure

is less than Sr vapor pressure, helium gas cannot confine the Sr in central region
and causes low Sr density regions at both edges.

This effect lowers the average

density of Sr that interacts with laser beams and shows up as a reduction of red
shift due to Sr-Sr binary collisions.

1
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Figure 5

Collision shift with He buffer gas

If we assume the linear scaling, the shift would be 0.5 mHz (δf/f~10-18) at 10-9 Torr.
This result indicates that we don’t need to worry about the collision shift with
helium gas until the systematic error reaches δf/f~10-18 level.

Note that this

experiment is not measuring the 1S0 to 3P0 clock transition directly, and therefore
the collision shift on clock transition could show different slope.
Figure 6 shows the frequency shift due to collisions with different rare gases.

Only the collisions with helium show blue shift, while collisions with other gases all
show red shifts.

The absolute value of the slope of the frequency shift due to

collisions with helium gas was 30, 4, and 3.4 times larger than that of Ne, Ar, and
Xe respectively.
We monitored the pressure of rare gases by setting Pirani gauge at both ends of
the vapor cell.

At lower pressures, it takes long time for the both gauge to show

the same value due to the viscosity of the rare gas (this was not seen with helium
gas).

The data with open symbols were taken under the non-equilibrium situation

that both gauge didn’t show the same pressure, and were excluded from the linear
fit.
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Figure 6

Collision shifts with different buffer gas.

III. Conclusions
We have trapped the

88Sr

atoms in Blue MOT, and then in Red MOT.

The

temperature of the Sr atom is 3μK, which is cold enough to trap in an optical lattice.
Our next step is to trap 87Sr atoms in Blue and Red MOT, and then trap them in an
optical lattice.
While we prepare for the Sr clock experiment, we have measured the collision
shifts of the

88Sr

5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P1 transition at kHz level.

In the past, the

collision shift was measured in the regime of much larger shifts, typically GHz shift.
Well calibrated frequency comb, that was locked to stable H-maser made it possible
to do the measurement at kHz level.

This measurement suggests that the

systematic shifts on clock transition due to collisions with buffer gas atoms are at
δf/f~10-18 level for 10-9 Torr.
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A CLOCK LASER OF Ca+ ION OPTICAL FREQUENCY STANDARD
Ying Li, Shigeo Nagano, Kensuke Matsubara, Hiroyuki Ito, Motohiro Kumagai, and Mizuhiko Hosokawa
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology,
4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan
Abstract
A diode laser is used for the development of an extremely narrow linewidth clock laser for a Ca+ ion optical frequency
standard. The required reduction of linewidth was achieved by locking the laser to an ultrahigh-finesse ultralow-expansion
glass (ULE) reference cavity. The long-term frequency drift is reduced by stabilizing the cavity temperature at the point
that the thermal expansion coefficient of the ULE is zero. As a result, the laser linewidth is decreased to lower than 25 Hz
and the long-term drift is kept to be 0.025 Hz/s. This laser is distributed by a polarization-maintaining single-mode optical
fiber of 40 m length for the observation of the 2S1/2 –2D5/2 transition of Ca+ ions. The optical phase noise caused by the
fiber distribution is canceled by actively controlling the frequency of the frequency shifter.
KEYWORDS: laser stabilization, laser diode, calcium ions, optical frequency standards

1. Introduction
Since the development of the coherent frequency comb generators using mode-locked femtosecond lasers [1, 2],
novel frequency standards based on narrow optical transition frequencies of trapped ions and neutral atoms in the
optical lattice are being developed rapidly [3-8]. Extremely narrow linewidth and ultrastable clock lasers play
a significant role in recent development of optical frequency standards, since the laser linewidth often
limits the accuracy of frequency measurements.
We are building an optical frequency standard of a single Ca+ ion confined to the Lamb-Dicke regime. The 2S1/2
– D5/2 electric quadrupole transition (729 nm wavelength, 0.14 Hz natural linewidth) is used as a clock transition.
It is expected that an uncertainty of ~1×10-15 is attainable [9-12].
2

A 729 nm diode lasers with an output power of 10 mW is commercially available. It is, however, not a perfect
single-mode diode lasers; two orthogonal polarization modes are emitted simultaneously and the spatial mode is
not cleaner than the normal diode lasers in other wavelength regions. In this article, we describe the development
of the 729 nm clock laser using this type of diode lasers. Employing this laser, we have observed the quantum
transition spectra of a laser-cooled single 40Ca+ ion on the basis of 2S1/2 –2D5/2 electric quadrupole transition. This
type of diode laser light source system might replace the Ti:sapphire laser as a feasible light source not only for
optical frequency standards but also for quantum information technology and other spectroscopy using the 2S1/2
–2D5/2 quadrupole transition in Ca+ ions.
2. Experimental Procedure
2.1. Stabilization of laser frequency
We try to stabilize 10 mW, antireflective coated laser diode with a center wavelength at 730 nm (Sacher
lasertechnik, SAL-730-10) as a clock laser. To obtain a spectrally single-mode emission and to reduce linewidth,
we placed the solitary laser in an extended cavity with the Littman-Metcalf configuration. This extended cavity
diode laser (ECDL, called master laser) output power is 4.7 mW at 729 nm with an injection current of 110 mA.
We know that the mode qualities of diode lasers are different in different frequency regions. In this laser, two
orthogonal polarization modes are emitted simultaneously even in the ECDL configuration. We filtered out one
polarization mode with a lower power using an optical isolator with a 60 dB isolation ratio (Linos DLI 3). The

1

obtained pure single-mode output power is 3 mW. The other diode laser (injection laser) is injected by the master
laser to attain a high output power of 18mW.
Because the linewidth of the 2S1/2 –2D5/2 electric quadrupole transition is only 0.14 Hz, an extremely narrow
linewidth clock laser is essential. To compress the spectral linewidth and frequency drift of the laser, the master
laser is actively stabilized to a Fabry-Perot reference cavity made from ULE (spacer and substrate of mirrors) by
employing the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. We choose a higher finesse ULE (for all parts) reference cavity
(Research Electro-Optics) whose free spectral range is 1.5 GHz. In the cavity, a photon lifetime of 33 µs is
measured by the cavity-ring-down spectroscopy of heterodyne detection in cavity reflection. We estimate the
finesse of the cavity as 156000.
The optical stabilization scheme is shown in Fig. 1. A part of the injection laser light is coupled to a
polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber to obtain a single spatial TEM00 mode. A λ/2 wave plate is inserted in
the optical path before the fiber so that we can make the perfect matching of polarization between the laser beam
and the fiber. This matching reduces the polarization modulation of the fiber greatly. Using an EOM (Linos PM
25), weak FM sidebands at 15 MHz with a power ~ 1% of that of the carrier are generated. The Brewster angled
windows of the EOM keeps the direction of laser polarization identical to that of the electric field on the crystal so
that the residual amplitude modulation is reduced. A weak beam intensity of 100 µW is coupled to the ULE
reference cavity to reduce the cavity resonance frequency drift owing to mirror deformation by the power
absorption. The reflected light from the cavity is separated from the incoming light using a λ/4 wave plate in
combination with a polarizing beam splitter and is detected by a Si PIN photodiode (PD1). After demodulation of
photocurrent in a double-balanced mixer, the low-frequency component is amplified, integrated, and fed back to
the master laser via two channels of the electrical servo circuit: a slow feedback loop (~ 100 Hz)- driving the PZT
of the ECDL mirror – adjusts the laser frequency to reference cavity resonance frequency. Fast frequency
fluctuations are compensated by superimposing the feedback current signal onto the laser cathode. The total servo
bandwidth reaches to as large as 1 MHz.
λ/4
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Vacuum Chamber
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Fig.1. Experimental configuration of clock laser
system: The paths of the laser beams and the electric
signals are denoted by thick lines and thin lines,
respectively. Acronyms are photodiode (PD),
double-balanced mixer (DBM), polarization-beam
splitter (PBS), electro-optic modulator (EOM), half
wave plate (λ/2), quarter wave plate (λ/4),
acousto-optic modulator (AOM), Polarizer (Pol.),
Faraday Rotator ( FR), and half Mirror (HM) .
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Fig.2. Two-stage active and one-stage passive
temperature-stabilized vacuum chamber:
Environmental noise sources are isolated by a
passive vibration controlled platform (resonant
frequency ~0.5 Hz) and an acoustic proofing
box.

2.2. Minimization of long-term frequency drift and environmental noise sources
For the construction of an extremely stable laser, it is very important to minimize a long-term frequency drift and
isolate the ULE reference cavity against acoustic, thermal, and mechanical disturbance, since a drift of the length
of the ULE reference cavity would give rise to a shift in the measurement of the center frequency of the transition
spectrum. Environmental noise sources, which are mainly of acoustic origin in the range above 50 Hz and of
seismic origin from 1 Hz to 50 Hz, change the cavity length. Here, we introduce a system, which is installed in the
laser very successfully. To reduce the disturbance, the ULE reference cavity is placed in a vacuum chamber (see
Fig. 2), which is pumped by an ion pump to maintain the pressure at 10-6 Pa. Between the ULE reference cavity
and vacuum chamber, two gold-coated copper cylindrical cans (high reflectivity for thermal radiation at room
temperature) are placed. Two pairs of Viton O-rings are used for the thermal isolation between the ULE reference
cavity and the inner can, and between the inner and outer cans. To minimize the long-term drift of cavity
resonance, it is necessary to determine the temperature at which the coefficient of thermal expansion of ULE
reference cavity becomes zero. It means that we need to control the ULE reference cavity in a wide range of
temperatures. By controlling six Peltier elements, two-stage active temperature stabilization is performed to
prevent dew condensation on the windows at low temperatures. Two small Peltier elements (series connection,
keeping a balance of the cavity) are glued between the bottom of the outer can and the vacuum chamber. Other
four Peltier elements are set in the bottom of the vacuum chamber. The external can is active-controlled at a lower
temperature (the control current less than 1 A), and the vacuum chamber is maintained at room temperature of
23οC. The temperature fluctuation of the vacuum chamber is reduced to less than 10 mK. The vacuum chamber is
isolated from environmental noise sources using a passively isolated platform with a resonant frequency of 0.5 Hz
(Nano-k BM-4) and an acoustic proofing box.
2.3. Precise cancellation of fiber-optical phase noise
To observe the clock transition, the clock laser light is transmitted to Ca+ ion vacuum chamber through a
polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber of 40 m length. However, optical phase in the fiber is extremely
sensitive to mechanical and thermal perturbations. Phase noise modulation is induced by change of the optical path
length of the transmission fiber. It leads to a broadening of the optical field spectrum. To distribute the same optical
frequency, we must cancel the phase noise. The cancellation scheme of the phase noise is also shown in Fig. 1. The
laser beam is divided into two parts by the PBS4. A weak part of the laser beam (beam 1) is reflected to photodiode
(PD2) by a mirror directly. Other strong part is frequency shifted by a frequency shifter (AOM1) of 80 MHz and is
transmitted through a polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber of 40 m. Then a half of the laser beam is
returned to AOM1 by a half mirror and is frequency shifted again. A heterodyne beat signal ~160 MHz between the
beam 1 and the round trip optical beam is detected by the PD2. It is mixed by a double-balanced mixer with a local
reference of 160 MHz produced by a low noise frequency synthesizer (Rohde＆Schwarz SM01, reference to H
maser). The double-pass optical phase noise of the fiber link is revealed. In order to compensate the phase of the
link, the double-pass optical phase noise is amplified and feedback to a voltage controlled crystal oscillator
(VCXO) of 160 MHz. The output frequency of the VCXO is divided by 2, then the power is amplified and drive
the frequency shifter AOM1.The phase-noise is cancelled precisely. The servo bandwidth is 2 kHz.
3. Results
3.1 Laser frequency stability
Before the development of this new laser, another narrow linewidth laser, based on a 5 mW, AR coated laser
diode (Toptica LD-0730-005-AR) had been stabilized to a ULE reference cavity (finesses of ~ 60000, free spectral
range ~ 1 GHz) by a similar method. For an evaluation of the linewidth of the lasers, we measured the heterodyne
beatnote between two narrow linewidth lasers, individually stabilized to two ULE reference cavity systems,
placed on two separate Nano-K platforms. Figure 3 shows a beatnote signal of the stabilized lasers, which is
measured by a spectrum analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz and an acquisition time of 3 s. The center
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frequency is 317.53461 MHz and the beatnote linewidth is 35 Hz. If two laser systems are assumed to posses the
same parameters, this result corresponds to a linewidth of 25 Hz for each laser. However, the new laser is locked
to the reference cavity with a much higher finesse. We infer that the linewidth of the new laser is well narrower
than 25 Hz.
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Fig.6. Measured frequency stability of diode
laser system (dark curve) and 1GHz signal
based on a cryogenic sapphire oscillator used
as a frequency reference for the femtosecond
laser frequency comb (red curve).

Frequency (kHz) - 411041303 MHz

To minimize the long-term drift of cavity resonance, it is necessary to determine the temperature at which the
thermal expansion coefficient of the ULE reference cavity becomes zero. Ｗe increase the temperature of the ULE
reference cavity from -3οC to room temperature and simultaneously measured changes in the resonance frequency
of this laser with the reference cavity (at 729.349 nm) by a femtosecond laser frequency comb, whose repetition
frequency and offset frequency are linked to a 10 MHz radio-frequency supplied by a hydrogen maser standard
[13]. Figure 4(a) shows a measured absolute frequency depending on cavity temperature. The zero-crossing
temperature of ULE reference cavity is around 1.8οC. This curve is fitted finely by a cubic polynomial, shown by a
gray line in Fig. 4(a). The curve is differentiated and the result with a narrow range of 1οC ~ 2οC is shown in Fig.
4(b). From the differential line, we found that even a deviation of 0.1οC from zero-crossing temperature, the
frequency drift will become 100 Hz / mK from zero. We need to determine zero-crossing temperature more
precisely than this one-way temperature varying measurement. We carried out a temperature-fixed measurement of
resonance frequency at different temperatures of 1οC ~ 2οC many times. Figure 5 shows the measured results,
which are obtained over two months. The curve shown in the Fig. 5 is not as smooth as the curve shown in Fig. 4(a),
which is considered to be caused by an ageing drift of the ULE cavity (~ a few kHz /day), because it takes several
days to set and keep the ULE cavity at each precise temperature. The zero-crossing temperature is around 1.49οC.
Figure 6 shows measured frequency instability of the laser around this temperature. The Allan deviation is less than
5×10-15 at averaging time of 1 s〜10 s. A cryogenic sapphire oscillator is used as a frequency reference for optical
frequency comb [14]. The ageing drift of the ULE cavity is observed by measuring the resonance frequency
of the laser, keeping the cavity at a regular temperature. Figure 7 shows the result. The measurement is
gone on over ten months. The ageing drift is decreasing with an exponential function. At first, long-term
frequency drift is 5~6 kHz/day, now a typical long-term frequency drift is 2~3 kHz/day. A 0.025 Hz / s
linear drift is measured.
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Fig. 7. Ageing drift of the ULE cavity: The cavity is kept at
1.49±0.02oC over ten months. The clock laser is locked to the
cavity and the resonance frequency is measured by a femtosecond
laser frequency comb. The data are fitted by an exponential function.
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For the evaluation of the performance of phase noise cancellation described in §2.3, we measured an
out-of-loop heterodyne beatnote signal (from PD3) between the laser beam in front of AOM1 and the
round-trip optical beam from the optical fiber. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), the red
line is a free run optical field spectrum and the black line is a phase noise compensated spectrum with a
center frequency of 160 MHz. Figure 8(b) shows the compensated spectrum with a magnified horizontal
scale. The -3dB full linewidth (FWHM) of the beat-note signal is 1 Hz, limited by the resolution of the
spectrum analyzer (1 Hz, Hewlett Packard 8560E). The result shows that the optical phase noise is
canceled accurately after clock laser transmitting the polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber of 40
m length. In Fig. 8(a), the servo bandwidth of the phase-locked loop is 2 kHz.
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Fig.8. Heterodyne beatnote signal of out of loop. (a): The center frequency is 160 MHz and the
bandwidth of the phase-lock loop is 2 kHz. (b): The figure shows that the -3dB full linewidth of the beatnote
is 1 Hz, limited by the resolution of spectrum analyzer.

4. Conclusions
An imperfect single-mode, 729 nm diode laser is used for the development of an extremely narrow line 729 nm
clock laser system for a quadrupole transition of a single Ca+ ion. The laser linewidth is decreased to less than 25
Hz, evaluated by a heterodyne beatnote between two narrow linewidth lasers that are individually stabilized to two
independent ULE reference cavity systems. The ageing drift of the ULE cavity is observed over ten months. It
shows a decreasing with an exponential function. The long-term frequency drift is successfully minimized to
0.025 Hz/s by keeping the cavity at the zero expansion coefficient temperature. The Allan deviation is less than
5×10-15 at the averaging time of 1 s〜10 s. To observe the clock transition, the clock laser light is transmitted to
Ca+ ion vacuum chamber by a polarization-maintaining single-mode optical fiber of 40 m length. Fiber optical
phase noise has been canceled. The stabilized clock laser system, both in the short-term and long-term, has been
used for the observation of the clock transition spectrum of a laser-cooled single 40Ca+ ion, and a linewidth of 500
Hz is already observed [15]. The experimental result shows that this diode laser light source is feasible. This light
source system will be useful not only in the field of optical frequency standards but also for quantum information
and other spectroscopy of 2S1/2 –2D5/2 quadrupole transition in Ca+ ions.
Aiming for a linewidth of 1 Hz, we are considering the use of a much higher finesses optical cavity, a new
design and a mount of an optical cavity insensitive to vibration in all directions [16, 17], and a better reduction of
the thermal noise impact on the optical cavity [18]. Improvement and the evaluation of the system are still under
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way.
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Observation of the Quadrupole Transition in a single cold 40Ca+
Bin Guo, Hua Guan, Qu Liu, Xueren Huang*, and Kelin Gao*
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Trapped and cold 40Ca+ ion is one of promising candidates of future optical frequency standards. We had
measured the quadrupole transition of the 42S1/2--32D5/2 of a single trapped Ca+ ion.
Our experiments were performed with a single 40Ca+ ion confined in a miniature Paul trap with a ring (r0 =
0.8 mm), two endcaps (2z0 = 2 mm) electrodes[1]. The pair of auxiliary rod electrodes were placed to
compensate the stray electric field.
For laser cooling, 397 nm and 866 nm lasers were carried out with commercial single-mode diode lasers
(Toptica), which locking to Fabry-Perot interferometers and Optogalvanic (OG) signals respectively[2]. The
laser at 729 nm for the clock transition 42S1/2-32D5/2 was a Ti: sapphire laser (Coherent MBR-110), which
locked to the high-finesse (F=3.5 × 105) ultra-low-expansion optical cavity.
Single 40Ca+ ion was loaded from neutral Ca atoms into the trap by electron ionization in the trap directly.
The trapped single ion was laser cooled with the 397 nm and 866 nm lasers. The narrowing of fluorescence
spectrum had been observed by minimizing the micromotion with optimizing the compensation voltages using
the rf-photon correlation technique[3].
The quadrupole transition spectra were observed by the electron shelving method. Three magnetic field
coils were used to generate an arbitrary magnetic field at the position of ion. The Zeeman components of
quadrupole transition (42S1/2--32D5/2) were measured by pulse-light sequence.
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ABSOLUTE FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT OF THE 40Ca+ CLOCK
TRANSITION AT THE 10-14 LEVEL
Kensuke MATSUBARA, Ying LI, Hiroyuki ITO, Shigeo NAGANO, Masatoshi KAJITA,
Reiko KOJIMA, Kazuhiro HAYASAKA, and Mizuhiko HOSOKAWA
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology
We are developing an optical frequency standard using the 40Ca+ 4 2S1/2 - 3 2D5/2 quadrupole
transition as the clock transition. The absolute transition frequency has been measured with
respect to the Système International (SI) second. Single 40Ca+ ions were laser-cooled in a
miniature ion trap using an all-laser-diode light source system, and the center frequency of two
symmetrically splitting Zeeman components measured as the transition frequency un-perturbed
by the first-order Zeeman shift. It was determined to be 411 042 129 776 390 (±7) Hz, whose
relative uncertainty was 1.7 x 10-14.

1. Introduction
Optical frequency standards using new atomic and ionic materials are proposed for
developing more stable and accurate frequency standards than the microwave standard [1]-[3].
We are developing an optical standard using single Ca+ ions [4]. One of its advantages is that all
the useful transitions are accessible with the existing laser diodes (LDs). Partial term diagram of
the ions is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The Ca+ ions are laser-cooled by the 2S1/2 - 2P1/2 cooling transition
at 397 nm and the 2P1/2 - 2D3/2 repump transition at 866 nm. Lifetime of the 2D5/2 state is ~1.2 s
(natural linewidth ~0.2 Hz), which gives a high line-Q as to the 2S1/2 - 2D5/2 quadrupole transition
at 729 nm. Therefore, it is a promising candidate for the clock transition of an optical standard.
An odd isotope like 43Ca+ ions has a merit that it can avoid the first-order Zeeman shift. However,
the laser cooling of this isotope requires a complicated LD system due to the hyperfine splitting.
On the other hand, by measuring the center frequency of the symmetrically splitting pairs of the
Zeeman components, it is possible to cancel the first-order Zeeman shift [5]. In addition, it is an
advantage for 40Ca+ ions that the coefficient of the second-order Zeeman shift in 40Ca+ is much
smaller than that in 43Ca+ [6]. Therefore, we now use 40Ca+ ions and expect an uncertainty of ~1 x
10-15. In this paper, we explain the experimental setup at first, and explain the transition
measurement. Finally a conclusion is described.
2. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 (b). We produced 40Ca+ ions from a Ca atomic
vapor using a two-step optical excitation method consisting of a 4 1S0 -4 1P1 excitation at 423 nm
and the following excitation above the ionization limit with a 374-nm LD (Nichia). 423-nm light
of ~100 μW is produced as second harmonics of an 846-nm LD using a periodically poled (pp)
KTP crystal. Calcium ions are confined in a radio-frequency (RF) ion trap consisting of one ring
and two end-cap electrodes. There is a 0.6-mm-radius hole through the ring electrode and the
end-cap electrodes are 1.2-mm-diameter rods. A pair of auxiliary electrodes, compensation
electrodes, is put near the ion trap to compensate the stray electric field. An RF voltage of ~600
Vp-p at 23 MHz is applied to the ring electrode. The vacuum pressure was ~1.5 x 10-8 Pa.
The trapped 40Ca+ ions are laser-cooled with Littrow-type extended-cavity diode lasers
(ECDLs) at 866 nm (Toptica) and 397-nm (Nichia). The frequencies are stabilized using a
frequency-stabilized He-Ne laser (Melles Griot) and two transfer cavities. The Allan variance of
the stabilized 866-nm frequency was <10-10 at averaging time from 1 s to 103 s [7]. We used a
very stable frequency-tunable LD system at 729 nm for the clock laser. Its frequency is stabilized
to couple its partial output to a high-finesse (F = 16 x 104) ultra-low-expansion (ULE) cavity. The
observed full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the laser frequency was <25 Hz and the rate of

the frequency drift was ~0.05 Hz/s [8]. For frequency tuning to the quadrupole transition, the
laser frequency is shifted by passing through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). Another ECDL
at 854 nm was prepared for returning the ion to the cooling cycle after the quadrupole transition.
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Figure 1. (a) Partial term diagram of 40Ca+ ions. (b) Experimental setup for single
40
Ca+ ions. AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PMT: photo-multiplier tube; Galvano:
Galvano tube. An additional getter pump is omitted in this figure.
3. Spectroscopy
3.1. Ion Loading and Laser Cooling
We use a computer-aided system for loading a single 40Ca+ ion into the ion trap. In this
system, a computer program turns on both the Ca oven and the photo-ionization LDs for a fixed
time period. Optimizing the time period, single ions are loaded with a probability of ~50 %, for
the rest two or more ions are loaded. In the latter case, to reduce the ions in number we use
another program decreasing the trap potential for one second accompanied with blocking the
866-nm light. Typical photon counting rate of ~6000 s-1 was observed from the single 40Ca+ ion.
If the single ion is not at the trap center, it suffers a motion driven by the RF electric field, which
is called the “excess micromotion”. Amplitude of the micromotion is monitored by the
RF-photon correlation technique [9]. We applied dc potentials to the compensation electrodes to
reduce the excess micromotion. As the result, we decreased the residual Doppler broadening and
observed a narrow linewidth (<30 MHz) for the laser-cooling spectrum of single 40Ca+ ions. The
power and the beam waist size at the trap are (1.2 μW, 80 μm) at 397 nm and (50 μW, 150 μm) at
866 nm, respectively.
3.2. Quadrupole Transition Spectrum
After observing the laser-cooling spectrum of single ions, we fixed frequency of the
397-nm light at ~10 MHz below the resonance peak. Single-ion trapping was confirmed by
detecting the quantum jumps by applying the 729-nm light to the ion. When the ion is driven to
the meta-stable 2D5/2 state, fluorescence intensity is extinguished. It returns when the ion decays
back to the ground state and then gets into the laser-cooling cycle again.
The quadrupole clock transition is observed by the electron-shelving method. That is, after
applying the 729-nm light, the ionic quantum state is interrogated by the laser cooling; if the
clock transition has not occurred, the ion fluoresces at 397 nm, otherwise it does not fluoresce

because the ion is ‘shelved’ to the meta-stable 2D5/2 state (see Fig.1 (a)). A sequence is introduced
to observe the clock transition spectrum [5]. The following is the overview of the sequence. After
the laser cooling of single ions is confirmed, the 397-nm, 866-nm and 854-nm light are blocked
so that the ionic state is initialized to the 2S1/2 state. Then, the 729-nm light is applied for a fixed
time (usually 4 ms). We inserted one-ms margins before and after this period to avoid ac Stark
shift by the 397, 866, and 854-nm light. After the 729-nm light, by the laser cooling, the ionic
state is interrogated to determine if the quadrupole transition occurred. If the photon rate is
smaller than a threshold (usually ~1000 s-1), it is recognized that the quadrupole transition has
occurred. After the interrogation, the ion is initialized by the 397, 866, and 854-nm light. This
sequence is repeated for a fixed times (usually 40 times) at a single 729-nm light frequency.
Dividing the number of times of the clock transition by the repetition number, the excitation
probability is determined. By measuring the probability dependent on the 729-nm frequency, we
obtained clock transition spectra. The power and the beam waist are (0.2 μW, 100 μm) at 729 nm
and (1.3 μW, 150 μm) at 854 nm, respectively. To reduce fluctuation in the transition frequency
due to the ambient magnetic drift, application of the 729-nm light to the ion is triggered to be
synchronous with the 50-Hz phase of electric power supply.
The quadrupole transition is observed in a stable magnetic field, in which the first-order
Zeeman shift splits the transition into ten Zeeman components. The relative intensity among the
components depends on the polarization vector of the 729-nm light (p), the wave vector of the
729-nm light (k), and the magnetic field vector (B). When the angle between k and B is 45° and p
is parallel to B projected on the plane of incidence, the Δmj = 0 transition components are
strongly observed. Using this orientation, we observed a symmetrically splitting Zeeman pair of
the |4 2S1/2, mj=1/2> - |3 2D5/2, mj=1/2> and the |4 2S1/2, mj=-1/2> - |3 2D5/2, mj=-1/2> components.
They are the most insensitive to the ambient magnetic fluctuations in the ten Zeeman components.
Because the first-order Zeeman shifts of the two components are equal in magnitude and opposite
in direction, we estimated the mean frequency of them as the unperturbed transition frequency.

Figure 2. Example of the pairs of the |4 2S1/2, mj”=±1/2> - |3 2D5/2, mj’=±1/2>
transitions of 40Ca+ ions. The dots showing the observed values are approximated by
Lorenz line profiles. The horizontal axis shows offset frequency by an AOM to the
transition frequency
3.3. Absolute Frequency Measurement of the Clock Transition
An example of the |4 2S1/2, mj=±1/2> - |3 2D5/2, mj=±1/2> components is shown in Fig. 2.

They were observed in the magnetic field of ~80 μT, and their profiles are approximated by the
Lorenz function. The 729-nm light incidence for 4 ms is synchronized with the electric 50 Hz,
and the linewidth of ~300 Hz is observed. Without the synchronization, the linewidth of ~1 kHz
was observed. We did not observe the linewidth of < 300 Hz for the longer incidence than 4 ms.
Therefore, the linewidth shown in Fig. 2 seems to be limited by the ambient magnetic fluctuation
as well as the transit-time broadening by the incident time of the 729-nm light for 4 ms. Besides
the 729-nm light incident longer than 4 ms decreases the transit-time broadening, that increases
the line broadening due to the ambient magnetic fluctuation. At present, the ion trap is not
enclosed by a magnetic shield.
The transition frequency unperturbed by the first-order Zeeman shift was estimated from
the mean frequency of the two Zeeman components. The absolute transition frequency was
estimated using the following equation.
f = fULE + 1/2( fAOM:-1/2 + fAOM:+1/2) + fHM-TT + fSYS,
where fULE is the fixed frequency of the 729-nm LD coupled to the ULE cavity, fAOM:±1/2 is the
offset frequency by AOMs to the |4 2S1/2, mj=±1/2> - |3 2D5/2, mj=±1/2> transition frequencies,
fHM-UTC is the frequency correction between our Hydrogen maser and the SI second on the geoid
(TT) via UTC(NICT), and fSYS is the systematic frequency shift, respectively. The fULE is counted
using our femto-comb optical frequency counter referring to the Hydrogen maser. It was counted
throughout the transition measurement. Frequency of the Hydrogen maser is checked by the
UTC(NICT) every hour, and difference between the UTC(NICT) and the TT was estimated using
the BIPM Circular T [10]. The transition frequency data acquired on July the third is shown in
Fig. 3 (a). We scanned the 729-nm frequency ~50 times to observe the Zeeman component pair.
All the transition frequencies were obtained in a range of 80 Hz. A faint leakage of 397-nm light
through the AOM during the 729-nm light incidence causes a non-negligible ac Stark shift. We,
therefore, observe the transition spectra at three 397-nm powers, and estimated the ac Stark shift
due to the 397-nm light leakage.

Figure 3. This transition frequency data measured on July 3rd. We measured the
transition frequency ~50 times. All the frequencies were obtained within 80 Hz.
The systematic frequency shifts besides the 397-nm Stark shift and their and other
uncertainties were estimated as follows. The gravitational shift and the black body radiation shift
are calculated as 3.4 (uncertainty: 0.1) Hz and 0.4 (0.1) Hz, respectively [11]. The latter is
estimated from the room temperature. The second-order Zeeman shift is estimated as small as
0.17 Hz at 80 μT. Both of the uncertainties owing to the ULE cavity drift and the dc magnetic
field drift during the measurement are estimated to be less than 0.2 Hz. We did not measure the

electric quadrupole shift. Because the quadrupole shifts much less than 5 Hz were reported from
the single-ion experiments by other groups [12], we evaluated a large uncertainty of 5 Hz for this
shift.
We executed the measurement on three days. The measured transition frequencies and its
standard error for each of the three days are shown in Fig. 4 (a). From the measured frequencies,
we determined the absolute frequency of the 40Ca+ clock transition and its uncertainty to be 411
042 129 776 390 (±7) Hz. Very recently, the Innsbluck/SYRTE group has also measured the
clock transition of 40Ca+ ions, and reported that the frequency is 411 042 129 776 393 (±1.2) Hz
[13]. Although our measurement has a larger uncertainty, the both values are consistent with each
other. Figure 4 (b) shows the histogram of the all the measured transition frequency data. The
standard error of 4 Hz consists of the 397-nm Stark shift error and the statistical error called Type
A. Because this is smaller than the uncertainty of the quadrupole shift of 5 Hz, the total
uncertainty of 7 Hz is largely contributed by the uncertainty of the quadrupole shift. We are now
developing a new ion-trap chamber enclosed with a magnetic shield. It is expected that some
improvements, including the magnetic shielding and the quadrupole-shift nulling [5], will make it
possible to determine the frequency with an uncertainty of 10-15 level in the near future.

Figure 4. (a) The clock transition frequency and standard error measured on 3/18,
6/4, 7/3 in 2008. (b) Histogram of all measured transition frequency data for every
729-nm frequency scanning in the three days. The standard error for the center
frequency decision is 4 Hz.
4. Conclusion
Calcium ion is very attractive for application in optical frequency standards because its
narrow 4 2S1/2 – 3 2D5/2 transition is measurable with existing LDs. By using LD-based light
sources and a small ion trap, NICT are developing a robust and compact optical frequency
standard. The measured optical clock transition frequency of 40Ca+ ions is 411 042 129 776 390
(±7) Hz. The relative uncertainty was 1.7 x 10-14. We expect further improvements will make it
possible to determine the frequency with an uncertainty of 10-15 level.
K. Matsubara: 4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795, Japan / matubara@nict.go.jp
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OPTICAL FREQUENCY COUNTER BASED ON MODE-LOCKED
FIBER LASER COMBS
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Section 2, Kuang Fu Road, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300
Abstract
Radio frequency (RF) counter based on modern electronic devices allowing frequency counting up to
about 60 GHz have been widely commercialized. A commercial optical frequency counter also has been
developed with a minimum resolution of 100 kHz, based on optical frequency combs generated by
modulating a continuous-wave of laser light with electro-optical modulators inside Fabry-Perot cavities.
However,

the

measurable

wavelength

range

is

only

from

1530−1565

nm

(http://www.optocomb.com/eng/index.html). This work demonstrates an octave-spanning optical
frequency counter based-on two mode-locked erbium-doped fiber laser combs operated at different
repetition rates. The mode number of the comb line involved in the optical frequency measurement is
determined by two novel methods. The first method operates the two laser combs at three different
repetition rates, with two of them similar enough to have the same mode number of the beating comb
lines. The mode number difference between the two laser combs and the mode number of the beating
comb line are then calculated from the measured beat frequencies at the three different repetition rates.
The second method operates the two laser combs at two different repetition rates and monochromators are
utilized to provide an approximate frequency of the laser under measurement (LUM) to determine the
mode number difference between the two laser combs. The exact mode number of the beating comb line
is obtained from the mode number difference and the measured beat frequencies. The determination of the
mode number based on the two-comb techniques is independent of the frequency fluctuation of the LUM.
The entire measurement process, except the frequency stabilization of the laser combs and the
optimization of the beat signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), is controlled by a computer running as a
semi-automatic optical frequency counter. The frequency stabilization and the optimization of the beat
signal S/N can be fulfilled automatically in principle. We believe that a benchtop fully automatic optical
frequency counter based on the two-comb technique with octave-spanning counting capability is feasible
in the near future.

Corresponding author: Jin-Long Peng, Center for Measurement Standards, 321, Section 2, Kuang Fu
Road, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300
Tel: 886-3-5732177, FAX: 886-3-5726445, Email: jlpeng@itri.org.tw

1. Introduction
Mode-locked (ML) femtosecond lasers have been used for optical frequency metrology over the past
several years [1], but optical frequency counting with high precision is still not convenient as the radio
frequency counting, which can be easily realized with an RF counter. The frequency of a laser under
measurement (LUM) when employing a ML laser comb to measure the beat frequency can be expressed
as fL= nfr±fo±fb, where n is the mode number (ordinal number) of the beating comb line; fr denotes the
repetition rate of the pulse train, and fo denotes the carrier-envelope offset (CEO) frequency. To realize an
optical frequency counter based on ML lasers, both the signs of the CEO frequency and the beat
frequency and the value of n need to be determined. The sign of the CEO frequency and beat frequency
can be determined by observing the corresponding beat frequency variations while changing the repetition
frequency or the CEO frequency of the laser comb [2, 3]. Although wavelength meter can offer an a
priori knowledge of the frequency of the LUM to determine the mode number, however, wavemeter is
usually equipped with an optical frequency standard, whose frequency also needs to be confirmed.
Furthermore, wavemeter itself is too bulky to be integrated with ML laser to construct an optical
frequency counter.
Ma et al. presented a method for determining the mode number without using a wavemeter [4]. They
changed the repetition rate smoothly while counting the total number of shifts in mode. The mode number
was then determined by measuring the beat frequencies at different repetition rates. For low repetition
rate and noisy LUM the shift in mode number can be larger than 100, which means that counting the total
mode number shift is not practical. Peng et al. noted that the mode number shift is linear to the difference
in repetition rate for small difference of some tens of kHz [3]. Therefore, they only needed to measure the
repetition rate change required to shift one comb mode while slowly scanning the repetition rate, and did
not need to count the total mode number shifted. Based on this technique, a semi-automatic optical
frequency counter using two fiber laser combs has been demonstrated [5]. However, the process for the
determination of one comb mode shifted is still complicated. Zhang et al. derived the mode number of a
laser comb with comb spacing of 200 MHz in two steps [6]. First, an estimated mode number with certain
accuracy is obtained by operating the laser comb at two different repetition rates with the difference being
small enough to maintain the same mode number. The laser comb is then operated at larger different
repetition rate. The mode number change is then derived from the estimated mode number, and the exact
mode number is calculated from the mode number difference. No mode number change is required in the
first step only if the frequency instability of the LUM was less than about 10 kHz. Otherwise, the method
processed by changing the repetition rate, and counting the mode number change by monitoring the RF
spectrum analyzer, which is still not practical for an LUM with instability larger than 10 kHz.
This paper reports two methods to determine the absolute mode number and demonstrates a
semi-automatic optical frequency counter without scanning the repetition rate. In the first approach, two

laser combs are operated at three different repetition rates with two of them similar enough to have the
same mode number of the beating comb lines [7]. In the second approach, the laser combs are operated at
two different repetition rates and monochromators are used to offer an approximate mode number to
determine the exact mode number from the two measured beat frequencies [8]. The following sections
describe the theory of the technique and the experimental setup and results for the frequency
measurement of an iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser using the optical frequency counter.
2. Theory
The laser under measurement (LUM) is first beaten with the two laser combs operated at different
repetition rates, fr1 and fr2, and the corresponding beat frequencies are fb1 and fb2. For simplicity, the signs
of the CEO frequencies of the two laser combs and the beat frequencies are assumed to be determined to
be positive by observing the beat frequency variation while slightly changing the repetition rate and the
CEO frequency, and the two CEO frequencies are equal to fo. Let the mode numbers of the beating comb
lines be n and n+m for fr1 and fr2, respectively. The frequency of the LUM can then be expressed as
fL=nfr1+fo+fb1

(1)

fL=(n+m)fr2+fo+fb2

(2)

In the first approach, the repetition rate of one laser is changed slightly. This change is small enough
to keep the same mode number of the beating comb line and the same beat frequency sign, e.g. fr2 is
slightly changed to fr3 and the measured beat frequency is fb3. Thus, the frequency of the LUM can be
expressed as
fL=(n+m)fr3+fo+fb3
(3)
From Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), the mode number n and the mode number difference m can be derived as
m=

n=

(f b 2 − f b1 )(f r1 − f r 3 ) − (f b3 − f b1 )(f r1 − f r 2 )
f r1(f r 3 − f r 2 )

(4)

m f r 2 + f b 2 − f b1
f r1 − f r 2

(5)

The frequency fluctuation of the LUM can be cancelled when fb1 and fb2 as well as another set fb1 and
fb3 are measured simultaneously. Thus, the determination of n or m is independent of the frequency
fluctuation of the LUM.
In the second method, the mode number difference m can be derived from Eq. (5) and expressed as
m=

n ⋅ ( f r 1 − f r 2 ) + f b 2 − f b1
fr2

(6)

The parameters of the right hand side of Eq. (6) except n can all be measured precisely. If the value of n
can be estimated with uncertainty of much less than 1/m then it is accurate enough to determine m. Using
the two-comb technique, the value of m is about 30 for laser combs with repetition rates of about 100
MHz and 1 kHz difference in the repetition rate [3, 7, 8]. Thus, a monochromator can be accurate enough
to obtain an approximate wavelength of the LUM, and determine a rough value of n (~fL1/fr1) from Eq. (1).
This n value is substituted into Eq. (6) to get m and the exact n is then derived from Eq. (5).
3. Experimental setup and results
Figure 1 schematically shows the structure of the semi-automatic optical frequency counter based on two
ML Erbium-doped fiber laser combs. The two approaches for determining the mode number use the same
construction. The two ML Er:fiber lasers were home-made ring lasers based on polarization additive pulse
mode-locking (P-APM) [9]. A PZT that could tune the repetition rate by about 3.5 kHz was mounted onto
each laser cavity. The detailed construction of the two fiber laser combs is described elsewhere [3]. Each
laser comb had two branches of octave-spanning supercontinua ranging from 1050 nm to 2100 nm. One
branch was adopted to detect the CEO frequency, and the other was adopted to generate a beat signal with
the LUM. Both the repetition rate and the offset frequency were stabilized to synthesizers with the time
base referenced to a 10 MHz low-noise oven-controlled quartz oscillator, which was phase-locked to a
global positioning system receiver-disciplined Rb clock. The 10 MHz reference signal had an instability

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an optical frequency counter based on two mode-locked fiber laser
combs. Each laser has two branches of octave-spanning supercontinuum. One branch is for the
frequency stabilization of the repetition rate and the CEO frequency (not shown), and the other
branch is for beating with the laser under measurement. HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber, PC:
personal computer, DC, AC: direct, alternating current.

of less than 2×10−12 for an integration time of over 1s and a relative uncertainty of 2×10−12. The stabilized
repetition frequency had an out-of-loop tracking instability of 2×10−13@1s, and the fluctuation of the
CEO frequency was of the order of mHz. Details of the frequency stabilization of the repetition rate and
the CEO frequency have been presented elsewhere [10].
The LUM was coupled into a single-mode fiber and split into two beams by a 3 dB coupler. Each
beam line was then combined with the two laser combs by two 3 dB couplers. The combined laser beams
were collimated to monochromators to filter out the required laser light for the beat signal detection.
Polarization controllers were employed to ensure that the polarization of the fiber laser combs matched
that of the LUM. The beat signals were detected by InGaAs photodiodes, and filtered by RF bandpass
filters. Two frequency counters were externally triggered to measure the beat frequencies between the
LUM and the two laser combs simultaneously. The gate times of the counters were set to 1s. An
iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser at wavelength near 1064 nm was utilized as the LUM for testing the
optical frequency counter. The second harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was locked to the a10 component of
the R(56)32-0 transition in the iodine molecule.
All controlling and measurement processes were fulfilled by a computer, except that the frequency
stabilization of the laser combs and the optimization of the beat signal-to-noise ratio were manually
operated. The repetition rates of the laser combs, comb1 and comb2, were first manually stabilized to 100
MHz and 99.9989 MHz setting by two synthesizers, respectively. Another synthesizer was adopted to
stabilize both the CEO frequencies to 140 MHz. Defining fo to be larger than fr affects the counting of the
mode number, but does not change the result of the frequency measurement. The light of the two laser
combs for the frequency measurement was then turned off by shutting down the erbium amplifiers. The
computer was used to control the monochromators to let the LUM shine on the photodetectors based on
the detected DC level and to measure the wavelength of the LUM. The measured wavelength was
1066.4nm±5.3nm, which corresponded to an estimated comb number nest=2811257±13972. This nest was
used in the second approach to determine m.
The light of the two laser combs were later turned on again for the beat signal detection. The detected
beat signals were manually optimized by adjusting the polarization controller and the beat frequencies
were measured simultaneously by the externally triggered RF counters. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the
measured beat frequencies fb1 and fb2 for fr1=100 MHz and fr2=99.9989 MHz. Figure 2(c) shows the
difference between fb1 and fb2. For the first approach of determining the mode number, the repetition rate
of laser comb2 was further increased by 0.1 Hz. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the measured beat frequencies
fb1 and fb3 for fr1=100 MHz and fr3=99.9989001 MHz. Figure 2(g) shows the difference between fb1 and fb3.
The fact that the fluctuations of the difference signals are smaller than those of the individual beat
frequencies indicates that the frequency variations of the Nd:YAG laser were subtracted in the difference
of the beat frequencies. Since the repetition rate changed from fr2 to fr3 was only 0.1 Hz, the frequency of

the beating comb line changed by only about 300 kHz, thus ensuring that the beating comb line would
remain the same. By comparing the beat frequency variation from Fig. 2(b) to 2(f), the signs of fb2 and fb3
for the calculation of the frequency of the LUM were determined to be negative. The sign of fb1 was also
determined to be negative by further varying the repetition rate of comb1 by 0.1 Hz. The sign of the CEO
frequencies of 140 MHz were both determined to be negative by measuring the beat frequencies while

Fig. 2. Simultaneously measured beat frequencies for fr1 =100 MHz (a) and fr2 =99.9989
MHz (b), and that for fr1=100 MHz (e) and fr3 =99.9989001 MHz (f). The gate time of the
counter was 1s. Parts (c) and (g) are the beat frequency differences. Parts (d) and (h) are
the calculated m and n values, respectively.

varying the CEO frequencies by 0.1 MHz. The mode number difference m was then calculated according
to Eq. (4) using the data of Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 2(e) and 2(f), as shown in Fig. 2(d). Clearly, m=31. Figure 2(h)
shows the calculated mode number according to Eq. (5), which has an uncertainty of only 0.1. Clearly,
n=2816303. The frequencies of the LUM measured according to Eq. (1) and (2) are equal to
281630091745.8(0.9) kHz and 281630091746.0(0.9) kHz, respectively.
The second method used the measured mode number nest from the monochromator to determine m.
The calculated value of m using Eq. (6) was 30.95±0.16, and clearly m=31, which is the same as that
obtained from the first method. The uncertainty mainly comes from the estimated nest, which has a
relative uncertainty of 0.5%, and is accurate enough to calculate m. Further calculation for n is the same
as the first method and shows the same result as indicated in Fig. 2(h).
All the calculations are fulfilled by the computer and the measured frequencies are shown on the
display after the calculation. Since the whole measurement process is not yet fully computer controlled,
we claim that it is only a semi-automatic optical frequency counter.
4. Conclusions
This work has demonstrated a semi-automatic optical frequency counter based on two fiber laser combs
operated at different repetition rates. Two measurement processes were presented to determine the
absolute mode number involved in the optical frequency measurement, which is independent of the
frequency fluctuation of the LUM. In the first approach, two laser combs are operated at three different
repetition rates with two of them similar enough to have the same mode number of the beating comb lines.
In the second approach, the laser combs were operated at two different repetition rates and
monochromators were used to offer an approximate mode number to determine the exact mode number
from the two measured beat frequencies. All measurement processes, except the frequency stabilization of
the ML lasers and the optimization the S/N of the beat signal between the LUM and the laser comb, were
automated. The frequency stabilization and the optimization of the beat signal S/N can be fulfilled
automatically in principle. We believe that a benchtop fully automatic optical frequency counter based on
the two-comb technique with ocatve-spanning counting capability is feasible in the near future.
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DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL FREQUENCY COMBS IN NICT
HIROYUKI ITO, SHIGEO. NAGANO, YING. LI and MIZUHIKO. HOSOKAWA
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Tokyo, Japan

Abstract
We have developed two optical frequency combs (OFCs) based on broadband mode-locked
Ti:sapphire lasers, which have been actually applied to determine the absolute frequency of
the clock transition of 40Ca+ ions. We have measured their relative frequency stability by the
optical heterodyne comparison. By the comparison, the frequency stability was found to
reach 2×10-16 at 1s. The OFCs developed were confirmed to be suitable for the optical
frequency standards.

Introduction
An optical frequency comb (OFC) is one of the key technology to realize optical
frequency standards. We can use an OFC as a microwave-to-optical synthesizer, optical-tomicrowave synthesizer or optical-to-optical synthesizer. In these role, we can measure an
absolute frequency of optical frequency standard referenced by a primary frequency standard
such as a Cs atomic fountain or compare relative frequency of two or more optical frequency
standards.
In National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), we are
now developing optical frequency standards of a single Ca+ ion trap [1-4] and neutral Sr optical
lattice [5]. To measure absolute frequencies of these optical frequency standards, we are now
developing two OFCs based on femtosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers. In this article, we
report an outline of our OFCs and the measurement of their relative frequency stability.
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Figure 2:Radio-frequency spectrum of the
beatnote between 580nm light and second
harmonics of 1160nm light from Venteon OS.
Data was taken with a resolution bandwidth of
300kHz
Optical frequency combs in NICT
We are now developing two OFCs based on different commercially available
femtosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers : Venteon OS (Nanolayers GmbH) and Gigajet
20W (Gigaoptics GmbH). Both lasers directly emit broadband spectrum, and the carrier
envelope offset frequency (fCEO) is obtained without external broadening of wavelength in a
nonlinear micro-structure fiber. We anticipate this feature will improve the long-term operation
for no limitation of the alignment of the fiber coupling.
Venteon OS generates 200MHz octave spanning femtosecond pulse and fCEO is
stabilized with the conventional f-2f self-referencing technique [6]. The Ti:sapphire laser was
pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YVO4 laser (Coherent, Verdi V8) and pump power was
5.7W. The output power of the Ti:sapphire laser was approximately 240mW. All laser and optics
were placed on a single breadboard which was temperature stabilized by circulating water.
Figure 1 shows the output spectrum of Venteon OS. The spectral components from 600nm to
1000nm were reflected by a beam-splitter and used for optical frequency measurements. The
rest components of the laser output were through the beam-splitter and used to detect fCEO. We
used 580nm and 1160nm light to measure the fCEO. A LiB3O5 crystal of 2 mm thickness was
used for the second harmonic generation of the spectral components around 1160nm. A
photomultiplier tube was used to detect the fCEO beat signal. Figure 2 shows the typical
measured RF spectrum of the fCEO beat signal. The signal at fCEO and repetition frequency (frep)
as well as their image frep - fCEO are visible.

Figure 1:Output spectrum of Venteon OS on a
logarithmic scale. The wavelength 580 and
1160 nm used for self-referencing are
indicated by two dotted line.
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Figure 4:Output spectrum of Gigajet 20W
on a logarithmic scale. The wavelength 640
and 960 nm used for self-referencing are
indicated by two dotted line.
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Figure 3:Radio-frequency spectrum of the
beatnote between scond harmonics of 640 nm
light and third harmonics of 960 nm light from
Gigajet 20W. Data was taken with a resolution
bandwidth of 300kHz
The OFC based on Gigajet 20W is
characterized by its high repetition rate of 1GHz [7]. It allows the beatnote measurement
between a clock laser and the OFC with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The average output
power was 800 mW at the pumping power of 8.5W. The fCEO was detected by using complex
second and third harmonics (2f-3f) self-referencing interferometer, since the spectrum coverage
was not enough to observe the fCEO with a high SNR by the conventional self-referencing as
shown in Fig. 3. The spectral components around 640nm were frequency-doubled to produce a
320 nm light by using a β-barium-borate (BBO) crystal. And the spectral components around
960 nm were frequency-tripled to also produce 320 nm light by following steps; a KNbO3
generate the second harmonics of 960 nm, and BBO crystal produce the 320nm light by the
sum-frequency generation of the 480 nm and 960 nm. These 320 nm lights were introduced into
a single-mode (SM) fiber for spatial filtering. The fCEO beatnote signal typically had a SNR of
30 dB in a 300 kHz resolution bandwidth.
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Figure 5:Experimental setup of the relative
frequency stability measurement. PBS, Figure 6:Experimental result of the relative
polarizing beam-splitter cube;PD, fast photo frequency measurement between two OFCs by
detector; λ/2, half wave plate; BPF, bandpass optical heterodyne comparison.
filter.
Relative frequency stability measurement
To estimate frequency stability of OFCs, we have measured the relative frequency
stability of these OFCs. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. In this experiment, we
adopted optical heterodyne technique to avoid influence of amplitude to phase noise conversion
in the photodetection process [8, 9]. In both OFCs, frep was stabilized to a frequency stabilized
extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) at 729nm [4] while fCEO was stabilized to a hydrogen maser.
The beat frequency between two OFCs (fB) is given by
fN1=N1·frep1+fCEO1

(1)

fN2=N2·frep2+fCEO2

(2)

fb1=fECDL-fN1

(3)

fb2=fECDL-fN2

(4)

N2=5·N1

(5)

frep2=5·frep1

(6)

fB=|fN1-fN2|

(7)

where N1 and N2 are mode number of the two OFCs, frep1 and frep2 are repetition frequency of
two OFCs, fceo1 and fceo2 are carrier envelope offset frequency of two OFCs, fb1 and fb2 are beat
frequency between ECDL and OFCs and fECDL is the frequency of the 729nm ECDL. We have
carefully selected fCEO and fb to satisfy equation (6) as follows fCEO1 = 80MHz, fCEO2 = 70MHz,
fb1 = 31MHz and fb2 = 21MHz. In this case, fB was observed at 10MHz. Before the measurement,
we slightly changed the fCEO1 to adjust the relative phase between optical pulse trains from two
OFCs to zero. This procedure maximize the strength of the fB and a SNR was about 60dB within

a 300kHz resolution bandwidth.
Figure 6 shows the Allan deviation of the relative frequency stability measurement. As
shown in the figure, relative frequency stability of the OFC is estimated as 2×10-16 at 1 s and
averages down to 10-18 range in few hundred seconds. This stability is enough to establish the
single 40Ca+ ion optical clock, however it is insufficient for the ultimate optical lattice clock
expected to achieve the stability of 10-18 level at 1s. Therefore, we are planning to improve the
relative frequency stability of OFCs, further.
Conclusions
We have developed two OFCs based on broadband mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers and
measured the relative frequency stability of OFCs by optical heterodyne comparison. We found
that the relative frequency stability of our OFCs is 2×10-16 at 1 s and averages down to 10-18
range in few hundred seconds. We are now planning to improve relative frequency stability of
our OFCs. These OFCs are actually applied to determine absolute frequency of the clock
transition of 40Ca+ ions [1].
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APPLICATIONS OF OPTICAL
FREQUENCY COMB INJECTIONLOCKED DIODE LASER
Sang Eon Park*, Eok Bong Kim, Chang Yong Park, Wonkyu Lee, Dai-Hyuk Yu, SooHeyong Lee, Taeg Yong Kwon

Mode-locked femtosecond laser
• Applications
Link of RF standards and OF standards
Optical frequency synthesizer
Precise laser spectroscopy
.
.
Those are applications needed single mode selection from optical comb

• Defects
Insufficient mode power
Unstable power
Beam pointing steering in case of Ti-sapphire laser
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Generation of coherent lasers and
two-photon spectroscopy of Cs atom
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Summary
We have demonstrated several applications of optical
comb injection-locked diode laser.
We built a optical synthesizer.
We built an optical clock by using modulation
transfer spectroscopy
We demonstrated two photon-spectroscopy of Cs by
using coherent laser
Optical comb tele-transfer and frequency comparision

Applications of the NMIA frequency comb to
dimensional metrology

Asia Pacific Workshop on Time and Frequency
KIM-LIPI, Indonesia
30 October–1 November 2008

Nicholas Brown, Walter Giardini, Malcolm Gray, Greig Small,
Bruce Warrington, and Michael Wouters
National Measurement Institute, Australia

Optical frequency comb and applications

• Commercial optical frequency comb
commissioned at NMIA in June 2006:
erbium fibre-laser with three amplifiers
(f-2f spectrometer, IR comb, visible comb)

• Laser sources locked to the comb
(HeNe, Nd:YAG) and used
for interferometry, including gauge
blocks and Avogadro spheres

Validation of frequency comb (i):
frequency – 473 612 366 960 (kHz)

Frequency of NMI master HeNe/I2 laser

time (s)

Comb result

(473 612 366 961.2 ± 1) kHz

Mise en pratique

(473 612 366 960

BIPM4 comparison

(473 612 366 957.5 ± 11) kHz

± 10) kHz

Validation of frequency comb (ii):
Comparison of two independent combs, with NMIJ
I2-stabilised laser

NMIJ comb

NMIA comb

Offset-lock laser
with sincere
thanks to Dr
Hajime Inaba



Application areas for dimensional measurements
referenced to the optical frequency comb:
i.

Length standards: interferometric measurement of
gauge blocks, used to support subsequent
calibrations by comparison

ii.

Mass standards: the Avogadro project requires
precision measurement of the diameter and hence
volume of near-perfect silicon spheres

iii.

Electrical standards: a ‘calculable capacitor’ requires
precision interferometry to determine the position of a
guard electrode within a new primary standard of
capacitance

iv.

Nanometrology: interferometry of a ‘metrological
scanning probe microscope (SPM)’ establishes
traceability of dimensional measurements at the
nanometer scale

i. Length standards
Interferometric measurement of gauge blocks using a Kösters interferometer

• Measuring the fringe
fraction: note distortion in
platen
• The integer fringe order
must be resolved by eg
measurements at
multiple wavelength, or
prior knowledge to
sufficient uncertainty
• NMIA has two
interferometers, for
gauge blocks up to
500 mm in length

ii. Mass standards
• Mass is the only SI quantity defined by a
manufactured artefact
• The International Prototype Kilogram ‘Big K’ appears
to be drifting by ~10 μg against other test masses

• An ‘atomic kilogram’?
The mass of NSi atoms of 28Si, where
NSi = (1000/27.976) NA = 2.1525×1025 28Si atoms
Accurate; reproducible; drift-free; not an artefact
• Near-perfect sphere of crystalline silicon:
1.00113 kg; diameter 93.68 mm; volume 429.83 cm3

Fabricated Avogadro spheres
• Major international collaboration to
fabricate two spheres of enriched 28Si
• Precision manufacturing by CSIRO
Australian Centre for Precision Optics,
supported by NMIA measurements
• 10 nm contour intervals (vertical scaling
exaggerated by ~106)
• Measure sphere volume by measuring a
reference set of diameters:
NSi = V/α3 × 8
α is the unit cell length (8 atoms per cell),
measured by X-ray diffraction

Saunders interferometer (Saunders 1972)

Saunders interferometer (Saunders 1972)

The sphere sits within an etalon; the diameter is the etalon spacing minus
the gaps on either side, all measured by interferometry
Each gap is determined from the fringe pattern formed on a CCD camera

Measuring the fringe phase
• Seven-step phase shifting algorithm
• laser frequency tuned to vary phase
• robust against various phase errors
• need to calibrate step size to give
accurate 2 total interval

Laser frequency control system
Clock laboratory
UTC(AUS)

Optical comb laboratory
frep
fCEO
comb

Atomic kilogram laboratory
diode laser

counter
fbeat

counter

fbeat

HeNe laser

• Comb referenced to UTC(AUS)  known optical frequencies
• HeNe offset-locked to comb  send reference to Avogadro laboratory by fibre
• Beat diode laser with HeNe  tunable, absolute frequency

Laser system—beat generation and detection

Laser system—beat generation and detection

ii. Electrical standards: a ‘calculable capacitor’
Configuration – conventional
arrangement of four cylindrical
electrodes in cylindrical shield
Capacitance between opposite
electrodes is delimited by two
guard electrodes

Calculated capacitance is mean of increase of
the two cross capacitances as the upper guard
electrode is moved through a measured
distance from the lower to the upper position

C   0 (ln 2 /  ) l

Guard electrodes
The design of the guard electrode nosepiece must select
combinations of cone angle a, cylinder diameter d and cylinder
length l to minimise systematic electrical effects while still allowing
sufficient optical access for interferometry

l

d

a

Interferometry of guard electrodes
The distance through which the moveable guard electrode is moved may
be measured by means of an interferometer in reflection mode, with a
fixed reference behind the guard. In this case a full cone end is possible.

Interferometry of guard electrodes
There is an advantage, however, in measuring the distance between the
two guard electrodes directly—then, by employing a fringe-locking servo,
this distance may be locked and stabilised against drift. In this case, a
full cone is not possible, since some aperture must be incorporated to
allow for the passage of the light beam.

iv. Nanometrology
Traceability of nanoscale dimensional measurements
Realisation
Realisationofofthe
themetre
metre
Iodine-stabilised
Iodine-stabilisedlaser
laser
Optical
frequency
Optical frequencycomb
comb

Metrological
MetrologicalSPM
SPM
Position
Positionread-out
read-outusing
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laser
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laser interferometry
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Step
Stepheight,
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length
and 2D pitch length
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dimensional
particle
dimensional particle
characterisation
characterisation
Particle
Particlesize
sizeand
andshape
shape

Calibration
Calibrationofofnanometrology
nanometrology
laboratory
instruments
laboratory instruments
SPM,
SPM,SEM,
SEM,TEM,
TEM,DLS,
DLS,FFF,
FFF,......

Transfer
Transferstandards
standards
Calibration
Calibrationofofuser
userinstruments
instruments
Traceable
Traceablenanoscale
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Nanometrology at NMIA
 Currently developing design for a
new metrological SPM
 Reference laser for interferometry
will be locked to the optical
frequency comb
 Metrological SPM will support
traceable dimensional measurement
of SPM transfer standards and also
characterisation of nanoparticles

Summary
 The optical frequency comb provides an alternate traceability
route for reference laser sources used for interferometry
 NMIA is using lasers locked to the comb for a range of precision
dimensional measurements in different application areas
 These measurements are underpinned by careful verification
and validation, to give the necessary confidence in results
 We anticipate continued developments in this area into the
future, and corresponding development of comb and laser
sources to support new measurements.
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Abstract
The Engineering Test Satellite-VIII (ETS-VIII) [1] is a Japanese geostationary satellite,
which was launched on December 2006. Its missions include mobile communication
experiments [2] using two large deployable antennas and basic satellite positioning
experiments using an atomic clock in space. For the latter purpose, it was equipped with
cesium-beam frequency standards by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA),
which was developed for GPS satellites. A precise time and frequency management
technology is essential to realize a satellite navigation system. The National Institute of
Information and Communications Technology (NICT) developed special equipment for this
time transfer link. This link makes precise time and frequency transfer between the onboard
atomic clock and a ground reference clock using two way time transfer method and carrier
phase measurement for the first time in the world. We have measured to obtain a precision
as better than 3ps between both clocks. We also estimated the range between the satellite
and the ground station using the time transfer data. We are collecting data using the TCE
now. This paper describes experimental principle and result of these experiments.
1

1.

Introduction

In Japan, the Subcommittee for Satellite Navigation Technology of the Committee on
Planning under the Space Activities Commission was organized in 1997. The Subcommittee
suggested that Japanese organizations should study the following basic technologies to improve
the country's satellite navigation system [3] .
1) Development of a space-borne atomic clock;
2) time and frequency management;
3) Precise-orbit determination techniques.
By conducting these studies, we can obtain basic technology to construct a satellite
navigation system in Japan. This system is aimed to establish the technology of time and
frequency management, such as monitor and control of atomic clocks. Using the ETS-VIII, our
goal is to perform a precise and accurate time and frequency transfer between a space-borne
atomic clock and a ground reference clock.
2

ETS-VIII AND ITS ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
In Japan, the ETS series managed by JAXA is aimed at developing satellite common base
technologies. Image of the ETS-VIII is shown in Fig. 1. The ETS-VIII, which was launched in
December 2006 by an H-IIA launch vehicle at the JAXA's Tanegashima Space Center, was
developed primarily to establish and verify the world's largest class geostationary satellite bus
technology, which is necessary for future space missions. The ETS-VIII is conducting many
*yasu@nict.go.jp

orbital experiments. One of them is satellite positioning experiment, which uses highly precise
onboard atomic clocks.
This onboard atomic clock is the same type that is used for GPS satellites. Its specification is
as follows:
- Type : cesium atomic clock
- Output frequency : 10.23MHz
- Weight : 13.6kg
- Frequency stability : 1*10-11
(t = 1 - 3.6s)
1.89*10-11*t-0.5 (t = 3.6 - 105s)
6*10-14
(t = 105 - 106s)
Using the frequency of this clock as reference, the positioning signals in the L-band and S-band,
which are modulated by the same code as GPS C/A code, are transmitted. The ETS-VIII has an
antenna of 1.0 m in diameter to transmit and receive both L-band and S-band signals. The
receiving power at the ground is expected same as that from the GPS satellite, but the frequency
in L-band is different from that of GPS. And an array of mirrors for a satellite laser ranging
(SLR) was equipped. These were developed by JAXA [4]. The NICT developed the Time
Comparison Equipment (TCE) [5], which was the onboard unit of the precise time and
frequency transfer system of ETS-VIII. The flight model of TCE is shown in Fig. 2.
3 PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENTS USING TCE
We planned precise time transfer using the TCE and the TCE ground station. We can attain
sub-nano second of precision by using only the modulation signal measurement. And pico
second order time transfer can be made using the carrier phase measurement.
Purposes of this time transfer experiments are as follows;
- Precise monitoring of onboard atomic clocks,
- Study of time management for satellite navigation system.
The main purpose of our experiment is to evaluate stability of the onboard atomic clocks using
TCE. This stability will be obtained by a highly accurate time comparison that can be used for
advanced experiment. We are planning application experiment as follows;
- High accuracy time transfer between two TCE ground stations via ETS-VIII.
- High accuracy ranging and orbit determination.
The development of satellite positioning system using quasi zenith satellite (QZS) [6] is
progressing in Japan, and the result of the TCE experiment is used for its time management
system [7].
4 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
The concept of time and frequency transfer by TCE is shown in Fig. 3. There are three features
of this system. The first is the adoption of a two-way signal transfer method between the ground
station and the satellite. The second is the use of signal carrier phase information. The third is
the self-calibration function. The block diagram of the TCE is shown in Fig. 4.
The use of carrier phase information is important because both stations have highly stable
atomic clocks, similar to those used by the GPS. Since all modulation signals and carriers are
generated coherently, we can use carrier phase information, in addition to the modulated signals,
to compare the timing of the signals to within a few pico seconds. The internal delay
measurement function of the TCE allows us to address any delay time variation due to
temperature variation and aging.
The antenna of the TCE ground station is 2.4 m in diameter, and is shown in Fig. 5. We
maintained a TCE ground station, shown in Fig. 5. The TCE ground station is composed of a 2.4
m diameter antenna, an RF section and a processing unit similar to the TCE. The UTC(NICT)
was used as a ground reference clock by the TCE ground station, that is the Coordinated

Universal Time determined by NICT.
The positioning experiment by JAXA uses four monitor stations, and few SLR stations. The
SLR station at NICT headquarters is shown in Fig. 5, and ranging experiment by TCE used this
SLR data as a reference. There is distance of about 150m between the TCE ground station and
the SLR station at NICT.
5 METHOD OF TIME TRANSFER AND RANGING
This precise time transfer experiment uses the two way time (and frequency) transfer method.
In this case as shown in Fig. 3, signal for time transfer are transmitted from the satellite to the
ground station, and from the ground station to the satellite. Both stations measure the received
signal and calculate the time difference. The measurement values are expressed as follows;
Uplink
: t1 = tg + Ts - Te
Downlink : t2 = tg + Te - Ts
where
t1 : measured time difference between the signal from the ground and the satellite time Ts ;
t2 : measured time difference between the signal from the satellite and the ground time Te ; and
tg : propagation time between the satellite and the ground.
Adding and subtracting these expressions yields the following :
Uplink - downlink = t1- t2 = 2 (Ts - Te)
Uplink +downlink = t1+ t2 = 2 tg
The subtracting yields the time difference, and the addition yields the propagation time. This
propagation time can be used to calculate of distance between the satellite and the ground
station.
In principle, the advantage of the two way time transfer method is that because both
ground-to-satellite and satellite-to-ground signals propagate along the same path in opposite
directions, and the delay caused in the ionosphere and the atmosphere can be canceled if the
uplink frequency is same as that of downlink. Such cancellation largely reduces measurement
uncertainty and enables us to make a precise time transfer. By using the carrier phase
information, much higher resolution is obtained since both stations have highly stable atomic
clocks. Actually, the part which cannot be canceled remains because the uplink frequency and
the downlink frequency are a little different.
6 MEASUREMENT RESULT
We are continuing time transfer experiment between the onboard clock and the UTC (NICT)
intermittently. Fig. 6 shows an experimental result of the time transfer between the onboard
atomic clock and the UTC(NICT) in carrier and code phases. First order trends are removed and
the value of time difference for code and carrier phases at t=0 are 0ns and 5ns respectively. The
same trend in both measured data is seen. But we have not yet carried out the calibrations of
internal delay and ionospheric delay. The measurement precision of the carrier phase is far
better than that of the code phase, and the variations of code and carrier phases agree very well
with each other. Fig. 7 shows frequency stabilities (Allan deviation) calculated from the same
data in Fig. 6 with the specification of the onboard atomic clock. Its time transfer resolutions are
0.7ns using code phase and better than 3ps using carrier phase at 1s averaging time. As shown in
the Fig. 7, making use of the carrier phase data, we can obtain the stability of the onboard
atomic clock.
Fig. 8 shows estimation result of the range between the satellite and the TCE ground station
using time transfer data and a result of measured range using SLR. And differential of two
results of ranging is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 shows the two way time between the satellite and
two ground stations. The result using time transfer data can not measure absolute value, but its
trend well agrees to that measured by SLR. The variation of the difference is the maximum and

is 9ns or less , and this is about 2.7m. Delay correction of ionosphere and etc. is not carried
out yet, but will be done soon.
7 CONCLUSION
The experiment result of time transfer and range between the satellite and ground stations is
shown. We are now collecting data using the TCE, and monitoring of onboard atomic clocks. It
is scheduled to improve accuracy by various corrections and to try various experiments.
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Figure 1. Overview of the ETS-VIII.

Figure 2. The Flight Model of TCE.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the TCE.

Figure 5. The Antenna of TCE Ground Station and SLR station at NICT headquarters.

Figure 6. Code Phase and Carrier Phase by the TCE.

Figure 7. Allan deviation of Code Phase and Carrier Phase by the TCE.

Figure 8. Result of the range using time transfer data and SLR, and differential of two results of
range.
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GPS carrier-phase time transfer is expected to be a leading technique for rapid determination and
realization of International Atomic Time. In the short-term it is the most stable method compared
with other satellite based techniques. In the long-term however, this method’s precision is begin
degraded by time jumps occurring between solution arc, which is called “day boundary problem”.
In the ﬁrst part of our study we have dealt with the reduction of these time jumps. To solve
this problem, many investigations by diﬀerent research groups are currently in progress. For our
approach we have applied a combination of the integer ﬁxing method [1] and ambiguity stacking
method [2].
Secondly, we have investigated the feasibility to improve time transfer by the usage of ray-traced
troposphere slant delays [3], which are computed by NICT’s software package called Kashima
Ray-tracing Tools (KARAT). Since zenith troposphere delays and receiver clock oﬀsets are highly
correlated, it is diﬃcult to separate each component accurately within least square estimation.
Thus, it is anticipated that the reduction of troposphere delays from GPS observations leads to
more accurate receiver clock oﬀset estimates than those obtained from solutions which have zenith
troposphere delays parametrized as unknowns in the least square adjustment.
In our presentation we are going describe the detail of these approaches as well as the results using
NICT (Japan), KRISS (South Korea), and TL (Taiwan) stations.
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Abstract The time laboratories in the Asia-Pacific region actively contribute to the UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time) generation, e.g. with increasing weights of the clocks and
primary frequency standards. These data are introduced in the UTC generation through the
Asia-Europe intercontinental time links. Very long distance time transfer is always a big
challenge in UTC practice. In the recent years, important investments have been made in GPS
and TWSTFT (Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer, TW for short) facilities. Many
laboratories operate both techniques. However, only one link, either TW or GPS, is presently
used for UTC.
TW and GPS, both have their advantages and disadvantages. GPS PPP (time transfer using the
Precise Point Positioning technique) is advantageous because of its short term stability assigned
by the carrier phase information and the independence between the precision and the link
distance. But its accuracy is subject to possible biases, discontinuities and long term
disturbances, as well as its rather high calibration uncertainty uB≈5ns; TW is characterized by its
absolute calibration uncertainty uB≈1ns and its long-term stability. However, studies have
proven that TW is disturbed by diurnal variations up to nanoseconds, especially for the long
distance links. Combining the two techniques is a reasonable solution.
The Vondrak-Cepek combined smoothing is adapted for this purpose. We give first a brief
recall of the state-of-the-art in the study of combining TW with GPS and then concentrate on
the improvement of the very long distance Asia-Europe time transfer links. Although some of
the Asia-Pacific TW laboratories are not linked directly to the PTB (the pivot of the UTC
network), they are linked ‘indirectly’ to PTB via the Asia pivot NICT. We show by numerical
examples that the result of combining the indirect TW and PPP is as accurate as the direct TW
combination in view of UTC time transfer. This implies that the indirect Asia-Europe TW links
could be linked to PTB with the help of GPS PPP.
We also prove that the combination GPS and TW can considerably improve the stabilities of
time transfer: reducing the influence of biases and gaps in the observations, and increasing the
robustness employing the complete independence between TW and GPS.
Key words: UTC, Time Transfer, TWSTFT, GPS, PPP, Time Deviation, Triangle Closure
1. Introduction
The time transfer techniques presently used to generate UTC are GPS and TW. The
international UTC time transfer network is a one-pivot system in which an arbitrary pivot links
the two techniques GPS and TW. In practice, the pivot point is PTB. All the UTC time
laboratories are directly linked to PTB through either GPS or TW.
In GPS time transfer, the observation is the difference between the ground clock and the GPS
Time which is the common reference for all users. Then the two ground clocks may be
compared by computing the simple difference. With GPS All-in-View (AV) [13], time transfer
can be performed between any two points on the Earth without geometric constraints. The GPS
carrier phase measurements (CP for short) are two orders of magnitude more precise than the
GPS code data, much less sensitive to multi-path and allow a better estimate of the atmosphere
__________________________________________
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effects. The CP data are largely used in geodesy and allow a baseline length determination
reaching millimetre level or some 10 ps in time unit. Since 1990, studies have being made to
fully use the CP information in time transfer [5,6,15,17,19,20,21,29,30]. The time stability up to
10-day averaging is expected to be at about the 0.1-0.2 ns level. One of the successful CP
solutions is the GPS PPP, in which the dominating short term stability and the absolute scale are
assigned respectively by the CP and the precise P code. Recommended by the CCTF 2006,
BIPM and the PPP laboratories are carrying out a pilot study and produce monthly the PPP time
links [3].
The observation of TW is directly the two ground clock difference and is therefore baseline
based. Due to its symmetric observation procedure, TW is technically advantageous: allowing a
direct cancel of the atmosphere effects that are dominant error sources in one-way time transfer
and keeping the long term stability. The TW calibration uncertainty is at the nanosecond level
[1,4,12,27,28]. Furthermore, the TW network is highly redundant. Beside the direct TW link
between a UTC laboratory and PTB, the redundant links among the TW laboratories are
measured. Although the only Asia-Europe UTC TW link is NICT-PTB, most of the Asian TW
laboratories are linked to each other (Fig. 3.1) [31]. Because different satellites and ground
stations are used for the Asia-Europe and Asia-Asia TW links, an indirect Asia-Europe TW link
via NICT would reduce the quality of the time transfer and is not used for UTC.
We summarise here the weak and strong points of the two techniques: 1) GPS PPP: its short
term stability assigned by the carrier phase information is the order of 10 ps; its independency
of the distance may be used to strengthen inter-continental TW links and to improve globally
the time transfer stability; its high resolution characterises the very short term behaviours of the
clocks to be compared; However its accuracy is subject to possible biases, discontinuities and
long term disturbances (cf. Fig. 2.2.2) as well as its rather poor calibration (uB≈5ns) [2]; TW is
characterised by its calibration, its reproducibility of a total uncertainty of 1 ns and its long-term
stability. However, several studies have proven that TW links are disturbed by diurnal variations
up to nanoseconds [8,14,15,17,22, 33].
Although both GPS and TW may suffer from similar types of disturbances, such as
measurement errors, biases, observation data missing etc., they can be well cancelled in the
combination because the error sources are not correlated thanks to the complete independence
of the two systems. This leads us to think why not combining TW and PPP? This combination
should take the advantages of both techniques: the short term stability of CP and the absolute
calibration as well as the atmosphere-delay-free observations with long term stability of TW.
This is especially helpful to strengthen the very long intercontinental Asia-Europe baselines. In
fact, the elevation of the telecommunication satellite observed may be as low as 7 degrees and
for some connections, two satellites are required to establish the time link. The quality of the
TW links decreases as function of the distance while that of PPP is quasi-uncorrelated to the
baseline length so that the whole UTC worldwide network becomes more homogeneous.
In this study, the Vondrak-Cepek combined smoothing is adapted to realise this combination.
A series of programs have been developed and installed in the BIPM UTC computation
software package Tsoft.
2. The combination of the GPS and TW
This section summarizes first the state-of-the-art in the study of combining TW with GPS then
discusses a combined smoothing tool and finally evaluates the capability and reliability of the
proposed method.
2.1 Different methods to combine GPS and TW
Three methods based on different principles to combine TW and GPS have already been
proposed: 1) The 1st is to make the optimal weighting mean value of the TW and GPS time links.
It can be realised on the time transfer measuring epochs [16] or on the UTC standard MJDs

during the algorithm of TAI time scale generation [23]. The method allows to take into account
multi-techniques and the calibrations of each technique; 2) The 2nd is to introduce the TW data
as a constraint in a least square algorithm which determines clock solutions in a PPP like
procedure with TW taking the role of the P-code [7]; 3) The 3rd is to use the TW data as the true
time link (absolute clock differences) and GPS data as the derivatives of the time link (the rate
of the clock differences). One of the advantages of this approach is that we can use directly the
two BIPM routine products TW and PPP without any converting operations [10,11]. There is a
family of mathematic tools to realise this kind of combination. One of them is the VondrakCepek combined smoothing [32] which has been adapted for the precision time and frequency
transfer [15,17] and is used for this study.
2.2 Evaluation of the combination method
In this section, we should answer the questions about the Vondrak-Cepek combined
smoothing: its capability to detect and correct errors in both TW and PPP; the expected gains in
stability and robustness.
For the evaluation, our principal idea is: we use a baseline where both TW and PPP are
available. Each technique has two sets of link results: one is considered as erroneous and the
other is correct. We first make the combination using the erroneous links and then compare the
result to the correct ones. Hence we can estimate the gains of the combination.
The baseline investigated is USNO-PTB which is chosen because it is a very long transatlantic
link and is the only one operated with GPS PPP and two independent TW links with
transmit/receive frequencies in the Ku band and X band (Ku and X band for short). X band has
a measurement every hour against Ku band every two hours. By earlier experiences [14] X band
is more precise and less biased than Ku band. Fig. 2.2.1 supports this remark.
The data set used was recorded in April 2008 from MJD 54552 to MJD 54586 (called UTC
0804). This period is chosen because the first published PPP result by BIPM in May 2008 was
erroneous [10]. And the corrected final solution was published two month after [11]. As shown
in the upper plot of Fig. 2.2.2 there are jumps up to 2 ns plus the slips between the two PPP
solutions and the lower plot is the differences between the X band link and the first published
PPP solution. This proves the first PPP is erroneous. Fig. 2.2.3 demonstrates its instability. The
jumps here are not a rare phenomenon. State-of-the-art CP solutions are still sometimes affected
by the jumps, discontinuities and drifts up to 2 ns or 1 ns/day, cf. [15,20]. The causes are very
complex and may be due to hardware instabilities of the receivers or data processing. It is still
an open point but not a topic of this paper. Our purpose is to repair or reduce the defaults in the
PPP with the help of the TW information or on the contrary, to repair TW using PPP.
First we combine the nosier and biased TW Ku and the erroneous GPS PPP. Then we compare
the result to the more precise, double dense X band and the corrected PPP data. It is expected
that in the combined solution, the short term noises, the biases, the time jumps in Ku band and
in the erroneous PPP should be repaired or at least reduced. The gains can be evaluated
numerically through the comparisons to the more accurate X band and the corrected PPP links.
The gain is defined as (σ2 – σ1)/σ1. Here σ is the standard deviation of the differences obtained
by the comparisons (see Table 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).
Taking the X band link as reference, Tables 2.2.1 gives the gains in Ku band and in the
erroneous PPP links due to the combination. The comparison of X band to the combined
solution has the σ3=0.221, to Ku σ1=0.332 and to erroneous PPP σ2=0.607. The corresponding
gains are 50% and 175%.
Taking the final PPP link as reference, Table 2.2.2 gives the gains in TW Ku and in the
erroneous PPP links due to the combination. The comparison of the final PPP to the combined
solution has σ3=0.146, to the Ku σ1=0.313 and to the erroneous PPP σ2=0.555. The
corresponding gains are 114% and 280%.

By Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the defaults in both TW and PPP have been repaired by the
combination. We believe that many smaller, invisible defaults should also be repaired. This can
be seen partially by the analysis of the Tdev.
In Fig. 2.2.4 the comparison of the Tdev of the four links is depicted. Among them three are
measured links: Ku band in pink, X band in blue and the corrected PPP in black. The red curve
is the Ku band and PPP combined link which is the most stable one of the four. This agrees with
the gains numbered in the Tables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The combined link is better than the TW-only
or the PPP-only links.
The combination has successfully repaired the jumps and slips in the erroneous PPP and
reduced significantly the noises and diurnals in Ku band so as to have ameliorated the shortterm stability. It should be emphasised that the absolute calibration of TW is maintained.
However, we should keep in mind that the improvement in short term stability for the PPP
comes on one hand from the combined linking information and on the other hand from the
smoothing operation.
3. Improve the Asian- Asian and Asian-European time links
The contributions of the time laboratories in Asia-Pacific regions are introduced in the UTC
generation through the longest baselines in the world-wide network: Asia-Europe
intercontinental TW and GPS time links of about 10,000 km. Many laboratories operate the
both techniques (Fig. 3.1). However, only one link, either TW or GPS, is presently used for
UTC.
In the following, we try to further prove that for the long distance Asia-Europe time transfers,
the combined TW and PPP solution is better than that of the TW-only or PPP-only ones. We
compare first the time deviations to demonstrate how and where the gains are obtained. Then we
compare the triangle closures to investigate in detail the error behaviours. Finally, we discuss
the improvements obtained by combining an indirect TW link and a direct PPP link.
3.1 Comparison of the time deviations
The upper plot in the Fig. 3.1.1 is the TW time link NICT-PTB 0804 (data from April 2008),
the longest TW link in the whole UTC network. Diurnals apparently exist but not very clear
because they are partially covered by measurement noise. The lower plot is the enlarged part of
the first eleven days and its TDev (blue curve inside). Diurnals peak-to-peak of about 1 ns are
visible in the time transfer and in the TDev plot. The left plot in Fig. 3.1.2 is the TDev of the
difference between the TW and the PPP. Similarly strong diurnal variations are observed with
amplitude of 1 ns. No doubt it is the TW that dominates the diurnals and imaginable that the
TW+PPP combination can reduce the diurnals if the smoothing coefficients are correctly chosen.
The right plot in Fig. 3.1.2 is the TDev of the combined link for the same period. The diurnals
are significantly reduced meanwhile the short term stability is considerably improved.
Fig. 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 are the comparison of the TDev of the monthly links of the data set 0804
for the links NICT-PTB and TL-PTB. The blue curve is TW; black curve is PPP and red curve
is the TW+PPP combined. Same conclusion can be made from these two plots: PPP is more
stable than TW for the short terms and the combined link is the best with respect to the TWonly and the PPP-only links in the sense of the stability improvement and diurnal reduction.
After an averaging time beyond one day, the three curves converge. This is exactly as to be
designed for the combination: PPP supplies the short term stability and diurnal-free filtering vs.
the TW defines the calibration and pilots the long term stability.
3.2 Comparison of the triangle closures
Three TW links between three laboratories form a triangle. Sum of the three linking vectors is
the triangle closure. Because the measurements are performed synchronized on every integer
hour, the clock values are entirely cancelled in the closure. Theoretically, it would be zero if

there were no measurement errors. Therefore, a non-zero closure is a true error and is a good
index of the time link quality. We compare the closers before and after the combination to
observe whether there is a gain and how much is the gain.
By the definition, we compose the triangle closure for Asian links Δ NICT-KRIS-TL:
ClosureΔ = Link1+Link2-Link3 = (ClockTL-ClockNICT)
+(ClockKRIS-ClockTL)+(ClockNICT-ClockKRIS) Æ 0

Fig. 3.2.1A displays the histograms of the 362 closures of the triangle Δ NICT-KRIS-TL
between MJD 54618 and 54636. The upper plot is the histogram of the closures of the measured
raw TW links, scattering 0.8 ns with standard deviation 0.13 ns; and the lower plot is that of the
TW+PPP combined links, scattering only 0.09 ns with standard deviation 0.02 ns which is the
precision of PPP. The mean values changed 0.009 ns from -0.558 to -0.567 ns, i.e. the
calibration has not changed after the combination (Note: the mean is not zero but 0.567±0.009ns due to a deviation in the calibration).
Fig. 3.2.1B displays the distribution of the closures as a function of time for the same data set.
Blue points are raw TW link closures and the Red points are the TW+PPP combined link
closures. Agreeing with the Fig. 3.2.1A, the red points cover a scatter range 10 times smaller
than the blue ones and go through the middle of the blue points. There is a 2-day gap in KRIS
PPP and TW data between 54630 and 54632 but it does not disturb too much the combination.
The triangle closure analysis shows the capability of the combination for filtering the
measurement errors with the precision of PPP. Because any polygon can be decomposed into
triangles, the reduced triangle closures imply that the closures of any arbitrary polygons become
smaller. This gain can be extended to the entire TW network so that the whole network becomes
more homogeneous in the senses of precision and more robust in terms of accuracy.
3.3 Combination of a direct PPP link and an indirect TW link
A direct time link is the traditional single baseline transfer. An indirect link is the time transfer
through more than one baseline. As in Fig. 3.3.1A and B, the TW time transfer between KRIS
and PTB via NICT is an indirect link. These measurements are not synchronised. Different
satellites, ground stations and frequencies are used. The errors due to the intermediate bridging
laboratory NICT will be merged into the indirect time transfer link. The diurnal signals as
displayed in Fig. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 in the NICT-PTB will be copied into the link KRIS-PTB. Fig.
3.3.1B is the result of the indirect link KRIS-PTB (in red) that equals the sum of the two direct
links KRIS-NICT (in black) and NICT-PTB (in blue). Because different types of ground
stations, satellites and observing time schedules are used for the indirect TW links, we should
first perform the PPP+TW combinations and then make the sum. The PPP resolution is 300
seconds and the observation epochs are the same. This way, the intermediate bridging effect at
NICT will be reduced to minimum.
Fig. 3.3.2 is the comparison of the TDev of the three links. The blue curve is the indirect TW
link with the bump representing the existence of the diurnal perturbations. The black curve is
PPP which demonstrates its high short term stability and the red curve the combined link which
is the lowest with the diurnal disturbances significantly reduced. We observe that beyond one
day, the three curves converge. As desired, the PPP should dominate the short terms’ (< 1 day)
and the TW pilots the long terms in the time transfer.
4. Conclusion
Asia-Europe intercontinental time transfers are the longest baselines in the UTC network.
Recent years’ developments in timing metrology in Asia-Pacific region require strengthening
the time links of inter-Asia-Pacific and Asia-Europe.
Combining TW and PPP allows keeping advantages of both techniques and considerably
improving the very long distance time transfer quality in the sense of: 1) Increasing the short

term stability; 2) Keeping the calibration and long term stability of TW; 3) Reducing the diurnal
disturbances in TW; 4) Repairing gaps, jumps, discontinuities and drift in both TW and GPS; 5)
Detecting coarse errors in both TW and GPS; 6) Providing a better robustness; 7) Profiting of
the rich redundancy in UTC network.
The Vondrak-Cepek combined smoothing is adapted to perform this combination. White
noises and diurnals in TW are filtered using the high precision GPS carrier phase information.
Because almost all the TW laboratories maintain PPP as backup, the combination does not ask
for new financial and manpower investments.
TW and GPS combination is a prospective way to improve the UTC time transfer. Further
study in the methodology is required: Other mathematic tools to combine the two time series of
the observations and the derivatives; Other GPS or TW observables such as the carry phase only
data; Other philosophy to merge the advantages of different techniques such as [7,18,23]; Other
GNSS links such as Galileo and Glonass; And finally establishing a standard procedure to apply
the result in UTC productions.
In the Asia area, high quality TW observations are carried out simultaneously following a
synchronised schedule and are back up by geodesic GPS receivers. With the new coming
techniques, the UTC network is becoming more and more redundant. The combination of TW
and GNSS is a good solution to fully profit of this continuously increasing redundancy.
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Table 2.2.1 Gain of the combination obtained by comparison to
TW X band link / ns (N is the number of compared points
between Mjd 54567-54584, Mean is mean value)
Link Type

N

Mean

Std.Dev.

Gain

TW Ku
Erroneous GPS PPP
Combination Ku+PPP

345
345
345

0.610
0.833
0.613

σ1=0.332
σ2=0.607
σ3=0.221

(σ1–σ3)/σ3=50%
(σ2–σ3)/σ3=175%

Table 2.2.2 Gain of the combination obtained by comparison to
the corrected GPS PPP link / ns (N is the number of compared
points between Mjd 54567-54584, Mean is mean value)
Link Type

N

Mean

Std.Dev.

Gain

TW Ku
Erroneous GPS PPP
Combination Ku+PPP

198
4822
5020

0.955
0.736
0.951

σ1=0.313
σ2=0.555
σ3=0.146

(σ1–σ3)/σ3= 114%
(σ2–σ3)/σ3= 280%
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Two-way satellite time and frequency transfer has become an important technical component in
the process of the realization of International Atomic Time and also for comparisons among the
best primary frequency standards. This paper contains results of studies aimed at improving the
knowledge of the uncertainties associated with the technique. Our study addresses the collection
and analysis of so-called time transfer triplets between readings from sites 1, 2, and 3.
Systematic deviations from zero in the combination (1−2) + (2−3) + (3−1) would point to
incomplete understanding or handling of systematic offsets in the individual time transfers. We
show that such offsets exist, that they can be well above 1 ns in some specific cases, and we
discuss potential causes for their existence.
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